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VifUey Of I&conomî  To B« Purpued 
Witty A Vl«w To Redaction
'I ' m,'t'',N  (, >Of''’Ta*tttI<W»‘̂ '' ' >"' ' '
y A ifinal «e|ioioh of'tiie 1923 Council 
I'Wflu held on ,^ur8dny morning, in or­
der to turn over the aaminiatration of 
'dvic’ntfairo to the newly cleetcd body, 
Owing io'n previous engagement of ar 
{mpdytantl nature, the Mayor' Was on* 
goie, th be present, but Aldermen 'A<t 
dam|i,'‘Knowles, Mcikle, MorHoon, Rat- 
teobury and Shepherd were all in , at
^*!i!u^Vdaiii8 wae tnoved to the chair 
and,. after the reading of the 'minptca 
of the,previous meeting, he eicprcased; 
on behalf of-the Mayor dnd thc<mcm‘> 
bers of'last year's Council,, their re*- 
gret, at the loss, of Aidi iRattcnbury, 
Who hod been a'member of the board, 
be ' understood,;'^fof, ten ' consecutive 
years, during, whieh time- he 'had/^used 
bis best 
citizens.
'endeavours on behalf of ;the
In reply, Aid. Rattenbur^ ',thanked 
■ the members Of the retiring 'CoudCil 
,f ior, the kind s e n ^ e n ts  expressed by 
. Ibo,,^airm an,.,am  gaveia abort,ro^ 
aume' bf his work as chairman of the 
Finaface Committee. He was appoin- 
‘ t ted to this position in the year 1917, 
 ̂ when, owing to the financial stringency
«rior to and , during ,the ,'war, it had eehi necessary to use a portion of the
;  S in k in ....................
cs, ah_
was $41‘,uuu 'in arrears, in aauniou w  
’ which the City owed the bapk $l7i000 
' and private loans amounting to $7,500,
' bringing the total up to $65,500. . The 
! object of the Finance Committee had 
' been to rectify thiS' state of affairs, and 
by the year 1919 the bank and private 
' loans had been paid off. As shown by 
the ' ciyic financial statement for 1923, 
.th e  Councils had succeeded in paying 
off everything, and, by .writing .up to
»_pur
Fund
; par investments which 'had been 
, diased at a discount, the Sinking - 
' now' showed a surplus of over $4,000.
He reminded the al.dermen that the 
' position of chairman of the 'Finance 
 ̂Cbmmittee was , no sinecure' as, not- 
. withstanding the merits of various pro­
posals >for expenditure .submitted by 
’ members of the Council and , by priv- 
' nte citizens, it had been necessary for 
the Committeje to take a fim  stamf 
against many expenditures which,' utt-. 
, dcr. ordinaryf conditions would '^have 
been fully jdsfified, in order tb  attain 
*Aeir object of bringing the City’s fi- 
. wangpft into good standing.:,However, 
be did not wish to take all the credit 
for . the present financial standing, as 
at was largely due/to -the support giv- 
'c n  by Hfs Worship the MayOr 'and his 
‘ fellow aldermen, who. so • closely co-
V operated with^the Finance-Committee 
Jn curtailing expenditure when re q u i­
ted 'to  do so.' He. wished to emphasize 
the fact that, without their co-opera-
V tion, the City’s position, would not now 
b e  as shown on the balance sheet. , ■-
In cbnclusion. Aid. Rattenbury said 
that, although his retirement was nec­
essitated by the election of Mr. Latta, 
be had only the kindest feelings for 
that gentleman and wished him every
■ success as a member, of -the Council. 
Aid. Rattenbury then vacated his seat 
as a  member of the Council.  ̂̂ ^
Ald.-elect Latta said that Mr< Rat- 
leiibury was a gentleman for whom he 
bad a very high regard,, and h e .regrets 
ted the fact that his election was the 
only reason why Mr. Rattenbury had 
to vacate his seat as a member of the 
Couneit. -The declaration of the Returning 
Officei^ as to the result ofi the election 
for Mayor and Aldermen was received 
and read, and the aldermen-elcct, Mes­
srs. W. E. Adams, J.B .lCnow les. C. 
. B. Latta, G. A. Meikle, R. F. Morri­
son and J. W.. N. Shepherd, handed to
■ i the City Clerk the required certificates 
i- that they had taken the declaration^ as
orovided by Section fid of the Munici- 
^  Elections Act, and then took their 
 ̂ seats as members of the Council for
• 1924. ■ ■' ■
• I In  ■ welcoming Aid. Latta as a mem­
ber of the Council, the chairman said 
he hoped that the relationship between 
the membera of the Council wotild con- 
' tiniie to be as harmonious as hcreto- 
M fore, and that the results of their de- 
■' liberations, would be in the, best inter­
ests of the city at large.  ̂ ^
Aid. Latta assured his colleagues 
that'thcy could count bn his hearty co­
operation and assistance in all matters 
, which he deemed were in the best in- 
X tercsts of the citizens. ..
Adjournment was then taken unUl 
Mono ay evening, Jan. 2fith.
All the members of the new CoUn-
■ d l  were present at the first business 
session, on Monday night.
In  connection with the minutes of 
the previous meeting, the Mayor en­
dorsed what ex-Ald. Rattenbury had 
ia id . as to  the nnxious times the City 
i had gone . ; through during the war 
^ years. The Sinking Fund was now in 
' good shape, and he thought it should 
be ‘ possible 1 to make a  material reduc- 
I tion in expenditure as compared with
■ last year, when about $10,000 had been 
: spent on what were really capital out­
lays, and so reduce the rate of taxa­
tion. Like all public bodies, the Coun- 
d l  was besieged each year with appU-
' cations for grants, most of them for 
' commendable purposes, but it was nec­
essary to turn down a number of them, 
and then the Coundl were criticized 
) as being old-fashioned and non-pror 
. gressive. '
Turning to the question of standing 
committees, the Mayor pointed out





Satisfactory Reports For The -Post 
year Presented Beforcr Meagre  ̂
Attendapf̂ e At;Meeting'
' I ! ' 1 X. , ' ' ---- 1 . I
at the annual meeting of ihe
;\iwiir




Ich ' was held, in
Only, seventech .people' were jpresent
'  Kcl(
'." c  
n
afternoon. Tim .President of the Soc­
iety. !Mf4 A. G. McCbsh, ‘occupied the 
chair and ' Mr.) ,G.'‘iRV Bin'gef acted as 
Secretary, u ' ' l i I
The proceedings were opened^ by 
reading the minutes of the prOvjous 
meeting, which ',yrere adopted, after 
which tnc auditors' report and the, fin­
ancial 1 statement were considered,'.-the 
chairman ' explainjng - to ' th e . 'meeting 
that the balance -sheet hi^d/only just 
been received by him. 'After some dis-̂  
cussibn, a' resolution moved by' Mr. J.
_____ __ . .
ed and,., that< fhe X recommendations 
made' by "the' auditors^ be - carried .';'out. 
.CJThe financial statcipent appears, on 
pa^C three' olf this issue.) ' . , '
- '-'Mr. McCosh next read out the ifolt 
lowing report oh the activities of, the 
Society during the past y e a r ; ‘ 
’’Ladies and Gentleihcn;
”On behalf of the . Board of Dlrec 
tors 1' wish to submit; thd - report of , the 
Hospital for the year 1923.
■ ’’The year 1923 .has been a difficult 
one -for financing*' owing; to ithe condi­
tions / prevailing 'v in. .ther.dis,trict and to 
the increasing difficulty of all hospitals 
to- finance, themselves, and this will 
continue unle'ss'^they reedye; , greater 
support from ; the' -' Provincial Govern­
ment. Our Government Liquor Grant 
decreased $1,491X.' >
: X”A ‘ComparalSve-‘Statement: shows :-r 
' , ! 1923 1922 Decrease
Patiepts treated - 625 ■ 643 18
Patients’ days - 7,46̂ 1 ,8,076 611
WM . , Increase 5 ,3116 ,0 c
’’’This slight i'ncrea^e is accounted 
for by the decrease«in, ,the; number, of 
patient days, with; the'^same: overhead 
expenses. A larger number of patients 
could have, been treatdl; which would 
ha've reduced the tper. capita rate. Van­
couver General; Hospiml per ' capita 
rate .is $3.00 for this year. Our rate 
therefore compares very favourably. 
For the month of December it was
■$3.23XXX:l'-X:jxĝ X̂ XSXff
/ “Siibstantial decreases' are .shown in 
the following list, with,two exceptions, 
board and ren t,. showing -a ..slight in? 
crease:— ' ' -
Drugs $2,771.35; decrease $161
Heating $1,823.00; decrease $430 
Light & water $1,000.00; decrease $157 
Board $5,874.00; increase.$179
Salaries ........ $8;839.00; decrease $196
R e n t_______  $780.00; increase $40
Laundry ........ $1,219.00; decrease $64
Expenses _ _ $1,759.00; decrease $82
Giving- a net decrease o f $871.
’’During the past year we have te- 
ceived splendid support from th^-Ma­
yor, Aldermen and ratepayers of JCe- 
lowna. A By-Law was passed for $18,- 
000 for the building of a Nurses’ 
Home/ laundry 'and for -additional 
wards in the maternity building. The 
need for public wards is very pressing 
and the necessary alterations will, com­
mence as soon as the laundry has been 
built, for which the’ contract has been 
granted,' work to commence as soon as 
weather permits.
’’W e intend very shortly to  have His 
Worship the Mayor officially open the 
Nurses’ Home and invite the*citizens 
to attend this opening, which we. trust 
they will do, taking advantage of this 
opportunity to inspect the building. 
“ The Nurses’ - Home will enable 
your directors to: operate, the Hospital 
in a more economical way by a saving 
of $780 in rent and considerable saying 
in fuel, besides being more convenient 
and suitable for the Matron and nurses. 
We were always in ‘ danger of being 
turned out of a rented house at a 
month’s notice.
“The staff at present consists .of a 
Matron, four graduate nurses and 13 
probationers. This month three leave 
to complete their course at the; Van­
couver General and one has resigned. 
Your directors, by having probationers, 
are enabled to give better service to 
the patients and also operate the Hos­
pital more economically, than if all 
graduates were employed.
’’Owing to the steady increase of ac­
counts owing by patients, your Board 
instructed the Matron to collect one 
week in advance from all patients as­
king for a private ward, as is the prac­
tice in all d ty  hospitals. A patient who 
is unable to dp so must go into the 
public, ward. X
’̂ Your Board is well satisfied with 
the Matroq. She gives the work her 
close supervision and her discipline oy­
er the staff is good, During the ^ r  
there were many serious cases. The 
recovery of these was largely due to 
the efficiency of the nursing, which 
speaks well for the high standing main­
tained. ■ • ^
“The prPDlcm of operating hospitals 
is yearly becoming more difficult and 
some solution must be found. I am of 
opinion that the Provincial Govern­
ment will eventually have to take over 
and operate the hospitals, but this pre­
sents many difficulties. At present the 
only way we can carry on is to oper­
ate in the most economical manner 
possible, consistent with efficiency.
“Together with the rest of the Board, 
I wish to thank the Ladies Hospital
W l ? / : :
COMlinT
FOR R E L B
'* ■-‘’r ' t*f. - ' ' . ' ■ '•'■.* ' ' . '■ iJ 'ri 'I
Now, Organisation Is Fortqcd, I^cr The 
I Better Control of Charitable 
' , W btb  'm '
(Contributed)
A meeting was j hc)d, a t the Parish 
Hall on Tuesday last, the outcome of 
Which was that a Central Committee 
was . formed to take charge of aW cases 
nf relief Work In the district, The incct- 
iqg the result, Of a letter written 
to’ all organizations by the Parent- 
Teacher Associatibn, the Secretary of 
which is Mrs. Arbucklc, asking for
lajjping and inefficient distribuTion of 
funds and goods, along .the same lines 
as suggested in a letter to The Courier 
in December last. . ,;  ■ '
The . following organizations .were 
represented by delegates:—^The United 
Church,' RCv. A. -MacLut'g, Mrs. Faulk­
ner; Parent-Teacher Association, Mrs. 
C. Dick, Mrs. Winstone; Christian Sci­
ence, Church, Mrs., Lovell; .Baptist 
Church, Miss Reekie; /'Women’s Miss** 
ionary Society/ Mrs. Simpson; Public 
HcalthvNurse, Miss McClung; I. O. D.
Mrs. Gray, Mrs. Pitt; City Coun­
cil, Aid., C. B. Latta; Anglican Church, 
Mr; 0 . St. P. Aitkcns; Salvation Army, 
Capt Ede; B. F. O.E., Ald..C. B. Lat­
ta; G .W .V.A., Mr. E., W. Barton. 
Mrs. F. W: Simmons was also present, 
haying keen interested in' work -of this 
kind m previous years*, • , X
- At the'• outset ‘ Rey. Mr. MacLurg 
wab, voted to the chair, and a statement 
yeas made by Mrs. Dick;as to the scope- 
of ' the work proposed to be bandied by 
the/ Central Committee: -Mr: MacLurg 
also spoke of his .previous' experience 
in this relief work and pointed out 
that this personal? touch and 1 tact were 
absolutely essential to get the best re­
sults, as there were so many cases that 
would never appeal* for * relief in the 
ordinary; way and ‘ that ;■ could only be 
managed by careful handling.
Mr: 'Barton /spoke as to the lines on 
which he considered the Central /Com­
mittee cotild most efficiently handle 
Cases ,of distress; and suggested the 
appointment of a President, Vice-Pres­
ident and a Secretary.
' After discussion, it was decided to 
name the Committee the ̂  Kelowna 
Central Organized Relief Committee, 
its functions to be ' the holding of a 
weekly meeting at which names of 
cases for relief would be submitted by 
each organization represented and the 
merits of each ,case gone into. The 
case, if  . approved of/would; then ke 
turned over to one organization to be 
dealt with. All discussions to be strict­
ly private and confidential.
The ‘officers were - then , appointed, 
with'the result, that . Mr. MacLurg was 
chosen as President; Mrs.'- Dick, Vice- 
President,, and Mr. E. W. . Barton, Sec­
retary. . . .  ,
• The, meetings will be held in the 
G: W. V. A. Rooms, as being the most 
central situation/ and- the first of the 
weekly meetings* will be held at 3 o’­
clock on Feb. 4th.- 
I t  is understood that there are other 
organizations, still to be heard' from 
and it is hoped that, should these oth­
ers decide to join the Central Commit­
tee, they will appoint delegates to be 
present at the meeting next Motiday;
The Secretary wishes to point out 
that any of the above named delegates 
will be glad to receive reports of cases 
of distress, *nd will also gladly accept 
donations of 'cash, goods or clothing.
The thanks of the Committee are due 
to the executive of the Church of-Eng­
land for the use of the Parish Hall for 
this meeting. *; i
j APAH BXPBR1BNCB8
p o l i t i c a l  u p r o a r
Diet Ijs Dissolved By litnperial Decree 
Amid Scenes Of Great Disorder
, TOKlO, Tan. ‘ 31.—After a stormy. 
SGSsibn. the Japanese Diet was dissolv­
ed toony by Imperial decree amid 
scenes pf an unprcceijcntcd character. 
Premier Kiypra caused the dissolution 
amid a great uproar this'.afternoon, 
and the members of the ministry .fled 
for their. lives after the Premier had 
resorted to an Imperial' edict' as , a 
means to close parliament. ' [ '
Military, forces were hastily called 
out tp reinforce nvii thousand* police-* 
men Who, had been On duty all day 
guarding the • ministry * and * the Diet 
buildings. The police had been thrown 
about,the bpildings following an opCn 
agitation against the Prcinier’s .threat 
to dissolve the ’ legislative body.
Prio r' to closure of the proceedings, 
one''man ‘had* been arrested on .the 
floor, o f‘ the Diet and .another fled in 
a , motor car to escape a similar fate. 
Agitators passed through, the btrects 
throwing out handbills attacking Pre­
mier Ktyura as representing ’’autocra­
cy',’ and dentanding a vote of no confi­
dence. . I  ̂ ■ ’ '.u ’ '
X'With I Premier- Kiyura Tcportea , to**, 
night as remaining firm in his. detcr- 
mination not, to resign, additional mili­
tary: forces wcrexalled out to reinforce 
the thousands of policemen guarding 
the ministers, of .state and, the Diet 
buildings,
GRENADIER BUGLERS ARE
IN  FOR TROUBLE
LONDON, Jan. 31.—The House of 
Commons will probably hear some' 
questioning of the Labour Government 
concerning, an unheard: of > proceeding 
at'Charing Cross on Wednesday^, when 
buglers of the Grenadier Guards, one 
Of the 'Rink’s Household Regiments, 
sounded “Last Post’* around his statue 
in honour of' the memory of Charles 
I., the English King who was executed, 
on January 30, 1649. The celebration 
of the anniversary was under the aus­
pices of an organization known as. the 
\Royal Martyr Church Union.
The introduction of the Grenadier 
buglers with their fanfares of military 
requiem has raised-; a storm. , Accord­
ing to the War Office, nothing was 
known officially of the attendance of 
the soldiers at the ceremony.
POLICE ABANDON TH E ,
HUNT FOR HANNAY
VICTORIA/ Jan. 31.—Police posses 
composed of five- officers  ̂ of the^ Vic­
toria headquarters of ' the Provincial 
Police:and officers from Nanaimo and 
Duncan, who have been searching the 
woods in the vicinity of Duncan for 
George Hannay, who escaped jail on 
Sunday night at Duncan, are abandon­
ing the* hunt in the belief that the fugd- 
tive has succeeded in escaping^ from 
Vancouver Island to ' the mainland. 
Hopes were entertained on Tuesday 
that' his capture would be effected be­
fore nightfall. Two bloodhounds 
brought over from New Westminster 
picked up the trail of Hannay and 
struck off through the bush in a  north- 
Westerly direction. Heavy rainwas fall­
ing at the, time, however, and before 
the dogs had covered many : miles the 
scent became washed out. It is be­
lieved by many people at 'Duncan who 
knew Hannay that he had an acepm- 
plice hiding someVhere along the near­
by coast with a gaspline launch and 
supplies. He is well qcqqainted with 
the geography of V’ancouver Island 
and the Coast generally, and has keen 
helped by the rainfall which obliterated 
his trail and puf the searchers for him 
at a disadvantage. '
AGRICULTURAL GRANTS TO
PROVINCES W ILL CEASE
OTTAWA, Jan. 31.-^Notice of the 
What promises ■ to be an important-intention of the Federal Government
industry ha, recmtly been “ 'aW isM  , ‘̂ ^ | “ ”‘T a s  bSn“ s‘S  S t" to  Pro- 
at Vancouver. This is the manufac- y-gjai |^^inisters of Agriculture. This 
ture of brattice cloth, a material very 
extensively used in coal mining as a 
safeguard against poisonous gases and 
fire. In fact, the coal mining regula­
tions in most Countries insist on its 
use as a protection to men employed 
in coal mines. It is made out of a 
heavy woven jute cloth, chemically 
treated to make it flame proof. B. C.,
Alberta, Washington and Oregon a- 
lone. use approximately fifty thousand 
yards of this cloth monthly.
GREECE NOW FACES
A GRAVE CRISIS
ATHENS, JanX 31.—Premier Veni- 
zelos has precipitated a'grave crisis in 
Greece, full of far-rcaching eventuali­
ties externally and internally.
Aid for their splendid support. The va­
lue of this organization, cannot be es­
timated. I wish to thank the Girls 
Aid, Messrs. Crehan & Mouat for au­
diting the books free of charge; the 
Press for inserting matter pertaining 
to the Hospital; the Board of Trade 
for the free use of their room; the 
many friends of the Hospital for don­
ations received; the Secretary, Matron 
and Staff for their services, for with­
out their untiring efforts, our Hospital 
would not be as efficient as it is. I 
wish to thank the Directors for their 
hearty co-operation and the splendid 
way they have attended, the monthly 
meetings.’’ /
(Continued on page 5)
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action was forecast some time ago 
when a delegation representative of 
the provinces interested waited upon 
Premier Mackenzie King and urged 
that the grants be continued. The 
Prime Minister told the delegates that 
the Dominion government was carrying 
a very heavy financial load as the re­
sult of the war and did ,not feel that 
it was in a position to continue the 
grants. He also mentioned that the Fed­
eral Government maintaine® a large 
Department of Agriculture which was 
of benefit to the provinces.
MHONALRARD 
W C A U M m
( .  ̂  ̂♦ 4 nmmfn  ̂  ̂  ̂ I i
Kelowna Society Pa:^ Tribute
To The immortal -Memory Of i 
( RObtde Bums >
BRITISH RECOGNITION OF
SOVIET NOW IMMINENT
LONDON, Jan. 31.—Great Britain 
has decided to recognize the Russian 
Soviet government first and to settle 
outstanding questions such as debts, 
reparations and trade rights afterwards, 
the Foreign Office anounced- today. 
Officials stated that formal recognition 
by the British Government might be 
expected any time now.
EX-BLAISER’S H EA LTH '
HAS BROKEN DOWN
DOORN, Holland, Jan. 31.—Former' 
Kaiser Wilhelm’s health ̂  has broken 
down and members of his - immediate 
household fear the worst, it was learn- 
ed here today. Friends of the one-time 
War Lord admit that his physical con
' With (costing, songs, music and dan­
cing, the Kelowna^ Scottish, l^ocicty  ̂
aided and abetted by many friends Whb 
do not claim the rugged, old land as 
the home of their ancestors, celebrated 
bn Friday jsveping the, 165th annivers­
ary of the birth'of Scjotland’s most dis­
tinguished and -rnbst loved po^t. Ro­
bert Burns. ;The supper ; and concert 
were held in the, Society's own hall in 
the Glenn Block, Pendozi Street, and 
dancing was carried on afterwards in 
the Elks’ Hall. The new prcihiscs of 
the Society were very artistically dc-r 
corated for the Occasion with, bunting 
of'the'red and‘gold colours of the old 
Scottish national standard, evergreens 
and OrientaManternsr and the long ta­
bles which filled mostiof . the a'vailablc 
floor space were: attractively set so as 
to enhance the appetisiiig appearance^of 
the load of tothsome viands that they 
bore. The ladies: o f, the Society had 
evidently taken great pains over' the 
preparations, and ;tlieiy;; are entitled to 
a generous measure, of praise Xfor ' the 
results o f : theiV labours. They were 
rewarded by a splendid attendance 
numbering over 'the two hundred mark. 
Several of both sexes had donned the 
Highland garb, and the gay tartans 
lent, a pleasing touch of colour and ro*- 
mance to the gathering .
Rev. W. Graham, Brpwn, President 
of the Society; said grace and then His 
M aj^ty the Haggis appeared,/ borne 
upon'a chÊ r'ger and escorted :by a piper 
blowing lustily and: a guard of honour 
of four sturdy Highlanders with drawn 
swords. The; procession marched, round 
the tables, -Mr. Dougald McDougall de­
livered Burns’ famous address to the 
delicacy/ and then the assemblage fell 
to and did ample justice both to the 
haggis. and many other .dainties pro­
vided for their consumption.
The feasting at an end, Rev,* Mr. 
Brown explained that it had been ar­
ranged for Mayor ..Sutherland to pre­
side/ as Honorary President of the 
Society, but His "Worship unfortunate­
ly had to fulfil another engagement, al­
though he would' probably be able to 
attend later in the evening. Mr. Brown 
then proposed • the...first toast, “ The 
King,’’ which was duly konoured to 
the strains of the ' National Anthem, 
sung by the gathering.
After a musical selection, rendered 
in good style by, the Society’s ^orches­
tra, the chairman proposed ’’The Im/ 
mortal Memory of Burns;’’ , He expresr 
sed his pleasure that wherever the sun 
shone on Scottish folk throughout the 
world that day, the birthday of Robert 
Burns was being commemorated. It 
seemed a curious thing that while the 
Scots observed this day, the Irish did 
not celebrate the memory * of Moore, 
or the English that of Spenser or Ten­
nyson. I t came to his mind that, per-: 
haps' the origin of this celebration was 
the: predilection of the Scots to gather 
to, have a drink—(laughter)—but they 
had gone a step in advance of that and 
had left the national beverage outside, 
while they still enjoyed the celebration 
of the anniversary.
Abjuring any intention of discussing 
the various phases of Burns’ character, 
Mr. Brown spoke of one outstanding 
trait in his poetry, his love for the 
bonny lassesi The delightful love 
poems of Burns took their memories 
away back to the days when the skies 
were blue, the waters of the burn sang 
sweetly, life was full of joy and there 
was a bonny wee thing beside them, 
but the bonny wee thing was not'now 
their wife but the wife of another and 
180 lbs. at that. (Laughter.)
Scorn had been poured upon Burns 
for his love affairs, .but the world was 
the richer by a numbier of lovely lyrics, 
in which he had woven halos round 
the heads of the lasses he lov^. Mr. 
Brown concluded with a number of 
apt quotations, illustrating the tender­
ness and pathos of Burns’ genius un­
der its most powerful inspiration—love.
As a reply to the toast, Mr. A. 
Smith sang “ There was a Lad was 
born in Kyle.’’' . '
Mrs. Trenwith sang “The Scottish 
Blue Bells,’’ and as an eticofe gave 
‘̂Cornin’ Thro’ the Rye.”
Chosen to propose,the toast of “Kin­
dred Societies,” Dr. Wilson Herald de­
clared he would break away from all 
precedent . by getting away from the 




dition is precarious but claim that at­
tending physicians"'* are hopeful of re­
storing him to normal health. Brooding .
over the downfall of his dynasty, coup-j taking of Vimy Ridge, by. ‘‘The Wom- 
Icd with religious mania, has contribu-1 
ted to his general physical weakness.} (Continued onr-Page 4)
Mpssrs. Batt«tt, Atid Bulman Ane The 
Only Memken Re-Elected PI 
..... ;*qrho i m  Bp M  • i , ;
' X • i;'
T*hci'e was. a very large- attendance 
at 'tlio general meeting of. the epf^troci: 
holders' of the ] |̂i?lowoa^GroV»fcira’ 
chi(ffffc,' held on Monday In the Em­
press Theatre for , the purjposo of elect-? 
ing the directors jfor the eoming year 
and t>vo representatives on' the H ead­
quarters Bdard of the Associated Gro­
wers of Bf C: In  contract',to tbc two 
meetings wnich preceded it, it was a 
harmonious gathering throughout/ at 
no time any ill-feeling being displayed, 
and the various''speeches made showed 
that all were united in the one aim of 
helping the., fruit industry to become 
onccj again a' flourishing one, and prQ-? 
fitabte to the grower. i , a ,
; Promptly at 10 a;m. the meeting was 
,called to prdei^ ,by. Mayor D. W, Suth­
erland, the President of the Board, 
who had-on the platform withkim Mr.i 
W. O’Neill, the'  ̂Secretary of the Ex­
change, and| Mr.' G. "H. Jackson, the 
company’s a'uditbr. Previous ' tO' enter­
ing the-building ̂  each contract holder 
had k ^ n  handed a printed copy of the 
Interim Report and Financial - State­
ment for 1923-24, .and/ to: facilitate bal­
loting later on, only contract holders 
'werepermitted/:to; sit/'dowri'stalrs, -the 
general -public -beingaccominodated 
with seats in the gallery.
The chairman commenced by refer­
ring to the report and financial state-* 
ment/ which/ hq said, he thought* cpuld 
be taken as read; also to the minutes 
of the last meeting, which he consider­
ed it would not be necessary to : read; 
as that could, be done at the annual 
general : m,eeting -;which would i take 
place in May. : .Some discussion on 
these matters followed; : after - which 
Mr. L. E. Taylor, seconded by Mr. D. 
M. Morrison, moved that\Rulc'28 b̂ e 
suspended, so as to allow all contract 
holders to vote, whether in good stand­
ing or not, and the motion was car­
ried after a very short debate. .
The Interim Report and Financial 
Statement . was next /considered; and 
Mr. T. Bulman, who spoke verydear, 
ly and plainly on . all points,: took the 
platform in order to/explain items 
mentioned in it; XHaving*been asked to 
give some idea of tbe'.present standing- 
of the fruit busine^ and explain ..what 
the' future appeared to have in store, 
he began by seating that it was thir­
teen 'years since ’ the co-operative 
movement had been:'tried out-in var-* 
ious ways in . this part of B.C.. qnd the 
present status of the ' Associated.- Grow­
ers and the Kelowna- Growers'. Ex­
change showed that a nibst tremend­
ous achievement had been accomplish­
ed. The -balance sheet, he said, was 
self-explanatory, but all would do well 
to bear in mind that it was not final. 
The directors in having to get it out 
had been placed at a disadvantage, as 
certain costs had to be estimated^ Lib­
eral amounts had been allowed for car­
rying on- the company’s .business up to 
the tinfe of the annual m eeting.' •
The speaker, then took'up the most 
important items- in the balance: sheet 
one by one, and explained the*n to 'Ibe 
meeting, answering, questioris put to  
him very readily. /Regarding profits, 
he pointed out that, if dividends were 
declared, they would become subject 
to both federal and provincial taxation, 
also, in answer to questions and objec­
tions to the charge of $60 per share, 
he explained that it -was absolutely 
necessary for the Exchange to have 
some capital and, if packing was done 
at cost, no capital ;would be ayailable.- 
The banks would help * in other mat­
ters, but not in regard to the making 
of fixed investments, so capital had to 
be secured by some means for carry­
ing on the compaus^^s business. The 
balance sheet showed, be considered, 
the starting of a very successful busi­
ness. All who had watched the start­
ing of the co-operative organization 
here had been surprised at the man­
ner in which such a  gigantic task had 
been tackled and carried out. Previ­
ously the fruit industry had been "slip­
ping” badly and getting into worse 
shape from year to year, a fact that 
the old competing firms fully appreci­
ated as well as 'the  growers thcmsel-
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Mr. it. B, D; t.ysdns/'took the chair 
and ’ Brig.-Gcn, ?Harmaiv acted as sey-; : 
rotary. The varidus districts were, re-.; 
presented by the following gchticmen;; 
Penticton, Messrs. >W« G. Baskin and 
FL -H. Keene’; Naramata, Mr., W.\ 9. 
Young; Summcrland, Messrs. G,X 
Nixon, R.' Pollock,'T.*Croil,"^Muir Ste- .* 
uart and A. C. Turner; F*^achland, Dr. 
Buchanan and Messrs, B. F. Gumnfow : 
and J* T. Long; Westbank ,Mc8srs/ Wi i 
B. Gore and C. Butt; KcremcosX'Mr. 
T, A. Woods; Kelowna, Messrs. L.'E» ; 
Taylor, H. B. D.‘* I^sons. A, R. Har­
man, D, Lockic, T, Bulman, G. • A .; 
Barrat, F. A, Taylor, A. W> HamtUon. / 
R. W. ScatH, L, G. Butler akd F.; B, 
Lucas. Mr. Basil Stcuart acted, as/je- : 
dresentative of the Associated Grdw- 
ers of B. C. ‘ ,
After ’ the chairman had called" the < 
mcctihg to order, Mr. W. G«,Baskin„ 
following a few ‘ preliminary remark 
opened the proceedings. by rcadinj 
letter from Mr. J. A. Teagai*den, P 
sident  ̂of the Aqbhfn Fruit Exchange/; 
on the. proper maturity of .green fru it: 
for shipment. He then went bn to e x -:: 
plain to the mcetihg that thcXPentictpnX; 
Local had been the prime mover in! in­
vestigating how soft fruits could b e ; 
better handled and marketed and had  ̂
prepared a document covering thy fbl- / 
lowing points: picking and. handling/in:: 
the < orchard ,shipping, claims; distri­
bution, express shipments, field imen/ ;, 
handling fruit' from other Locals, ell- 
mination of undesirable varieries/ pac-;i 
king houses, pre-cooling > py fanning,, 
.ordinary pr,e-cooling methodS;|̂ '̂ inspec­
tion, pooling, grading, possibilities' . of 
jam factories, dehydrating plants and j 
canneries.  ̂ .
Considerable - discussion followed, 
some speakers pointing,, out/that, pick**? /: 
ing of immature fruit'.meant consider,*? 
able loss in weight to/the producer.and/; 
Mr. Lucas stating that in the Yakima 
district an effort is now,, being'made to* 
pre-cool all fruits prior,'to packing.,
In answer to a question, Mr. .„T. ? 
Bulmanv informed the meeting that a ll/; 
local freights were charged against the 
pools. ,. ■ , *
Mr. Keene then informed,the meet­
ing .that the Peptictonv Local /had re- ; 
ceived the following information from 
Central re the distribution of soft fruits /- 
in 1923: 'Vancouver, .27*956 packages; 
Victoria; '1 9 5 other/ B. C. points, SI,**;/ 
129; Alberta. ,175,341; Saskatchewan, 
94,351; Manitoba, 71,627; United 
States, 6,393; other points, 5,091; mak*< ‘ 
ing a total of 432,083 packages. Of this : 
latter number no less than 76,611 were ; 
re-shipments, which meant an addition- 
al charge of 6c per package.
, After discussion, resolutions were 
passed covering the following, subjects; 
that jobbers be asked to , agree that 
they receive no exclusive sale on soft 
fruit, the price to be named to the, re­
tailer, such price to include a commis­
sion on a percentage basis to the job- 
,bcrs and only on sales-they themselves 
make; that copies of -the outlines of 
the policy for the better handling and 
distribution of soft fruits -be' distribu­
ted to all Locals; suggesting^that the 
lug package be Used instead of the,, 
basket' crate, whenever possible; tbak 
Central be asked to  look into thc'pos- 
sibility of supplying soft fruits direct 
to the consumer; that the. package ro r 
the shipment of soft sour cherries ^  
the deep pint crate; that .Central pe 
asked to consider the advisability M 
employing its own travellers ^to_cali 
directly on the retailers; that the E « -  
cutivc of the Associated GroiycM «»ke 
every effort to obtain assurance from 
' '  •-*— Government that theythe Dominion
will Rrant financial assistance for the
establishment of pre-copling Jilants? 
that* plumi be rcrgroupe^ according to 
variety- and graded and. pooled accord­
ing to size; that another meeting ot 
soft fruit delegates .be held at Kelowna 
on Feb. 20; that Central be urged to 
employ dti official who wiU deyote 
whole time to furthering the in terest 
of soft fruit growers; that Central W 
asked to make out a statement as to  
the methods employed to date in han^, 
ling soft fruits; that delegates from 
each Local be entitled to attend the 
annual managers’ meeting; that tne 
Federal Minister of Agriculture be 
asked to supply an cfpc*"* 
the ventilation of all packing houses, 
that pressure be brought on tne 
R. tovsccure improved accommodation 
on that company’s boats for the hand­
ling of soft fruits; that arrangements 
•be made with the banks to finance the 
-movement of next seasons crop by
three separate loans; that the C.P.R. 
be ap'broachcd with a view to obtain­
ing a Sunday boat and train service; 
recommending the pooling of semi-ripe 
tomatoes and cucumbers according to  
variety; that Central investigate what 
advantage might be derived by assem?*
ves. Markets were, also in bad condi-;
tion* and iru it from the States was “ Lake;  that Central approach 
reaching Canada in large quantities. ■ Transportation Branch o£
The jobbe.i-3 were also rt̂ ot making Dominion Express Company with 
much out of B. C. fruit and, in conse-;^^^.^^ securing better protection oE 
quenccr v/erc not pushing it, so that ^ruit handled by that eompany and sug- 
thc apple business was waning, partic  L.C.L. shipments be as-
ularly because there was a lack of ear- ^ shipped to a cca-
" tContinaed oo Fane 7) *tral point on the prairie.
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YOUR ORDERS W ILL B E  APPRECIATED AND  
6IV E N  CAREFUL AND PROMPT ATTENTION’
SO N
Dealers to Masons’ SuppUes stod 
P b o n e S S
‘ a  l a r g e  s t o c k  o f
BLANKETS MID EIDEKlieWIB
/
YOU W ILL FIND TH E PRICE 
AS PLEASING AS TH E QUALITY
W E  IN V IT E  IN S P E C T IO N , as n o th in g  p leases u s  m ore 
th a ti to  be able  to  show  a good artic le  a t  a  reasonable  price.
“ THE HOME OF »VICTOR RECORDS”
Kelowna furnifnre Coo
Tha Hoirie of The Victor Records
DIMENSIONS-i^^ll sizes. SHINGLES; No. 1 and 2. 
DRY SHIPLAP-^in Pine or Fir.
COAST FINISHING MATERIAL—Best Quality. 
SASH, DOORS and W INDOW S
Let US figure on you^ requirements. Satisfaction guaranteed.
PROMPT DELIVERŶ ^̂ ^̂   ̂  ̂̂  ̂ Liberal Discounts for Cash.
TW KaOWNA SAWMILL CO., LTD.
F IR E  S A L E
C W in U ED  l U  NEXT f f i f f i
Some V aluab le  Sets, slightly damaged by water, at less 
than ONE-QUARTER VALUE.
A number of good Books of all kinds f f  ̂  and *| A  a  
values up to $1.00, on Sale a t .......
ALSO LARGE REDUCTION ON OTHER GOODS.
TEMPORARY PREMISES—2 Door6 East of Royal
Bank of Canada.
23.2c
KELOWNA BOOK ft RECORD EXCHANGE
. Liuit I
Edited by “I^onccr."
let Kelowna Troop 
, > , , ' Jonuaiy 29tlr, 1924,
ORDERS by qommatid for week 
ending' 7th February. 1S>24. ' . ■' ■
. .DUTIES; Orderly ’Patrol for Wck, 
Bcavorfi; next for duty, Wolvesi i 
PARADES: , ;Thfc ,coiilibintd Troop 
will parade,at ,tHc Scout,Hall on Mon 
day, tho'4th of;.February,, at .7.1S p.m., 
and thc^ regular \ basketball practices 
aiid\Second-Class; Amiiul^^ flass will 
bo held on the Friday previous. , /
We expect thq Siilmmprland Troop 
to return but recent vlsit,tu them on 
Friday* the '8tb o f  February, and wc 
should therefore miteb' appreciate any 
offers to billet these visiting. Scouts 
'over night. |jrhcy will probably come 
up''on the Friday .aftcrrioon by. special 
launch, .and siay over unfit thq Satur­
day morning. Tbia will'enable us M 
j>ltty the 'game$' on Friday, 'evening, 
When it should be i>bs$iblc for us to 
obtain a . much belter gate. ,; ^
, The gross proceeds , for the { matches 
on .Saturday last .werjC .,$14.00, cheque 
for which hqs been forwarded to Mrs. 
McKenzie; lor the furnishings of the 
Nurses' Hoin'e..,
Nlheteen members of the Penticton 
Trodp, including' the Sqoutmast^r,' Mr. 
Robson; who was in charge, arrived.by 
the s.s. “Sicamous’’)On Saturday, morn- 
ink' last, p h  arrival the, visitors, were 
accompanied to .the. Scout with
Owing to the tremendous strides be­
ing made by the lumbering industry, it 
is now by far the most important of all 
.industries in B. C. Recent cruising 
gives an estimate of 400 billion feet of 
i .und tag  timber with ' W  .raa a l 
growth increase of about eight billion 
feet I t has also been esUmated by the 
provincial forestry officials that the
entire timber cut and burned through 
forest fires does hot' represent more 
than the half Of the natural increase at 
the present time. '
An Order-in-Councit has been pas­
sed at .Victoria which provides that no 
motor vehicle in future is'to  l ê equip­
ped ^ i th  more than one spotlight.
^arnes w<ire played in t^o  13-mlaute
^heripds., ' ' ; r.“ ‘ .(<
' After thfcjast gamc, as the boat was 
early, out' visitors had''to make speed 
in order to catch the boat for the re­
turn'..home. Howpvcr,’, they all siic- 
cceded in boarding tlic steamer, hav­
ing vowed vengeance upon us ythoo w«̂  
make dur return visit to them, the 
date for,'whiclr will be set as soori as 
vye .have Summcriand up, hero,' We 
enjoyed the yisilb very^much,|f9"i» n‘*>’ 
brother Scouts pn  the south end of the 
Lake, and look forward eagerly to 
oui* raid uijqn thern.^ . . . .
'' The ^olloyirlhgi have recently passed 
their Tenderfoot Tests Bensoh,
on the 22nd instant; G. Dunn, on the 
23rd instant;, and' Li Cook, op the 2Sth 
instant. T he  following also passed 
their, Second-Class Semaphore Test on 
the 28tb in itan t:, Scouts M, McKen­
zie, ;L. WilUaiTAD, J. Peat, W. Lucas 
and W. Gould, and Second A. Mac- 
Lurg. ' ,
W EStB A N K
‘'Skaters packed the iShannon Lake 
'rink; last Friday evening. ' Mrl’ Ewer 
and Frank Verry kindly .’took" theiir 
sleighs, whicH were both , crowded af­
ter the ^road corners donated i their 
numbers. After a long arid enjoyable 
skate, the boys got the hot , drinks 
ready pud the ladies passed around the 
eatables. Feeling lively after the hot 
coffee, it Was a noisy 'crowd' that ap 
pcared here about eleven o'clock.
avw».H»»*vvi ____ _ .......  The last payn[icnt on tl̂ c community
the exception' of a few who had. tp piano, is ; now beiriff collected. Mpud^ 
chase around and acquire som e, more all those wishing to see i t ' paid foi;
breakfast, and from there we -pi^ocpcd- joined into a wood-cutting bee and cut
ed out by truck to the skating'rink at the school wopd, the money to go for 
Mr. Gordon's, where, as soon as the the piano. A number were present but 
V e ’ _1H' J—' .Sm rirkf nQ tTISinv AR could haVC. D66II. It ISplayers were rcadyV wc locked ,horns in. not , as many ,as contd have, been. It is 
tke first event o f  the visit, the Hockey no time, now , to let the piano leave us 
.!• ...ViUn nnlv ntif! navmcnt morc aud it ISmatch. iTp to h a lf time the game was when only one pay ent oreanp it ii 
fairly even, with Kelowna doing most ours. “O h!, I,^w^sh that bhmed old
of the pressing, however, and time endr piano was. paid,, for,  ̂ .or- .Vyhat goo(Mft iHC . |JK v90ii*5f uvvv v,T.v*i i j " v  ̂ jAj
ed with the score 1-1, P.L. John Foster is it to me,” are the expressions that 
and Scout C. Bennett, of Kelowna and can be heard at times. These, ofQIIQ OCO L' V,/* JOCIAIlvlif AIK. X\»vAi3Wll<*; €lH,U '’*•***,• .“V ..v.,Tv
Penticton respectively, ha'ving tallied course, are saiij.'jyithout o.rip thought p
to . E 1 ' ' ' -  ̂  ̂ " ’« .« «> •«•«•««A«*A««o . : Vipirf dliTttIff tnfifor their teams. \  In the second half, 
howevrir, we sepred four more goal^
the numerous concerts held uring the 
year and perhaps of himself o r’ herself
to our opponeritrnil, Recruit L. Cook sitting listening to the piano which is 
being responsible for one andvP;L.' G. "lavpd so sweetlv.
Meikle for three. On account of the 
limited time, we were only .able to 
play two periods, of 20 minutes each;
The visitorsv were then entertained: a
being played so s eetly.
•  * *.
■ Miss Garnett spent tHe week end: at 
her . home in ; Summerland.
,».r  «...v ...vx. »- ^  Dobbin's teams were kept,
round at the, following homes for lun-. ^  .jhe result of which
aKv • - C • X̂rfiê A'.' A Wtof ’ • T1 I to. I  ̂ ‘ _ R' .ch: S. White and C. Bennett at Mrs 
'•Meikle’s, F. Parmley at Mrs. Cunning­
ham's, L. Smith at Mrsi , Cook's* :E. 
Abbott at Mrs. Lucas’, B. Montgom­
ery, JiBeddall, K. McKenzie and K." 
A. Fish at Mrs. Keown's. W. ,Swift 
and M .. Fish a t . Mrs. Campbell's, L. 
Crystal and B., Lye at Mrs. Loane's, 
H. Williams and P. Watson at Mrs. 
Peat’s* M. Roadhouse and L. Armey 
at Mrs. ' MacLurg's, and Scoutmaster 
Robson and Troop Leader Long at 
Mrs." E. C. WeddeH's, We wish <;<> 
thank our hostesses , very- much for. 
their assistance in this respect, and we 
also wish to thank Mrs. Lysons, Mrs. 
Dr. Wright, Mrs. Fraser, Mrs. HafVey 
and 'Mrs; McCarthy for invitation^ to 
lunch. We did not, howfever, have en­
ough Penticton Scouts to go around.
' The first basketball match between 
the teams under 115 pounds commen­
ced at a quarter to two. We played 
our x e ^ la r  team under lOS pounds 
with the exception of P.L. J. Foster




It is riOldoiri that the mail man fails 
us. but this 'he did last Wednesday 
week, with the result that our notes 
did not reach Kelowna in time to be 
im^erted in, l̂ ast week’sissue*'- The 
unusually heavy snowfall was respon­
sible for tlie mail man not being ;Sble 
to get through„aa. wo arc informed 
that the road by the lakes,was*Hadly 
blocked and no car could have plough­
ed its way tluiough the heavy drifts 
Tlic road was not clc^^cd by Sunday 
and Rev. F. Stanton' was unable .to 
keep, jri® appointment' at Oyama, Hi
conscqjricncc. . * /
.. •  . •  .
FariherA ‘generalise ate. grateful for 
the heavy fall of snow as they arc now 
assured of enough water for irriga
tion purposes this year already.
‘' "I' ■; "‘v v : ; : i * '  ’ ' '•'.■v'
The Rutland" Troop, of Eoy Scouts 
held, a checker tournament on Friday,, 
evening,, when; a most interesting time 
was spent.' Fourteen Scouts^ tried their 
hatt^ at the gamCk whiiih resulted in 
the Kangaroo patrol carrying off the 
honours, PiL. Jack ^Kemp, and Scout' 
Lou Lewis each vanquishing their sev­
en opponents. At th e , clo.se ' of ; the 
tournament, a'mbuianci . prpficicp^:y 
badges were awarded to ,P.L. Ernest 
Stafford and Scouts Alfred Claxtori 
and' Herbert. Stafford and marksman’̂  
badges to P.L. Ernest Stafford, P.L* 
jack/Kem p and Scout . Herbert Staf­
ford. ' ' “ ■
Mr. Willis Schell's little daughter, 
Mona; was the victim of. a nasty aepi- 
dent on Saturday afternoon.. While
playing in her father’s wprkshopj sbe
fell on some glass and cut her Wrist 
severely. Mr. Schell’s car was out of 
commission* as Were -those, ofj'nearby 
neighbours, so Mr, .E. Mugford very 
kindly rushed the child to Kelowna in 
his car. The injury to the wrist 
so sWere; that several stitches had to 
be put in.
M l- • *
. While; bur neighbours have carried 
on their;' social activities thijs winter, 
Rutland; has been pretty idead* It will, 
therefore, be'a relief to many to hear 
th a t' the United Farmers and Wpini 
en’s , Institute have arranged to hold an 
old fashioned party in the Community 
Hall next Wednesday evening; com­
mencing;' at; 8.1p.m. sharp,..; As money 18 
not any- too plentiful^hese daySiJt Jias 
been decided to charge no admissioq, 
and you are invited to ■ come.. in: your 
old clothes* too. There will; be music, 
games and refreshmOTts -to,;;while ;away, 
the evening. ■ SoiJet; all come, along.and 
forget for a short time all the things
m ssm . W m m
w i i T  m i T Y  r E E o1.1
a t  L o w e s t  P r i c e s  
d e a l  a t
KODIlin BIMEIIS' EXOIMIliE
'i* 8 iM :cw M W ^ “ V E tif ,
GASOLINE AN D  OILS HAY AND STRAW
Opetn DuriiniS Noort tl6ur
NOTE.—*Thi» stow  will cliwo at 6 o'clock Saturday ulghta
until lurther notice.
ff HI
Brldeh eplumbla's. model ,breWc|ty k». 
working , day nigHt, to , giye you 
better beer;-~the best beer-r-with the; 
strength,'the,mellow palatablq ♦TSlW,” 
the' refreoHiog stimulation 'associated 
erfect bivjdth p rowing.
m e n t  S to r e s B
VANCOUVER BRRWERtES
LIMITEO
Thursday evening, av number; of the which have been occupying our iqinds
This advertisement is; not published ;pr displayed 
by the Liquor Control Board or ,by, the 
' Governtrieni of British Columbia
fruit growers heard, the reports of 
Messrs. Ŵ . Gore and G...-Brown,- who 
have. lately - been to the B.G.F.G.A 
convention.
of late.
... 1̂ . 1 ' ' 1 * V > ̂ ' *4 ' ' * '* '/ ■ :.. H ' ■ I '1 .
The annual meeting of :the local con- jack Kemp alsq passed his second e?'’?
>A*.- ‘ x1̂ ' A *170 n . M-'.-- \m ■■ ■ ■ •■m ■ __ _gregation of the Anglican^ ChurA was agination for this badge, which has 
held on Tuesday evening in, the School
basement. Rev. C. E. Davis, Priest-in-
Tuesday afternoon, a  meeting of the
fiCers were 1 electedfor . the-; year 5’ Req-B.C.F.G.A. • .was heW , at the, School, eieciea:mr-me yc«i * xiw-
house.; The business of the meeting pig’s Warden, A. C. Kemp; Committee
taking the place of Scout Dexter Lew- 
ers, who was* recovering from a bad
was to elect directors for 1924 a'nd al 
so elect, a representative for the; Ver- 
noqjjoard, ;Out of a field of about ten 
nominees, Messrs. .Gore, Butt, McKay, 
Hardwicke and Hewlett were elected. 
Mr. Gore was elected "representative.
■ ■ : * to ‘ to
The Court pfrRevision.of the. West- 
bank 'Irrigation /District assessment 
roll was held at the School Saturday 
morning. Trustees McIntosh, McKay 
and Brown and' Assessor Ewer were 
present. Two c la ii^  were under con­
sideration.
cold. P.L. Foster only weighs 108 
pounds, however, so that we were ra­
ther outweighed but made up for it 
in experience and succeeded in pulling 
off a -victory by a score gf 10-17. The 
teams and scores were:— Penticton: 
R.f;, K. Fish, 2; l.f, Watson, 4; cen„ 
Swift, 2; r.g., Williams; I.g., M. Fish, 
total 10. Kelowna: R.f., L. Wil­
liams, 8; l.f.. Peat; cen., Foster, 7; r.g., 
Campbell; l.g., F. Williams, 2: total,
17. .■ '
THis game was immediately follow­
ed by the match between the two 
teams under 130 pounds, which prov­
ided the best game of the series as it 
was a ding-dong battle all the way, the 
first half ending in a tie 10-10, but in 
the second half we scored two more 
points. than our opponents, obtaining 
14 to their 12, and giving us the game 
by, 24-22. The teams were:— Pentic­
ton: R.f., Parmley, 12; l.f.. White, 7; 
cen.* Smuin, 3; r.g., Roadhouse, and 
g., Lye; substitute, Swift: total, 22. 
Kelowna: R.f., J. Williams, 10; l.f., 
Longlcy; cen., E. Williams, 12; r.g.. 
Cook; l.g., Todd; substitute, McGib- 
bon, 2i  total, 24.
In the final game between the open 
weight teams Penticton was handicap­
ped by having to again play two mem­
bers of their 130 pound team and, as 
they had also played hockey in -the 
morning, they showed the effects in 
this last game, which made matters ra­
ther easy for our team, who scored 20
ELLISON
of Management, Messrs. T. M. Ander­
son, H. Appleby, A. K. Loyd, B. ,H ^ - 
die, T. G. S. Chambers, J* Stoddmt, E, 
M. Carruthers, J. Gai'ner and F. M. 
Smith; ’ Mr. A. E. Harrison w ^  , nom­
inated as Vicar’s Warden. Arrange­
ments have been made to hold, se^Jce 
in the Presbyterian' Church next Sun­
day evening at 7.30." to to to
Her many friends will hear with .re­
gret that Mrs. Ben Hardie met with a 
painful accident on Monday; mornmg 
which will prevent her getting about 
for J several. weeks. Mrs. Hardie^ was 
going downstairs when she missed her 
footing and fell heavily, bruising herr 
self considerably. Dr. , Knox was cal­
led and she was taken to town .to be 
under the doctor’s care,, at the h<>*“® 
of her daughter, Mrs. J. W. B. Browne.
The whist drive and dance last Fri­
day drew a large crowd to the School- 
house, three sleigh-loads of pleasure- 
seekers coming from Rutland, Win­
field and, Kelowna. Twenty tables 
were finally in use for the whist drive. 
Fortunately, the committee had anti­
cipated a large attendance and every­
thing went off smoothly. The first 
prizes were won by Mrs. F. Lewis and 
Mr. George Day, The partition was 
removed in the School, which allowed 
dancing to be started shortly before el­
even, and there were three dances be­
fore refreshments were served. Danc­
ing was afterwards carried on with 
considerable gusto until an early-hour.
The qj:xt affair of the same sort w«ll 
be held cn Friday, Feb. 8, this date 
having been chosen as the one that 
conflicts least with entertainments in 
other districts. .
Last week was the occasion of a 
dance given by Mr. and Mrs. Tcather 
in their new house, at which a consid­
erable number of friends gathered, and 
all had a good time.
. •  to .' to .
News was received from Mr. G. Mc­
Cormick. He is now working near 
Seattle, Wash.
to to to
General satisfaction is expressed at
(Received too late for last week’s 
issue.)
Ski-ing is becoming quite a sport in 
the district these days. Quite a num­
ber of the younger generation have
made skis and are disporting themsel­
ves am ong the hills on the upper ben­
ches. .The heavy fall of snow has 
been favourable for this kind of sport.
____________ ___________  *bc method and results of voting in
to thci/opporient’a 3 in the first half Kelowna this week, for Lgcal Direc-
and 9 to their 6 in the second half, 
making a total of 29-9. The teams
tors and members of the Central 
Board. It was a considerable improve-
were:—Penticton: R.f., McKenzie; l.f,, ment on the "ward” system followed
White, 5; cen , Parmley, 2; r.g , Cry- last, year, but most growers arc hop-
Stal; l.g., Armey, 2; substitutes, Smuin ing for a further step forward next
and Abbott: total, 9. Kelowna: R,f., 
McCarthy, 6; l.f., Cunningham, 12;
year in the form ^  centralized control. m e  iuuuw.mb ----- „V- r? • V , ''•*
Ellison is fortunate to  have two “re- 'for the Ambulance Badgc:--P.U Em- keting of fruit._«... A KtoatoAA C ’I4V_ ■ ' M .
The Rutland Troop of Boy Scouts 
had a rather novel meeting on Janu­
ary 18th. Assembling in the club 
room under Scoutmaster Stanton, they 
irekked down to the woods opposite 
the store, where the Beaver PaU’ol 
had selected a camp site. On arrival 
there, time was given for the two 
other patrols to encircle the camp, and 
at a given signal an attack was made 
on it. Only three of the attacking 
Scouts were successful in reaching the 
fire without being put out of action. 
While the cocoa was boiling two pat­
rols (Foxes and Kangaroos) defended 
while the Beavers, with some of the 
guests, made an attack. This time, 
two of the Beavers succeeded in reach­
ing the fire without being touched. 
After this, refreshments were handed 
round, and songs and stories follow-1- 
cd. At the conclusion of this part of 
the progpramme an investiture cere­
mony was held, when Eldrcd and Stan­
ley Howes were given their badges as 
Tenderfoot Scouts. The Scout silence 
brought a happy evening to a close. 
A patrol checker tournament was ar­
ranged for the next meeting.
The following Scouts have qualified
to be done every year. . * ;
Those who succeeded in qualifyirig 
for the Marksman’s Badge,, whicH Jnr 
eludes .distance -judging, were:—P.L. 
Jack Kiemp, with a score .of 83 and a  
percentage' of error in distance-judg­
ing of 8.4; P.L. Ernest Stafford, 84 
marks, percentage pf error; 7?4; ; Her*' 
bert Stafford! SS^marks, percentage of 
error 10.9. Mr. A. C. Kemp was the 
Judge for this badge* and when ope 
considers that a percentage of 25 is 
allbwed for error in distance judging* 
it will be seen that the Scouts, havri 
■done very well in both , shooting -.and 
the distance judging.
to tô to '
In spite of the heavy roads and 
snowy evening a fair number, of . the 
Rutland Local of the United Farmers 
assembled in the School basement ,on 
Tuesday evening, January; 22hd, when 
the advisability or otherwise of sever­
ing their connection with the U.F.B.C. 
and affiliating with . the B.C» Fruit 
Growers Association was down for dis­
cussion. • ■ On account of the absence 
of Mr. Dalglcish, in whose name the 
notice of motion was made, and the 
small number present, the matter was 
laid over until the next mefeting, 
after an inforirlal discussion.
Among the questions discussed was 
one relating to a united social evening 
of the Women’s Institute and United 
Farmers. It was felt that Rutland has 
been pretty dead this winter on ac­
count of so much sickness in the dis­
trict, and the members wanted to think 
of something else besides the eternal 
fruit question. The secretary was re­
quested to write the Women’s Instit­
ute on the matter, and Messrs. An­
derson, Acland and Marchant were ap­
pointed a committee to work with one 
that may be appointed by the ladies, 
The social is to be held as soon as 
possible, if arrangements can .be made.
The action of the B.C. Fruit Growers 
Association, at their recent annual 
convention at Chilliwack,'in urging the 
cancellation of the tax on trpes by the 
Provincial Government was brought 
'up by Mr. Schofield, and at his sug-: 
gestion a resolution expressing the 
thanks of Rutland Loca^ for their ac­
tion was passed and ordered to be 
sent to the Executive of the B. C. F. 
G. A. The matter of the high valua­
tion of land was also discussed, and 
there seemed to be a general feeling 
that this was one of the things that are 




The extreme richness of 
Pacific Milk is mostly due to 
th e : splendid milk: supplied 
by the daily .h'rirds. in the 
Ladner and Abbotsford dis" 
tricts. TThe natural flavor is 
. kept by tbe improved: process 
used in our factories.
a
smeisfil'll',III .
Pacific Milk Go., LiiDltcd
Head Office: Vancooirer, 8.0. 
Facterloe nt Ladoer and Abbotsford, 8.C
i  E . GOX’S EMPORIUM
S A L E
FOR ONE W EEK commenc­
ing FEBRUARY 2nd* of
Gups and Saucers
Regular price 35c and 40c; 
SALE PRICE .......  2 5 c
14 Different Designs to choose 
from.
SEE OUR W INDOW .
KELOWNS DAIRY CO.
M IL K
‘9  QUARTS S L O Q
D C L I V C R C D
P H O N E  1 5 1
......
nn o i i v. n i^  x>i..ov,u •!. ---- , > ^  Cin-r v ' ---------- ------—  • That year there were 12,225 miles of
cen.. Meikle, 8; r.g., Loane. 1; l.g., presentatives” on the new board, name- Stafford and ̂ Scouts A Wed ^  province have highway in B.C and 8.000 miles of
MacLurg* 2; total, 29. Our thanks arc ly, Mr. T. Bulman and General Har- ton and Herbert • • -  _  an additional tta'd; now  there are 16,200 miles of
due to Mr. Dick Parkinson for his sat- man, the former being also on the Anderson very kindly gave e ___ ’ x ner venr since 1917.
isfactory services as referee. All the Central Board. c T r ^ V n V f o r .  thb  badBC P.1, .boa^nd m!I« p .r  , « r
i <:  . road and 8,200 miles of traiL
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tili*,iW’̂
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'i .‘ Crcnoral <* Account' 
Savingi AccoHnt 
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BrouliidWl Odveromont of B. C.: *
'* Fer Capita Grant due and unpaid
 ̂I Government ^Liquor Act-rr;;Balattco; 1923
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' , Less Depreciation pf 10% on > heating 




Ntaternity  ̂Building ------- - -
Lcs6 iSeprcciation o£ 5% — 546./JV.' .'<> '. n: 'J' ')•.:■ '.V' v •' /.•' .. .■ .«'7 'V mmmvm > |I i " ihim«W.
5,090.80
...ww
Contract for Building -•••••••,;;-•— . , .
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; !Fkinhtnt'« an d  'Eqidpmem . - . — 3,648.49
32;i46.82
tmmiro o, -------------------  fiiftisLess ' Depi^eciation of 15% ------------------  P*”- r
‘  ̂ 'j,030.34
Plus,Additions, 1923  ----------------- -—•*' 714.52
C(tC.
























. ...tcrest Accrued and Unpaid ~— 
^Interest Accrued .....
4 2 ,000.00 
J  80.00 
6.66
Sundry Creditors:—Salaries and W ages for Dec., 1923'








o p e r a t in g  a c c o u n t
SEbsidtal ChCrges; -Patients
; \  provindaL Government Liquor Ad ^p^so
■" /  ' 1,
4  21,045.02
ISAIliX^' O F  v.SSALFOEMAinON
> ; - IN  TOMATOES
,94175
•City of Kelowna: . ;Ordinary GranVpaid in 1 ^  -i- 








Geo., RowcUffc -.. 
Grote Stirling —
4100.00 
.  50.00 
50.00
Sttndries----- --------------------------------------------- ---- ----* undries 7S5J4*
yttd Eiquipmentt 
^....ies Hospital Aid 
Girls Hospital Aid
D?. J. w :5 ir s h 7 A « d > ^ ^ ^

























lig h t. Water and Power -------- -
Rent of Nurses’ Home ---------
Insurance
Interest, on .Mortgage _—
Workmen’s Compensation Board
■ ■ ■__  1,00071
::::_______  780.00
_ _ _ _ _  283.49 
... 160.00 
" Z ._ .__   107.84-$ 24,616.49
W ag  Revtaue in « c . »  of Expeoditure. carri«l down--. 8.270.J9
$32,886.88
(By H. H. Thompopn, Peachland)
As the roughness of the tomato ci;op 
n your district this past year has cau­
sed cotislderable controversy as to the 
merits sqid ddmerjlts of the 'Earliana 
and klnd|[ed varieties of early tomatoesi 
might -I'take the oj^ortuhlty to thrdW 
a, little light on this subject?' As it: is 
a '’subject that still has many unexr 
plained phases, 1 can at best tpuch but 
ightly on it. I might also say .that In.̂  
d irec tlyhave.a lready  had something 
to ido in thjls matter, through having 
recently ^up||Kcd to 'One of the'execu­
tive of tho JKelOwna Tomato ̂ Growers 
Association seed 6f two new varieties 
of tomato, with the aim of eliminating 
somewhat the high'average of ill-forip- 
cd fruits; one’variety for extreme ear- 
incasi the other for extreme uniform­
ity coupled iwlth the catlincss. Lest 
this'might's^eni like’an advertisement, 
f will' say tfhat I jhavc disposed of laU' 
this seed that 1 f'clt I could spare, as 
I' ‘had ' calls from other' valley towns, 
with similar complaints of' the Earli- 
an^'ityp.e.
Now, there are two basic reasons that 
ijo. to cause roughness in tomato fruits. 
The first is hereditary and it, is limited 
to the mean average.of roughness• of 
that particular variety ' that is undir 
•consideration.’ ■.■In.‘most of the early
sorts that average is rather high; in 
the later: maturing sorts that average 
•is . usually low, except in . such odd 
;typc3 like the, tree tomato and giant 
sorts (varieties that have great vigour 
of growth). This mean average of 
roughness due to heredity cannot be 
permanently changed, by ordinary cpl- 
utral or soil conditions; at the same 
time it has been proved that permanent, 
changes can be induced under cxtrenrie’ 
cultural , conditions such as forced oyer 
fo'edihg'of Certain'varieties of tomb- 
tOes with dried blood as a ' fertiHzer. 
in ' many o!f these experiments, too 
much nitrogenbus fertilizer and severe 
hlutiiation by pruning resulted in ill- 
‘shapdd or out qf shape'fruit. I may 
say here that T do not think the Earl'-; 
ianavor similar-types of^tomato do play 
out with - continued cropping. Where 
'this seCms to be happening, it is more 
likely ^due'Jo lack of. care in the seed 
saving, whichi should be . plant selected 
and. not, as is often the case, taken in­
discriminately from the general run  ̂of 
ptants late in the season. No person 
who -goes -iO’ ^o’’ high-bred stock MOr. 
poultry vvraifld dream of perpetuating 
tke breed‘from all or any of the pro­
geny and allowing chance offspring ,tq 
carry on the line.. I have saved plant 
selected tomato seed from one partic­
ular type bred here six years ago and 
it is now if anything'even' better than 
it was at the start, 
keep to my point.
‘■• 'We find fhe following outstanding 
■iFacts in respect to this past year. The 
crbpvof tomatoes more'Or less through­
out the valley . was rough. I t was a 
,particularly .cold; sdamp- spring, .this 
yean ; Tomatoes that were pruned and, 
staked were higher above ' normal in 
ill-formed fruits than those unpruned 
and .tihstaked. A number of growers 
applied a fertilizer; of straight nitrate. 
Nbw the tomato is a plant that is cap­
able under ordinary conditions of mak­
ing a very rapid vegetative growth; it 
is also capable of absorbing more nit­
rogenous ’ fertilizer than is. properly 
speaking good for it, if it . is put in the 
soil. Experiments by Lloyd and 
Jroofcs, of Illinois, showed that prun­
ing tomatoes to single stem increased 
considerably the cfocking of the fruit, 
sxperiments by DeBaun, New Jersey; 
proved that (here is a wide variation in 
eariiness and smoothness due to inherr 
ent productiveness of the seed itself. 
Now, with these^ facts all in our mind, 
we can proceed to an analysis of the 
factors that all have a tendency to in- 
luence the roughness or otherwise of 
tomatoes and see if they could have 
been in part responsible for this trou- 
jle. :■
Every grower is-familiar with what 
is sometimes called the crown blossom 
of tomatoes, the large double flower 
that usually forms first at the terminal 
of the main stem, and sometimes on 
fche other laterals. Have you ever stop­
ped to consider this double flower? 
Why is it? Why does it come?- W hat 
causes it? I t is, after all, only an ex­
pression or safety valve for fome of 
the overabundant vigour of the p^ant 
which expresses itself in .the first bios
imSYHtBONY IesmiiA
I ts  Veduo To Tbe>iConmmnity. Edur 
cstionhUy, ArrisUcslly/ Maforially
, . ‘I •'' ' . I . ) t ' ' nfiMiMiMtOTPVO • 7 " I ' ̂  1 7
(By Dfury i*rycc,' fqrmcirly of Kelt 
owna, in the, .“Vicforia. Times/')
In the present materialistic age if is 
oply natural that' the vajiuc of a thing 
is likely tO' he first iconoidcrcd from the 
materialistic standpoint. The rush ojP 
modern life has a tendency to lead the 
"Man in the Street’’ to figure the 
worth of an objcot;in dollarsiond cents, 
rather than in terms of its artistic, or 
refining influence, or of its educational 
value .as> bn ingredient in the most im­
portant of all industries, viz.: the build­
ing of good citizens.
Material,. Values
It needs but a moment’s real thought 
tO' show that this viewpoint is entirely 
wrong, and that the community which 
considers matcriar values .first is so 
ia^ on' the wrong road -that it .io.in im? 
mediate danger of becoming merely an 
aggregation > of . soulless .individuals, 
without, a ithought-beyond that of ih  ̂
creasing the diameter'of the I bank-roll.
Balance, being Revenue in excess of Ordinary Expenditures 
. brought down ------ ......------------ -— ---------
$8,270.39
$8,270.59
T o Depreciation: ,  ̂ — . ,
Old Building and Heating Plant
Maternity Building --------------—
■ ■ ‘ Furniture' and Equipment ..._——■







'X Ray Installation _.— .._ 315.46




Miss Simpkins, the teacher, was 
reading to her Class when she came 
to the 'word "unaware,” and asked if 
any one knew the meaning. One little 
1^1 timidly raised her hani and of­
fered the following definition:
,Tlic final rockwork has been finiah- 
cd on the Golden-Yoho Park highway, 
which win be 'open for traffic as soan 
as w i th e r  conditions: permit.
8om put iolrth on the m^ stem and at 
times manifesting, itself dn other side 
brahehes also. These' double size; 
blossoms are abnormal In that th^y ' ^  
teii' ha'VC’ more than the'usuil htiriiber 
of stamens, sometimes many ' pistilb 
made in circles; - half' circlw^ 
odd- shapes;• consequently, ’When -fully 
pollinated, that frUit';'!' develops rtiore 
than the ordinary number, of cells ihat 
ate 'often'in tHe'msel’vcs 'iri'eghlarly; a'W 
ranged at the: outset, ’which; ŵ  ̂
eloped in m jaturing fruit, gfive' rise 
to an'.'ill-formed tomato'in shape; 'Now 
let usvearry. this a liftle further. ;  ̂
We have seen what over-viigour' ih> a; 
tomato in its / earlier 'Stages 'develbpes.' 
The tomato is sometimes' grbWn under 
conditions that have' resulted/in''ra^ther 
large applications of sbme :S6rt of nit­
rate fertilizer;' this cari/'reaci :ih 'twb 
.trays. Excess nitrogen in the' soil has 
long been known ’ to bfe One of the 'fac­
tor s • that' causes'dropping ■ piff ot non- 
setting of tomato floweris;:it:Uls6'is'the 
factor in plant foods 'that 'forces ■ vfeget 
ative growth. In .this Way' 'al­
ready given 'the. plaht ’/a dpubfo 
tPWards; chanceS; of ;ill-fprni^d ^  
Then, again, we may in - cerfoin cases 
aggravate th js : further by . severe pruh;-
irig off of limbs which,, if ■;n6t i;balah<> 
ed wih proper soil fertilizatipn,̂ ^̂ ^̂  m 
make ; conditions .worse.; /'Pruhiiig ̂ f
limbs'and blossom isvfofobthnesro^^
done.  ̂It has ^been krioWn. i«/ some 
cases to actually; .foroefiOUt ^
J aide limbs from •the,mid ribs of .the re; 
However, !! must maining foliage. , J u s t ;think what an 
amount of overplus -energy was bot­
tled up 'to cause this! ,,Now, -wĥ ^
varieties of'tomatoes grpjwn m
this part of the valley are taken 
consideration, either ̂ Ebrii^^ 
types that do liot at the putsef %  
such a i great lot of yegetatiye g r o ^  
and are not adapted by n^pre  to 
heavy a vigour of growth, when we so 
distinctly upset the balance, of naturp 
by overdoing it in perhaps not one, but 
several different waysj we^jay 9"rs®V 
ves, or rather our plants, open to' ab­
normalities above the average., . ^
One other point is Worth •bbserying. 
Cold damp windy weather a t; time 
pollination seems to have an influence 
on the shape of the .fruit,, nipre î ^̂  ̂
Will Similar weather'after the fruit is 
set, jpomting to the susceptibikty o 
either pollen or the sexual fjoWer payts 
or both to weather , conditions, and furr 
ther, it \often causes partial iristead of 
complete pollination, -which is 
recognized as being the cause of torn, 
atoes with one or more cells not filled 
out, giving a flatted Or sunken appear­
ance to the fruit. These last condi­
tions, however, do not peytain with re­
gard to cucumbers; in some way is the 
reverse is the case, as thb yine growth 
of cukes seems directly Correlated with 
the growth of the fruit itself, rather 
than weather influences on. the flower 
or pollen itself.
Many abnornial conditions or com­
binations of conditions may occur 
which, under differing circumstarices; 
might not be so abnormal. For in­
stance, White, of Maryland, proved 
that quantities of nitrogenous fertil­
izer that in cool weather was not hurt* 
ful was sufficient in hot weather to 
kilHomatoes.
CAPITAL ACCOUNT M a t  December 31, 1923 
To Balance, b^ng Capital Ac
count as at, Jan. 1, 1923, __  , . .
carried down • ....................$45,19i*oo
$45,191.86
By Balance as at Jan. 1,1923 $44,799.48 
Sundry adjustments to 1922 .
accounts ..................., 6.80
Grants:
Balance of 1922 Provincial 
Govt, (per capita grant) 385.58
$45,191.86
To bad debts written off ....$ 9,884.95 
To Balance carried to Bal- 
; ance Sheet ...'!— ;—  -----  58,484.74
By Balance brought down -$45,191.86 
City of Kelowna:
Hospital Aid By- 
Law No. 371, 
paid during
1923   .$15,000.00
Unpaid as at Dec.
31. 1923  ___  3,000.00
’'V * --------L _ $ I 8,000.00
Old Accounts recovered.... 19.15
Such «, community !•>' fo fact, so ‘intent 
tfiroh the liiMd at U» feet ihat it ia^uila^  ̂
ware of the cxistilfee 'of such things aa 
iluc sky Srtid sunshine.' This'aspect i4 
)C8f summed ,np in the .eternal and un-* 
answerable quest!,on; "What shall it 
irofita man if he gain the whole world 
and lose his own soul?’’ , I
Let us, then, first consider the valup 
of a symphony orchestra from its 
most important standpcjlnt—that of 
education. Tlic priniary object of all 
education is ' (or' should 'he) to ..dis­
cover at the carlicsi possible moment 
the talents or genius of .the .individual 
and: by careful and conscientioks train­
ing to develop these gifts to, their ut­
most perfection. But further than this, 
c'dpcattbn should have mot .dnly. a pos-; 
itivp influence on these latent possibil-; 
itics, it should have a negative' influ'-. 
once upon the baser tendencica 'Com-: 
mpU to all-mankind. A plaat 'Will flour-; 
ish undeir' the eahu; cultivation which 
destroys the weeds; so also the surest; 
way to eradicate, base' insfincts is to’ 
ostejr a love'.for everything that ib 
gobd'and/-beautiful. ■/ ' 
EducadoiUd Function 
Here, then, wo'arrivb'logically at the 
educational function of ,thc symphony 
orchestra. ‘ Music is both good and 
icautiflil' (bad music is a cohtradiction 
n terms, i f ,it, is bad i t 'is  .hot music, 
>ut noise)' and in the symphony we 
have the highest possible development 
of a very beautiful art. Let the rising 
I generation hear' as much as possible 
of the .best music that can be produc­
ed. The juvenile mind-of course can­
not grasp all the intricacies of the 
symphony, with its wdn’dcrful range o  ̂
ight and shade and colour; but it can 
frpw to love it for its sheer, beauty, 
and to have its imagination fired by all 
iits wonderful possibilities, and/ in the 
ulncss df time, not only to understand 
its technicalities,' but also perhaps to 
originate compositions as great, as, or 
even greater thap, any ^that the world; 
las yet known.' Arid even if the creat-i 
lyp genius is riot evoked,'the love of 
good music will inevitably produce a 
onging to'express, itself either vocally 
or instrumentally, this longing in turn 
begets an effort to : conquer-the diffi­
culties 6f the voice or instrument, and 
thus a' new' riiHi6ical unit comes into 
being which may or may npt become 
world-famous. . Further, '̂ a*. form of 
recreation is adopted which in time ab­
sorbs the mind,. and leads it to disre-, 
gard more frivolous and questionable 
forms of enjoyment."
' Discovering Genius 
■It is obvious then th a t a  regular 
series of Symphony concerts for ypufig; 
folks -furnishes' the surest' mearis'/'of' 
discovering ' latent ’ musical genius,; 
stimulating a love for the beautiful 
arid 'furriishing a form of rec'reatipn 
which cannot fail -to leave a lasting 
iiripres^pn on the character of the ris^ 
irig generation. ‘ ^
Now for the artistic value of the 
symphony orchestra. . This is too ob-, 
vious’ to need much comment. Any­
thing which beautifies and ;uplifts;,is 
an artistic asset. Good music, well 
rendered'is good to listen to, and l^e 
blind which has been grappling w^h 
big problems during the day, finds iri 
the concert hall a relaxation and ah 
uplifting, which on rare .• occasions' 
may become almost transcendental;, 
so that the intellect beepmes -truly 
recreated and refreshed, and fortified 
against the worries and pefty annoy­
ances of everyday life.
Lastly, let us consider the material 
point in view. The existence of a 
symphony orchestra in-, any com.- 
muriity immediately places that com­
munity, so to speak,, "on thp m ap., 
The outside world begins to “sh up 
arid take riotice.” Folks who live in 
out-of-the-way places, who are tired 
of a life of moneyTgrabbingi slavery 
and wish to settle down in more con­
genial surroundings, are apt to say 
X-—— must be quite a place, I see 
they have a , symphony orchestra,” 
and so the idea takes root, and X |  ̂
is put on the list of places to be in­
vestigated. Again, hbw involuntarily 
the word "symphony” floats into the 
mind when mention is made of such 
places as Boston, Los Angeles, Chi 
cago, Minneapolis. All the commer­
cial fame of these great cities seems 
to be a secondary interest in compar 
ison with the renown of their, great 
symphony orchestras; which goes to 
prove that as, an advertising medium 
the orchestra ranks first in importance 
A VMuable Asset
It is, accordingly, abundantly^ evi­
dent that the symphony orchestra, no 
matter from what viewpoint it may he 
3ppx*3ised, IS' one of the most valuable 
assets which any community may pos­
sess; and any effort which is made to­
wards the formation of such ain organ­
ization; on however modest a seal?, is 
worthy of the #/holehearted support of 
all classes:
m m  .'THREE*
OF l i t  « 9 p r6 « € iit« U v ii ' fN iia ts  i n  | vf
akkI  ©ItAWhoro.
NTREAL
•. ,,w• a -
8
\ x  *
.ft'-
0 ' J
m airtjrqwdmshipi had crossed d ic ’occ|W, and,be- t
fin e^ th elocom oityed i? th etclegw p h lu d b ren ln y^  i ^  
^  roetd^ts nf Montre^ aigned article for die f o ^ « »  I j 
of the *'Montttal Bank,” .noiv the Bank of Montreal. That I 
vm  on June 313, 1817 —̂ more than xo6 ycaw ago. ^
Since that time M o n ^ l has grown from a town of lesa •. v 
' . than 20,000 ton city of more than,^ ,0 0 0  pop^ation.
The Bank, in contimfous and successful opemtion from those eady daya | 
down to the present time, has,steadily pioneered io way j^cr^ ;
Today,.thtough its Head Office e«d more tlian 550 Branches, it oftew j 
complete bahkiiig amice— local, national, arid interoationai—  , 
mrety ttecdon of .die.Opminion. . .........  . '
' Being favoured with instructions frbm
.Mrs. MAV EDW ARDS -
‘ (Widow of the late Riv. R. G. Edwards)
P A R k AVENUE  
, I will'sell,, without, reser've, on
THURSe /a Y, FEBRUARY 28th. Sale at 1.30 p.ih.
all of her Furniture arid Household. Effects,-as follows in part:-- ;
1 Quarter-cut Oak Leather Upholstered Rocker.
2 ■ M i»sii»Oak ,c™ t« .Table; ,
.  c o b .
i«sfk«B**Oal/DWnet Room Saitc, coiaprisiag Pedestal, Table aad 
• _^150 years old). ^ -
? « p r l a g s g j a . . r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
C h ild rod tfit, «aslsdng,of Table, Chatrs aad Desk. -
- ^ V e ^ S a » e a  ‘“ •^Tbe<;‘ '^ 3 :
tlecm c 'Washiag Machiae. ’ a ,i i? f 'C r ib ,a n d  Kiddy -Coop.-
l , i ? r T e l  and large duaatUy ,? '““ ' ' £ ' ' r o l r s S
-.Wqre, etc., etc. Fruit ^ Dozen Sealers.
1 E £ “  Mower. S e n  Hos;. Garden Tool., etc, and 
S . y  S  orticlcs too nameroas to mention.
« -1  la eerniM to thia Sale'aTtilings are practically new,
b Speeaa - t t e a ^  ^ „ > o r tln g  betor. M|te, o<5y.
■ G. H . K E f e R .  - Auctioneer• 24-26-27C
b l a c k  MOUNTAIN 
- IRRIGATION DISTRICT
Notice of Election-
In accordance withTthe P^ovisi^s of
tbp Water Act, 1914, and amendments 
t f e m o f  JL ^ W w ia g  resolatio^^^  ̂
prissed by the Trustees on Tuesday,
December 18th, 1923, ̂ z ^ ,
"Resolved that J. R. Beale, Secrc^ 
aryrof Rutland. B.C.. b^the Returning 
Officer for the Annual m
held on Monday, February 18th. 1924.
“R ev ived  th a t the^Returning^Officer
<;hall attend at the . District Ofhee be 
» c e a ’ 'th" hoars of 10 a.m. and aooa. 
on Monday, February Ipm, 1944, lor
the purpose of receiving nommatio^
and electing one Trustee for the .term
of'three years, and .thara Roh, shgild
such be required, be held _at tho  Di3 
trict Office, Rutland, from ,1U
a.m. until 4 p.m. on Thursday, Feb­
ruary  21st, 1 ^ 4 .” . ^
Nominations shall conform with the - -  - « J | :
seen at the District Office, Rutland, w
J. R. BEALE, .
Returning Officer
Rutland, B.C., oa o..December 18th, 1923. 24-2c
Operating Surplus for the 
year from , Operating 
Account ---------------—
$68,369.69
“  FOR JOB PRINTPO:
"How?”
"On the steamer she wanted; the 
other passengers to think an ocean trip 
was an old story to them, but almost 
as soon as they went on board he. poin­
ted to a row of lifebuoys and asked the 
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flic KCLOWNA COVMBIt”'i \ -<i'
t ii e*' MiiUa. îkmMiMm
(IB. i|. W. H. SHEPHERD
■ i ' I OSNTIST ' '-, ■'■ .
C<»f» I*«ndo*l 8 t  And L«wr«nco Av*«
M|!|iifa»
y i i ste ŝ ipa^wttM^
AMD
I “  Bafri«^«?0oUcHw« Mid .
'' ' ‘ ' N<jitiuri«* PnbUo 
E ;C M W «dd?r J
i' , {Establiohcd 1903)
' E:i£X«o w n a , b . a  7 ;
»
lOBIUS & MoWILKAMS
b a r ^ x0t b c ^8p s o l i c i t o r s , 
NOTARIES PUBWC 
' (SuccossorA to R. B, Kcr,r) 
Rowcliffo Block*- Kolowna,, B.C.
r n i f K f  i m  IS  F U I iL  O F  
I I W  A i n  T H IN G S ' Y O U  
S H O U L D N 'T  M IS S  I
A iepood radio set in your home will 
brinfjr you cntcrtainrncnt that you 
could not get otherwise unless you 
lived in a lar^e city. By merely a 
turn of the-dials you can listen-to 
lectures, orchestras, operas, dance 
music and educational features. 
Why kni ŝ all this when for a rea< 
oonahic t price we can supply you 
with ia fcipt that will provide enter­
tainment ait the ycArr -..
Radio sets,and parts priced to suit 
ypur pocket rbook. ’At the pioneer* 
Radio Hbuso'-df the Okanagan.









n o t a r i e s  p u b l i c
WUIIta Block Kelowna, B. C.
H e R B E H T  V . C R A I G  
, b a r r i s t e r -a t -l a w  
i  wiClTOR. NOTARY PUBLIC





„ MRS. A. J :  PRITCSARD
L.R.A.M..' A.R.C.M*  ̂
Silver' Medalist (London, .England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Ti^pry. 
Studio:; - - Casorso Block
Phone 464 , , P. -O. Box 294
' THERE'S 6 nly onfe way 
of finding out how desirable 
our pastry is. Take a cake 
— t̂ry a pie and you’ll say, 
"This is 6 ne.” When you’re 
fed by our bread- you - will 
say "This for mine." All 
of the products of our bak­





To any address in the. British Empire
S;.50 per year. To the United tatea and other foreign countries. 
$3.00 per year*
The COURIER does not necessarily 
endorse the sentimenta of any 
contributed article. . '
'To ensure acceptance, all manuscripl 
should be Icgibl:’' written on 'o n e  
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred. <
Letters to the editor will not be ac 
ccptcd ' for publication oyer, a ^'nom 
de plumo"^ the writer's correct name 
must be appended.
--..■■ri.jri.ri,''' '. iv. ■.-'' *' ' '• . 'i’- .'I • ' ' ; <, '
Contributed matter received after 
Weduceday nooU will noi bo pubr 
lisbed until the followfaiB week.'
Phone 121 BdniMd Ave.
ADVERTISING RATES
Classified Advertisements—Such as 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted, 
etc.; under heading 'W ant; Ads*'r 
First insertion, IIS. eepts per line; 
each additional ihsertioni Without 
change of matter, 10 cents per liUe. 
Minimum charge per week.. - 30 
cents. Count ziye w ords; to. Ime. 
Each initial and group of hot more 
than five figures counts aci â  Word 
Filing fee for bole nhmbers, c/o  
The Courier, if desired,' 10 cents 
extra.'
Transient and Contract Advertise- 
ments-^Rates quoted on application 
L ^ a l  and Municiiml Advertising— 
First insertion, '15 cents -per line, 
each subsequent insertion^ 10 cents, 
per-linci
Contract advertisers will: please note 
that, to. iqsure insertion in  the cur­
rent week’s issue, all changes of
M cp oU h al^  Wlio'^ sa id , ihe^’ vraU. '^lad’ 'fo  
welcome So mi»iiy b’cavo' ' 3ass«nachs 
who,had been-venturesome enough to 
come' that night to hear the bagpipes 
and get a whiff of haggis at close 
range. During the recent cold wcathi 
cr, he found, the streets absolutely dcr 
aerted, just like Aberdeen *on a tag 
day. (Much laughter.) But the tcih; 
perature had moderated and the pcov 
plo were able to got Out, hence the 
good attendance that evening, even 
if there ' were some regrettable absen­
ces through ilhioBS. The Scottish -Soc­
iety had now been in - existence for 
three years. It had been handitappcd 
at the outset by the lack of suitable 
quarters, but now it bad a well equips 
ped hall, and quite an ambitious pro-  ̂
gramme was proposed for the ensuing 
yi^ar, including probably the presenta­
tion of the well-known play, “Rob Roy,!’ 
concerts and lectures, and a dancing 
class-for boys and girls up to 14 or 1̂  
years of agei. It was the intention to 
hold the class during February, March 
and April, providing 12 Icssona in all. 
As an example of what could be done 
to instruct children ‘in Scottish dances, 
he pointed to the excellent, performance 
given that night by Miss Bcth.‘ Harvey, 
who had tuition for only a week' or 
two. I t was hoped also to hold some 
dances for the older people.
Rev. A. MacLurg, who replied, said 
he found himself at a disadvantage,, as 
his speech'.had been anticipated by the 
lengthy article on Burns in the edition 
of the “Province” that had arrived that' 
night. (Laughter.) Another disadvan^ 
tage was that, while I he liked to be well 
down the programme s'o that he could 
pick - up things . from the. people: who 
had' spoken before him  ̂ Scotsmen did­
n’t give anything away.' (Laughter.)
After telling some humorous anec­
dotes, .Mr. .MacLurg said he did not 
agree with Silr. < Brown’s statement that
G R O C E R Y
S P E C IA L S
With Ihoo DoUvciy.
2i|kS-lb. tins Quaker 
Pork and Beans 28c............  , < ,
Fresh Hcrrirings
largo tins, 2 for,23c
m
yiSfaiiswi Mm I ' ,1
“ WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT**
G R O C E R Y
S P E C IA L S
W ith , F rw  Delivery,
Fruit Salts; Hcahh Sa- 
. line, bottle ........ (99c
Beefsteak 'and Onions 
per tin -------- 2fto
Corn Beef Hash, tin'180
F e b r u a r y  C l e a n  U p
O F  A L L  W I N T E R  G O O D S
OInarIng Prices on Udles Winter 
Goats and Orassns
$ 2 0 . « «
TH£ KEIOWNA HUMBINQ 
and SH£Et IHCf AL WORKS
W. O. SCOTT, Proprietor 
Phones: Bus. 164. Res. 9i 
P. O. Box 22
VERNON g r a n i t e  & . 
MARBLE CO.
Quarryi ig - and C u t ' Stone , Con-, 
tractors,-Monuments, Tombstones 
. and , General Cemetery Vyork. 
Designs and Prices ihay he ob­
tained from R:, Minns, Local Agent
P. W. GROVES
M. Can. Soc. C. B.
Consulting Civil and Hydraulic 
Bng^eer.; B. C. Land Surveyor
Sarvevaand Reports on Irrigation Works 
................ ■ Ti.lcenses
r ̂'imnrMnfiiiiiiiiwiiwMiMiiiii -------------^
advertisements miist reach this P^e had no , day like this to cele-j 
office by Mondaw night. This nilei brate, and he would , show him before | 
hi invthe  ̂mutual .inteKsta of patrons long that the Irish could celebrate., At
5 ™ fa.JM  " «  fad  « •«  fa
consequent night work, and tc  was from another country, or a visitor, 
facilitate publication of ’The Courier because from where: he was born in 
so as to . reach' country ' customers I Ireland he could look across to the 
before-Saturday,. . ,.i . > coast-of Ayrshire, Burns’ birthplace,
and thus he felt he could, share in bon-
rsTS a t 
Applications for Wat r
KELOWNA, B. C.
ABBOTT &  McDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 




. Plastering and- Masonry




Is possible .to all when 
your eyes have been pror 
perly tested and>; fitted 
with glasses.
In testing we use the 
most modem instruments 
and prescribe the best 
'lenses procurable.^
CONSULT US ABOUT  
YOUR EYES.
$32.50 Coats in the Feb. clean up,
all this season’s coats ...̂ *.1.....
Crepe-de-Chine and Radium Silk
Dresses; on Sale'......... ..............
Handsome surge and Flannel Dresses in val­
ues to $16.50; (fili ^
on Sale .: ............ ................tPJLd&oeltF
DRESS MATERIALS 
In a  Wonderful Range at February Clearing
Prices.
Fancy Plaids and Cashmeres in val- y i d im  
ues to 75c yard; oh' Sale at, yd. .... 41: v C /  
Fancy Tweeds, suitable for ischool 
dresses, 40-in. width; on' S|ale, yard i  
ALLOVER APRONS in assorted d ^ A f*  
dark patterns; our February price
Blankets and Gonifortors
-̂-Ib. Grey Wool Blankets; oh sale at ,... $4.95 
All Wool White English Blankets ( g /J  d K
Cotton Filled Comforters; Febru- . / |
ary Clearance from ....................qpd®4i:ftP
Ladies’ Wool Gloves in h<eathers, Fwdrf* 
fawns and browns; on Sale, per pair (tPe/K/ 
Ladies’ medium weight Winter V ests; ^ d r f®  
on Sale at,- each ......l.......;:'...... .
Men’s Winter Undnriirear
AT FEBRUARY CLEARANCE PRICES
Stanfield’s Red Label all wool Underwear in 
all sizes; d l l
February Clearance, per garment!^ JLovlJF
Combination Suit at ..... .......... ........ . $3,75
"Admiral’' wodl Underivear a FyfT 
fine soft wool, per garment JL« I  Cl 
Combination Suit a t ..... ..... :.............. 1... $3,45
, Men's fleece Ijned Underwear, "Pen-; d l^ i# a
man’s,” a garment ..i....... ;.............. .
Stanfield’s medium weight Under- 
, , wear, fine ribbed; on Sale, eacln 
Watson’s spring needle knit Und- 
erwear in Combinations, a s u i t $ d « t j r 9
, $ 1 . 7 5
I W s  W a k -S IM s a ,  a r m i R
$3.95
TH E ALW AYS BUSY STORE
I AX» ARY., 31®  ̂ During the Scottish poet. He made an
«  A-r>-r* A * , ] cloqucnt. plca that Bufns was not cx-
N A T IO l^ L  I clusively the poet of Scotland, but was
DONIA CQMMEM ORATED1 ĵ£ humanity. His poetry ap-
(Continued from page 1) wished that ,
‘i . . — fa—fa—.— -fa.— I Burns; were alive today to see that it j
i.en of H ell,; as the: Germans, ternaed- the j no»longer the belte^-. sons of earls-
Highlan,d^ regiments, ^®”®4ianJ hut the sons of intellect who were lead-
and Scottish. j people, and he  ̂ aptly quoted
Mr. J. W., Jones, M.L.A. replied, and from “A Man’s a Man for a’ That.” 
in OP^Uing his remarks made the avow-, j - in;. closing, Mr.' - MacLurg ; : thanked 
al that, if not a  Welshman, he would I.the Society for the enjoyment of an 
*9 .he a Scotsman, as the Scottish | excellent supper and for the opportun-
people. had left a mark in the world’s ity of speahing for Robert Burns, the I , , , . .
hisjtory such as no other nation had noef of siniiile hiimaiiitv m - » with changes in the back of the eye. I eyes of the pupil's and to train the pup 
done. He mentioned that Scotland had „  ^  n  require for some, years the care ils to  take proper ca.re of their own
..faoifa U j.. 1 t> •*. I T. G. Griffiths sang “Mary’! provided by Sight Saving Class. Im- eyes,- An eye speaalist visits the
r> ’ ^  w '*  appropriatt expression and th e re^o v em en t’^not looked for.” ' These class every fortnight and advises the
r. T y . . ^  • ' ' “‘’ were tend demands for an encore, but w frfaatared np at the reader from one and nurses concerning each
been preceded only a year or so agoL, , . j  . ’ of the school doctors case history case. .
by another Scotsman, Bonar Law, who, I chairman announced that, owing to (.^^ds. And down in the. second roiy j We learned also that there are only 
he was proud to say -was borrowed I pf the hour and the time was the eight-year old' girl who was j four Sight Saving Classes in existence
' for commencement of the dance draw- myopic and would not grow, better. I in Canada to-day, three In Toronto and 
^  , ,, s ing nigh, several items would have to l ^ h a t  are we going to do with ker? pne in Halifax. .The
Campbell iCj  Why, we shall send her to the sight by these classes is ^o valuable, hoW-
!ry, whilej^® ®  ̂ Saving Class, of course, and if she ever, that an extension of their work
$3.50 Khaki Flannel, two style
. collars; on Sale at .......... ........ f
$4.50 Mackinaw Shirts, !‘all Wool”
on Sal(B at ........ ..........................
M en!s V  shape Sw eaters, w ith o u t K / |
sleeves, vals. to  $3.25; on S a l e $ J L ® 9 t l  
M en’s a ll w ool V  shape S w eater ' C | ^
' ‘Coats; Februa^ Sale Price ....^ d M ® « /0  
Boy’s Pullover Sweaters in fine 
. wool, all sizes to 32;
; on Sale at ...........'.........I......
Boys’ heavy Coat Sweaters in a big- range of 
styles; all sizes to 32; 
bn Sale at ..........:...i...v..::....;:u.'..
Boys’ Golf Hose in Scout colors or î s- 
sorted fancy tops; on Sale, per pair O a ? C  
Boys’ fleece lined Underwear, all sizes
22 to 32; a garment'...................  , O a f  C
. Combinations, a suit ....... ................ . $1,35
Boys* all wool Hose in sizes up to 10;
' heavy ribbed; a pair .................... j.....
SW EATER BARGAINS
Women’s all wool Pullovers at ..... i..... $ l ,95
Misses’/all wool Pullovers a t ___ ..;____ $1,39 -
from Canada. And, only a few years 
further back, there were
Bannerman and Lord Roseber , . ,
Uvfawm;, iivA. *1, T? I no encores would be ^lermitted.among the greatest soldiers of the Em-| j  j  i r—' '  —‘‘ ■'f An I ” ■■■'7 ”I Tvf c;- rb . 1 I This stern ruling prevented the aud- her case from growing worse. An vision is impaired will' second eagerly
p e was the name of Sir Douglas demanding the return of ordinary-classroom is no place for the efforts of educationalists to add fo
Uaig. I f a - h e r . ” And the teacher made as if tpI the number of Sight Saving C^^^
In lighter vein Mr. Tones told two I dismiss the subject. jour Public Schools. W hat one such
f„nnvr ciftr.Ve onvi n u A , ' J | sud Bcth Harvcy, who .daiiced the Reel ■ gjgjjj Saving Class?” j class has accomplished in. the short
funny stpnes, and then he conveyed,j^f Xulloch in good style, all of them the visitor pefristed. “I never heardjspace of one year has been reported in
on behalf of' the kindred societies he clad in the garb of old Gaul. i of one before!” these words by the-teacher in charge;
was called upon to,represent, congratu-1 Tutt. MacGinnis, Smith and | “Better seC for yourself,” came the] “SeVen pupils haye returned to rfeg-
lations. to the Scottish Society upon thej Mapfarlanp srtng T annV with reply. “I t’s up on the next floor,|uIar grades with improved vision; the
acquisition of such suitable quarters h^rirmny Room 10. Thejr’ll be glad to have j jg£gj.jg bad
and upon the good vrorfc they were do-1 -My Laddie” was rendered in fine 7  a '„j  „ent. ' I s‘« in  continued during the
ing in helping and welcoming new
comers from the Old Land. He brought voice by Mrs. Lovell.
WOOD FOR SALE
' Fir. Quality and quan­
tity guaranteed. Price, $3.'S0. .
J. W. C. THOMPSON 
' Phone 3154’
A GOOD SERVANT BUT
A  P o o r  M a s t e r
If You Are NOT INSURED
A s k  D e M a r a





| ) b M a r a & S o f i
‘■v,'-'.' ' ^Kelo#iia'
23-2c
G O A L
C-oalmont Lump __ ____ .... $10.5(
(B.C. coal) Egg Nut _ _ _ $9.80
Newcastle Lump _ _ ......... $12.20
(Drumhellcr) ; Egg N u t_$10.40
City Delivery ............ $1.00 per ton
Phone your requirements to 371
AM PBELL 
OAL
O M PA N Y
Yard - - - Cawston Ave.
Office: at The Jenkins Co. barn
, , 1. • 1- t » itime these defects'were, present, theyThe teacher, a c charming slip of a _ „ • . tM-x- 3. -
♦ft fL fL ♦ • L, ( *1. I Two violins and piano gave some de-j girl who knew her business thor-| ' ' ’̂ °“ » ® pro abi ity, have be-
gratings from the jjgj^££yj selections of old Scottish airs, oughly, but had not professionalized a come jiermanent. We cannot hope to
Elks, as representing Canada at /large, - / v _ Misses bubbling spirit out of ewrtence, ex- see the same results each year, for
the Sons of England, and St. Ueorge’s j „  Wanrv Rnrthwirk h*li®’*̂ 5̂  her work to us. The purpose ^lany of the cases will never improve
John Borthwiek.  ̂^  5  iliftt remrfw
mind them that Burns was a staunch ̂ --iT,e accompaniments to most of the vision at the mininaum cost of eye- by minimizing strain and yet give such
Free Mason. The Scottish people yocal numbers were play^^  ̂ j,jg strain. “That is jh y Jh e_ co lo u rs  m pupî ^̂ ^̂  which is
could not lay claim  ̂altogether to ug^a, Sympathetic mterpretation by I equipment.”
Burns, because he belonged to thc Mr. John Borthwiek. movable desks
carefully planned/ 
that is why we use
Stating that it had been necessary** to which may be set close 
. . X . r ..T-i. T .1- » • the blackboard as desired. Our desk-cut out the. toast oL “The Ladies,’ too, you see. so
THE MAKING OF CRIMINALSwhole world, and when he brought
greeting from these lodged with hiin-, ^ ... . . _ _______________ - ___  . .
dreds of thousands - of members, many I ® V ' tops are adjustable Joo, you see, sol (By Rev. Dr. J .G . Shearer)
of them .hared with the Scots their the ,hat f a  i" ! ' S ' -  eres™ ^ "Tfa ?“>>'!' "<>• only Of Canada bat'chairman said this was not m any|ease tho strain on the pupils eyes. lo£ ,h„ Continent has been regaled adlove of Burps. He concluded by hop-j  u i- • .1. . II .L . ispirit of lack of appreciation, and he “Y ouhave noticed,” she went .t,
mg and believing that all the members Lgj,ed upon Mr MaoGinnis to propose “how ' tremendously large my letters "a«seam with the career,^ the capture 
of the Scottish Society would do their _ .„/.♦« i f  fLaftLc fVio itiyUs.Q for the blackboard are? And we use under gun-fire, ; the speedy trial, the
part, in the city, province and thanks lo the ladies for the ir |.----- .........................  ^..ff '̂ cy Ii.r..
inion. [success. ' : [the special dear-text type
- Mayor Sutherland arriving at this! don’t use books very much. You see, . . , _ .• ts > *• t> • • • I Air* • A4&cOinniS rose to tne OCC&Si011| • Ar\ O rrm^f HpaI o£l3.n‘<d tiotonoti<s criminal **Rcrf** Rvan Hfcjuncture, Rev. Mr. Brown insisted up- t bcc ®he laughed, I do a great aeai oi ana noiorious criminal Ken Kyan. rie
on vacaling .he chair in favour of Hia S s  “ “\ n d  this, die' rTre
Worship who apologized for being rooms wiere children of their own H X r ro b b e d  n u S r s  of held
late on the score of having a duty to -  greatest aoolause grades are taking regular work.” « e  nas roDDed numpers ot people, held
do, and it was well known that a Scots- r ,  a^pplause,  ̂ We stayed for over an hour to wat- «P bank and other institutions, fooled
man never neglected a duty. Joining hands, the gathering fervent- the children and their teacher at detectives, broken out of the supposed-
Mt> n  MnrfnrianA canw “A Miin saiig“ Auld Lang Syue" and thenLvork and at play together, and dlir- jy most secure prisons and not unlike-
j  ! I dispersed, the majority of the younger ing the recess which followed learned j has taken lives, though murder has
and responded £„r the Elks’ Hall, still more about the '
—  — «> ' I jevements of the Sight Saving Class.
,‘*Childrcn having less than one-tenth
______ ______  _____  . . vision,” we were.told, “are educated in
danced- the Highland Fling and was j p ĵ. concert, and-dancing was'kept I our Provincial S'cTiool's for the Blind.
“  '  hours to the But many children who have considcr-
, , , . . . , . large letters on our buff writing pads, life, sentence plus thirty lashes, the re-
I? !!!! .. -  ’’ “ I?, ™ fa r  'f’lm  f a '  « ” '■> P " " -
1 mouth Penitentiary of the life-long
HIGH-CLASS SOCIETY PRINT­
ING AT THE COURIER PRESS
Remember!
We repair Gramaphonesi 
Household Appliances, etc. 
Soldering, Brazing, Welding
and
Don’t  forget you will want 
your BICYCLE in good run­
ning for next month. Phone 
. U8 now and we will call for it.
Ready- to ride . when you 
need it and storage free until 
then. 'All work guaranteed.
**0.K." Gfcle i  Sport Store
, ; Ted Buse, Prop.
Pendozi St. Phone 347
dred Pipers And A’
i to an encore with Scofs Wha Hae. [where they were joined by a large
Little Miss^ Beth Harvey nimbly j mj^iber who. had not attended the sup-1 yj^j A
recalleil. ... , -1 nntil tlic earl^̂  maiming nx , o lw ■ _ _ ”_’ . •
Indulging in. reminiscence, the chair-] ctraina of the Society's or- P^^y more than one-tenth vision <^n. • . 1 • .u ‘nviting strains ot me society s or- ^ot on account of eye-defect or dis-
m»n. durmK an mtereal m th . pro- “ a \  cope with the »ork as szt for
informed the aodienee thatl x h e  programme contained but a Ii- ehildrcn of normal vision. Some cliil-
•a J u f o .X- u u dren also can read small print, see the
Kelowna took ph.ee tarenty-eight years I ' i '" " / ? ’ “  blaekboard and carry on with regular. . J --7i- t ... r.. _X- 11 that the untutored Sassenachs had am- ,g|agg work, but only at the expense ofI ago. and he called their attention to a 
framed programme of it hanging oti pie opportunity to enjoy themselves their vision, nervous system^ and gen-. „ , I! xu • t  ' .» I with their favourite daniics instead of eral health. Children from these twothe wall, the work of their good friend,! • . • • , , croups need special consideration, and
thatl? ‘‘‘=“ P*‘"« >ntncacics^of some of f ^ S e i r  difficulties which Sight Sav­
ing Classes try to mcet._ 'The curricul­
um is adapted to individual needs.
Mr. Hugh Rose. The dinner on
TH E  LIGHT THAT
• X d.e nn J ,( th e .8teps beloved of the Caledonianoccasion cost $5.00 a plate instead of|
the present modest charge of $1.25, 
yet they went $70 in the hole. (Laugh­
ter.)
The toast of “Our Friends and Visi­
tors” was proposed by Mr. Dougald
Classes arc small both for this reason 
SOMETIMES FAILS because the pupils are of all grad- 
. ... ■' ' ■ j cs and varying eye conditions. The 
(By Elizabeth P. MacCallum) 'j teacher of the Sight Saving, Class has
I t  is a case of fairly high myopia , two responsibilities—>to care for the
not been brought home to hipi.
It is not his personal career, with its 
sad ending, that we are concerned! 
with. It is not even the causes in gen­
eral or particular of crimes like his 
that arc holding the thought of the 
writer. I t  is the effect upon young 
people, particularly well-grown boys, 
of reading Of the exceptionally clever, 
daring and successful exploits of any 
notorious criminal. Is it not certain 
that their'hearts will be fired with ad­
miration for these hcrioc deeds in spite 
of or perhaps because of their lawless­
ness? How splendid to be able to fool 
the police, even the clever detectives, 
the prison guards and who not!
-While thinking of this case and the 
publicity given to iL there haa fallen than murderers?
into my hands a magazine publishied; 
in New York, claiming a circulation oif: 
between one and two millions, found 
on -all the news stands of Canada, 
which seems to me much 'more danger- 
bus in the hands of our young people 
fbah the story of Red Ryan or his likcri;: 
Tt is full of stories interestingly writ- - 
tep that- glorify crime of all- kinds 
with shameless vice and loose living ; 
and lawless adventure; For example^ ; 
in one story the hero is a criminal with ! 
a long record buti he is -manly, res- j 
pectable in manner and appearance, a 
real hero. He is clever, courageous, 
ingenious, resourcefull He lives Virith- 
out working and in mysterious ways 
replenishes his financial resources from , 
time to time -andlives a perfectly “rip­
ping*/ life, as the English say. The 
leroine is young, b,eautiful, maniiedf d-; 
)0ut to be divorced, loose,-out for ad­
venture^ flush with money.: - ■-
They mect on the opep street^ make 
up, take a ^uite of. rooms in a high 
class hotel, are arrested-by detectives,' 
with extraordinary cleverness over­
power their captors, gag and tie them, 
escape and go the rounds of the high 
and low grade resorts of the great 
metropolis, one of which is raided 
while they are there. They escape a- 
gain almost miraculously by their 
cleverness, recover lost-jewellery, meet 
and beat up (the herO' does) the hero­
ine’s deserting husband, and away they 
go madly in love with each other after - 
a picked-up acquaintance within a few 
hours. ' ,'v '
What is the inevitable effect on . 
youngsters of both sexes of reading 
matter of this kind?
'The movies are immaculate compar­
ed with this magazine filth, flowing 
over the border. During 1923 many 
of these wretched publications have ' 
been driven off the news-stands and 
barred entrance to Canada. This part­
icular one will follow. There is need 
for reason and broad-mindedness in 
censoring literature as well as films, 
but there surely is no room for doubt 
about such stories as the one outlined, 
and the public might lyell co-operate 
with the Social Service Council in pro­
tecting our young ‘ people against nn- 
wittingly drinking in this mental and ' 
moral poison that ultimately will ruin 
the character and wreck lives of not , 
a few young folk and add to the popu- . 
ation of our reformatories and penit­
entiaries. They that poison the mind 
of boys o r  girls, are they less guilty
m
f'.H
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; each additional invcrtion, 





A n n o u n c e m e n t s
Fifteen eenta per line, each lnaer- 
tiort; minimnm chavge, 30 cent*.. 
Count' fiye worde to Unit» ^ c h  
initial and group of ndi; more 
than hve figntea connta-; aa
' 'HC;; 'MMMMMaMMatiakMNniMmMMMMitiMMawaiŵ̂
L o c a l  a n d  P e r s o n a l
Work On the Vcrnon-Kelowna roa< 
will be conimenccd next Monday. by 
the Provincial' Department of Public 
Works, if weather conditions continue 
favourable, and n start will be made in 
improving the road near Mr. Wynne 
I Price's farm.' In selecting those ♦"
The following niembers of-the iCc 
lowna ' Badminton Club arc now at 
Vernon where they arc playing in the
tournament staged by the Vernon Bad- 
b: Mrs.' I^ycll, Mrs. Sim-
, Miss Barlce, Miss 
eosrs. :B. H< Hili, p . Dart,
Mr. Ralph Palmer* was a paBscngcf<|whom work will be given' preference
will be accorded to married men, or
In eetimatinfr the cost of an adyer* 
^sement, subject' to the minimun 
Htfharge as stated above, each imtia
..abbreviation o r , group of flgurea np 
i^igcecding five , counts as one wort 
.&and five vtrords count as one line.
I If so desired, advertisers may have 
"Replies addressed to ,a box number 
.iterc of The Courier, and forwardci 
-‘Mo their private address, or delivcrci 
4>n call at office. For this service, add 




,f and Bouchard; Phone 129. 24-lp
Dr. Mathison, dentist. Willits' Block,
telephone 89. ' tfc4i *. O. /' '
Keep your eye on Cht^pin's, window 
for-Saturday candy specials. 15-ffc
H , •  •  t  . ,
L.O.B.A. social evening, Thursday, 
February 7th, at 8 o’clock. Cards, singt 
ing ' and dancing. Refreshments. Ev> 
crybody welcome. iAdmission 50c.
, 24-2c
. I i 0. .0'.
Flan to meet,, 
your friends at ' 
CHAPIN'S « •  «
to Montreal today.. n
l̂ir T? „ I those who have others dependent onMr. D. Sexsmith left on Friday on a k j,™  *'r ,
trip to Edmonton. v., J '
‘ V.  ̂ . i !r’ _  l A general vestry mccting of the An
i Ur. J^iS. Pine returned froip,Igijcjiii Qjurch was held at East Kcl
the Coast on Friday. L,wna on ^hc 23rd inst. Rev. C. E
Mr. G. N. Gartfcll, of SummCrland, Uavis presided and the following offi-
nnif! the rJtv a visit vcstcrdav. iccro were elected: Peoples Wardenpaid the city a visit yeswraay.. Armstrong; Committcc. Mcs-
Mr, T.Xong, of the Grcata Ranch, I srs. A. Woodd, A. H ., Wright, G. D 
Pcachland; spent Tuesday here. , I Fitzgerald, G. Jones-Evans, C. R 
„  . .  i.„ if. Reid, J. Affleck and Capt. Maude-Rox
lyir* J. H. 'Broad is stiU epufmed to j j,ŷ  . Rev. C. E. Davis nominated Mr 
his bed, but, his-condition 18 improving. I*; Gillespie as his Warden.
minton Clu  
con, Miss
Jolly a n d ----   ̂ .
G. Reed, E. Faulkner, L. 0. Butler,
H. G, M. Gardner. Messrs. P. G. Dod- 
woll, E. R. Fauldcr and R. F. Miller, 
Of Summcrland, arc also playing irt 
the tournament,
The enterprise of the members of the 
Ladies Auxiliary to the Scout Associa­
tion ill bringing down a company of
20-tfc
CU TTER FOR SALE; godd as newi 
'!./ Apply, S. Munson, K. L. O. 24-2p
Dr. Lystcr, Physician i and SUrgc'on, 
Shepherd Block, Phone 1174 8ttfc
i. Mr. OJ C. Bcnmoi^e, of Summcrland, j q ,|(, of the most successful sleighing 
was a, visitor;'to the, city on rucsday.J parties of the season took place on
Mr. J. M. Porct, of E. W. WIIWn.on J '" 'h o i r " 'S ! ’’' ' X
& Co., i .  confined to hi. home by .mk- Chmeh. »ith  thei? eon
'ductor, Mr. J. Borthwick, had a very
fpOR SALE o r , EXCHANGE—2 ^  
aerda, 3J^ miles from Kelowna; 90
72 or 
10-tfc
young fruit,trees, Yellow Newtowno 
Olid'McIntosh; 1 acrc^M^bcrrics, cur-
'.rgnts; up-to-Jatc ROOT c k l l a k  
*Cconcrctey and outbuildings,' all practi-
CELLAR
^ a lly  new. Will exchange for house 
^ d  lot SOUTH of Bernard AVC;, Ke- 
, lowna. InvcstigAtc Ais. Post Ofwe 
3ox,;206, Kelowna, B^C, ' 23-tfc
Holman's Transfer. Phone 
254. V '« jS
. For T|i« Beat,
Go To Alagard'a. ' :
The BenvouHn Unitcd vFarm Worn 
cn -,̂ 'wiU hold ‘ a ‘ doncort I supper ami 
dance:' in Missiori - Creek, Sdhoolv (K. L.
Mr; J. C. Stockwcll, who is Buffering enjoyable outing. All were in the best 
from pleurisy, is reported to be a little | of spirits' and everything passed off
4S-tfc
iF O R : SALE-rDty' pind, and fir wood 
Apply,,R. Lambly, Phone
O. .road)/' Friday i evening, Fcbr'iiarv 8. 
Winstonc's Orcnc
\ ; othcr .,instrumcnts, , not forgetting Mr. 
Mr. W. J. Stevens, of Hamiota, Brown's rattle and Mr. Smith's huni-: 
u.. ,r.n !.;«I orous songs, /making ' dkcellcnt enter­
tainment. Th'C! driver :al6o entered into 
1 «  V « I \r  I the spirit of the occasion and gave the
Mrs. A. H. .Eaton and chnd, of y3h*'j party , some' really ,cxciting thrills, be- 
epuver, are_ stayipg _at the Paiaec, andJ return home tp the residence
will be lb Kclpwna for a few weeks. j q£ ^ r .  and Mrs. H. F. Chapin, where
''FORv'sALE^
, "i Ipur'i also pure clover ahd second 
»4(Crop, well cured, suitable for milk cows. 
TDciivered lanjrwherb at reasonable 




Mr.'John Borthwick,,teacher of pian-
The eoneert »o be given by the choir “'*1/4"!;!!'"^^^^^ S Jof Sh Michael and Ail Angels will takcl*** '.*1® k fate hour.. The.party
' ' L T ; ; ; ' M o l l  rtn T7p'h 7th. I broke up singing that their host and place in the Parish Hall on beb. hostess were “Jolly Good Fellows,"
ofortc and singiifg, begs' tb announce 
that he now resides off Harvey Avenue,
East of Richter Street, phone 401-Ll.
21-tfc
Pv''* .........
FO R  SALE—Mangels, at. farm, or de- 
* livered. Apply, Anthony Casorsp, 
Thone293-L2. 21-tfc
(The Hospital Ladies Aid arc hold­
ing a sewing bee at the home of Mrs. 
P. B. Willits on Mon., Feb. 4, at 2 p.m. 
As .‘many as possible are asked to come 
and help. , 24-Ic
amateur per^rmers to stage the'well- 
known comedy “Arc You a Mason f, 
L-ist Thursday evening at the Empress 
Theatre was well rewarded, a considr 
crablc sum being netted towards tlfC 
fund for providing better seating ac­
commodation and heating at the Scout 
Hall. The Vernon actors were unable 
to come 'here by car, the road , being, 
impassable, and arrived by,; the s.s. 
“Sicamous” and returned home also by 
boat. They .were, greeted by a very 
full house, and the audience thorough­
ly enjoyed the play presented, which 
i s ' replete with' extremely; comical in­
cidents of all kinds. Mr.',W. S..Atkin-' 
son,, as Frank Perry, the Icudjng, male 
role, gave a clever interpretation of that 
character and kept the audience in con­
tinual laughter, his manner of extri­
cating himself from awkward fixes be­
ing comical in the extreme. The role 
of Lotta was also well taken by Mrs. 
C. E. Woodstock, while that of Ern-: 
cst Morrison gave Mr. ■ G.' Micklcbor- 
ough every opportunity to display hm 
skill. Mr. a ; E. Berry also greatly a- 
mused the audience as George Fisher, 
especially in the scene when he dres­
sed up as a girl. 'Mrs. D. C. Tuck, as 
Eva Perry, was first class. She was 
distinctly audible through licr entire role 
and appeared to be quite at home on 
the stage. The other parts wore well 
taken and altogether the performance 
was a pleasing one:
Everything for the Baby
HFOR SALE—Wood I Woodl Wood!«  . ----- ------ right.
21-4p
Best 4uality, best service, .price nght 
Ramsjiy/ Phpnie, 91-L34
‘ BEES—Italian beis, full colonies, 
free from disease, all’ headed with 
i.:very fine young queens from purebred 
' 'btock; dovetailed' hives, reversible bot- 
7 ̂ oms, inner covers and metal top outer 
-Hcoversjiwell painted.. Price,, $15.50, per 
-colony, f.b.b. Order eafiy*. 20% cash 
"with order: balance by April 15th. Am 
:'c^ony Gasorso; Box 659, Keloiyna^B.^
PATRICK’S *DAy L kccp this* ev-. 
ening for Irish slides and songs. 24-lc
The premier event in -wintec sport; 
the Revelstoke Ski Tournament, Feb, 
5th and 6th. Don't miss it. Bigger ahd 
letter than ever. Cheap rail fares from 
all points on the G. P.' R; west of Cal­
gary and Kootenay Landing. 24-lc 
* * «
IVtisscs Joyce and Eunice Hayman and hoping that another opportunity 
left on Saturday on a trip to Revel- for a similar expedition will be found 
stoke, where they, will, stay with rclat- this winter.
‘ . 1  The tie' for the Okanagan Cup was
Mr. John H, Blackcy, of Calgdry, played off on poor ice at the rink last; 
who had been visiting his parents, Mr. Thursday afternoon. Owing to ill- 
arid Mrs. P. Blackcy, left for'his home ness, Mr. J. H. Broad was unable to 
todav . , .  . ' I skip his nnk and his place was' taken
'■ A. McKay, so the person-
We are glad to state that the condi-jacl of the rinks was as follows: Dr.
tion of Mr. Wi H. Wills, who is a pa- J. E. Wright, lead, Mr. George Meikle, TVxTt'rpn rMTlRTH 11 am tonic
tient in the Kelowna General Hospital. 2nd, Mr. W. R. Trench. 3rd. and Mr. ^U N IT E D  C H U R ^
is improving. ’ R. L. Davidson, skip; Mr. H. Brown,  ̂Self Denial. 7.30 p.m., young people s
rts T-tf ... t. ' -Ilead, Mr. J. C. Taylor, 2nd, Mr. C., Mr. S. T. .Elhott, who underwent a j 3rd, and Mr. G1 A. McKay,
minor operation at the Kelowna <^en- Lj^.p Davidson’s rink won the
?L®®**»*J' ,to| match by four points. The cups and
T TI TE have a generous supply of everything 
V'V for the Baby and the values we offer
are exceptionally good for the quali'- 
ties we keep.
Infants* Dresses in Nainsook and $1.25
CHURCH NOTICES
fine Lawn froni ....................
All wool Vests in Peerless quality
up
lis official duties. other trophies won at Salmon Arm,;are
service. 2.30 p.m.,, Sunday School.
On Friday evening of this week, 1st 
Feb., a social meeting will be held in 
Wesley Hall, ‘ to which membci'S' and 
friends of the congregation are invited.
Babies* Bonnets in a large variety of styles
and prices., ................
infants’ , Bibs fi;om ...............................
Babies* Rubber Pants from, pair ., 
Infants* All Wool Mitts fi’om
The^miany friends of Mr. G. S.,Mc-|on of Mr. W. R,
...111. Kn r.in#f .irnmtr tliaf lip 1.Q I *1 fcnch s -drug. storc.
, FO R BARGAINS in furniture, ranges, 
- linoleum, beds, etCy call and inspect 
f.the large variety at Jfones & Tempest
SPECIAL EXCURSION PARTY 
to the British' Empire Exhibition for 
teachers and their friends, For furr 
ther particulars apply to F. R .E. De- 
lart, Kelowna, B. C. v ; 24-1 c
« a •  .
lECcnzie will be glad to know that he is 
now sutficiently well to be able ' to 
attend to business again. ,, .- v ,
4-tfc
iFO R  SALE—Five horse power Scho- 
field-Holden motor boat engine. Bar­
gain. Write No. 368, Courier. 37-tfc
“ FO R  SALE—Alfalfk hay, i 
> LP*y« W. D. Hobson, Oka
eion.
in shed. Ap: 
anagan Mis- 
9-tfc
If 'you have not seen' the Revelstoke 
Ski Tournament yet, see it this year. 
The dates are Feb. 5th and 6th. The 
ine-up of jumpers includes champions 
; :rom Sweden, Germany, United States 
and Canada. 24-lc
CARD OF THANKS
. FO R D  COUPE for sale, or wilL ex- 
’• change ,for good piano. Maso^n & 
:jWsch, Ltd. 23-tfc
WANTED—nilseenanisous
W a n t e d —Ada in this column bring 
results. Fifteen, cents a line, each 
additional insertion, ten cents per line. 
'Minimum charge per week, 30 cents.
Mr. and Mrs. F . . Bowman wish to 
express their tfianks to the: Kelowna 
7ire Brigade for the fine: work, done 
in ipreventing the total loss of their 
rstock in the’. recent disastf^ous fire. '
24-lp.
Lt.rCol. J. Fv Vicars,, O.C. of the 
172nd Battalion, Rocky Mountain Rari^
The regular general meeting of the iKers, accompanied b j Lieut. L. J.
Great W ar Veterans’ Association .will P«ce, adjutant, arrived by the s.s. ‘ Si- 
be had in the Club rooms on Satur- camous"^ yesterday and both officers 
Woi; 9rwi af g tn n m are staying at the Palace. They wereday, Feb. 2nd, at 8.30 p.m. I at the wharf by Capt. G. D. Cam-
'The Hospital Ladies Aid wish to eron, M.C., O.C. “D” Company, and 
acknowledge with thanks the sum of Lieuts. E. W. Wilkinson and D. Mc- 
$20.00, a donation from the Kelowna Dougall. ; The intention had been to inr 
Amateur Athletic Club toward the fur- spect the local unit, but, there i being no 
hishirig of the Nurses’ Home. ! drill hall, here and  ̂rto other suitable
L , , - , JI building available, this was not found to
The ; first month, or this .year i passed J |jg . Arrangements are now
off without any cases^em g tried m be,*jjg made to secure suitable quarters 
the City Police Court. 'Only one crime j £gj. jjQUjug, lectures,' drills and inspec- 
was reported, that; of the theft cprnmitrj^jQjjg gjjjj instructor is expected to 
ted at Mr. J. W« B. Brown^ s premises j ygggjj shortly from the North O-
ST.' MICH AEL .& ALL AN GELS, 
Feb. 3, 4th Sun. after Epiphany. 8 a.m., 
Holy Communion; 10 a.m., Scouts 
Own Bible Class; 11, Matins, Holy 
Communion (choral) and sermon. 2.45 
p.m., Children’s Service; 7.30, Even­
song and sermon.' . «
RUTLAND (Anglican). 2.30 p.m., 
Sunday School. 7;30, Evensong and 
sei*mon. .EAST KELOWNA (Anglican). No 
service on Sunday next. Sunday Schpol 
2.30 p.m.
: : .;3 5 c ^
135c? 
i 4 5 c :  
$ 1 .0 0
Chilpmfe for Children
Bootees in all wool from
Knitted Wool Pants from ..
We have a! large‘assortment of this famous 
make of Underwear for Infants and Children 
• in Vests, Bodices and Combinations.,
KEEP THE COLDS AW AY BY BUYING  
CHILPRUFE. ■
on Pendozi St.
Miss Louise Ratcliffe, of Pittsburg, I *‘a”ks
SOUTH EAST KEL'OWNA 
RI<IR GATION DISTRICT
’a., who had been visiting Mr.-and j xhe editorial' and mechanical staffs 
Mrs. J.'H . Trenwith, left by the ,.Sica-jQ£ xJig Courier are just about .“all in” 
mous” on Tuesday afternoon en route I through the heavy strain of th e . suc- 
to California, whence she proposes to Lgggjg^ q£ jp^portant meetings held 
motor to her home.; iduring this month-r-generally on a
BAPTIST CHURCH, Dr. J. S. Pir- 
ie, Minister. Sunday, Feb. 3. Se^ices; 
)iorning: Sunday School, 10.45; Public 
Worship, 11.30, subject “The Divine 
Revelation.” Evening, /Preachings Ser­
vice, 7.30; subject “Eternal Life Thrn
Christ.” - , ,
Tuesday evening, young people s
meeting, 7.45. ■
Thursday evening, weekly prayer
meeting, 7.30. , ' " •
1
P H O N H  361 K E L d W N A , B . C.
FOR EXCHANGE
COURT OF liEVISION d i l  'much copy to prepare and s «  in
TAKE NOTICE that the first sit­
ting of the Court of Rerision’ for the 
consideration : of i the fourth assessment 
rolf : w’iB; he ■ held; a t J  
lst; day of Fiehf uiaxŷ ^
:trict dfficej' 6’ Crbwley, Block; - Keloflr:- 
na, ;B. C„ arid subsequently if necess-
;FOR EXGHANG.Er̂ I ha've $5,OOA in
24rIC ''f'/: Assessor.
iF O R  ' EXCHANGE—Several good 
; prairie propositirfns ,f for Okanagan 
•property. WANTED TO RENT— 
‘Fearing orchards,; FOR SALE OR 
"TRADE—Ford ear and VA  ton truck; 
;iT. O. Box 640, PhonC' 436-Rl. 24-lc
; cadh and $S,000 of clear title property. 
"Will exchange for full bearing orchard, 
■‘-must be good vrilue. W hat' offers? No. 
/•A27, Courier. 23-4c
'.SNAP—Will exchange pure-bred
White Wyandotte pullets, extra good 
'laying, for good ’ pure or cross-bred 
Jersey cow; or will Sell, $1.50 to $5.00 
,r«ach. J. Gray, Phone 39S-L3. 23-2p
EAST KELOWNA POUND 
DISTRICT
LOST
LOST—'On Sunday, a ; black. home- 
‘ knit mitt, blue trimmed. Finder please 
treturn to Wilson’s Meat Market. 24-:lp
LOST—Monday, pair of , glasses in 
' case, between Harvey and Burne 
Avenues. Reward at Lawson’s. 24-lp
Notice of Sale
Notice is hereby given, undjer Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that 
will, on Monday, the 4th day of Feb­
ruary, 1924, at 2 ;p.m., sell at Public 
Auction, in front of: the Pound, East 
Celowna, in the County , of Yale (and 
leing within >qiy Pound District), the 
bllowing impounded animal: one bay 





FOUND—A lady’s ripjg ;and a 
chain. Apply, City Police
gold 
Office. 
24-lc Notice of General Meeting
WANTED TO RENT
W ANTED TO RENT—10 or 20 ac­
res bearing orchard. Apply, P. O 
Box 443, Kelowna, 24-3p
HELP WANTED
"WANTED—A : help, Feb. Irt. Must 
be capable and able to cook; perman- 
.-ent position. Apply, MrsJ C. R. Reid, 
K .L .O . Phone 291-L3. 23-2c
JEXPERIENCED MANAGER for 
Okanagan ranch, 100 acres fruit, ISO 
itacres mixed crops, and rtock. State fully 
-qualifications, age, salary, etc., to No. 
• 428, Kelowna Courier. 23-2c
SITUATIONS WANTED
■ RELIABLE young woman domestic 
seeks position. Apply, Captain Edc, 
•:Salvation 'Army. 24-lp
"ENGLISH LADY, maternity and ot- 
■ her hospital training, will take pat- 
• ients in own home or go out. Terms 
■moderate. Phone 59. 24-lp
Notice is hereby given that the an­
nual general meeting^ of the. Glenmorc 
rrigation District will be held in the 
I Renmore, School House, at Glenmore, 
B.C., on the 12th day of February, 
924, at 8 p.m., for the following pur­
poses, namely:--  "
(a) To receive from the Trustees
who have been in office a report on the 
condition of the works and a state­
ment of the financial condition of the 
District: ...
(b) To discuss with the Trustees 
ny matter relating to the works or 
nances of the District: ,
(c) ; To fix the remuneration of the 
Trustees for the ensuing year. ,
Dated at Kelowna, B. C., this 31st 
day o f January, 1924.
, , A. R. HARMAN,
A. E. JAMES .





ing weauny anq m auu,«ou «avc ^  entailing
tributed, on acebunt of the balance of I ^  . nieht work'. Once again, we
varieties, $25,000 to growers in this dis- suggest that Fridays and Sat­
inet and Summerland. j urdays be utilized as far as possible for
A cable received by the Occidental public meetings, so as‘ to give the press 
"ruit Company informed them; thatla fair chance.^^Surely, ,if ^ e  publicity 
rir. Leopold Hayes arrived in Auck- .is worth anythmg at ,all, ^he organiza^ 
and. New Zealand, last Monday, and tions concerned _ should be tq
that he has already secured orders forlmeet the convenience of the press in a 
canned coods measure, and thus avoid much of thecapned goo . overtime, night work and heartbreak-
Mr. Joe Lang, for many, years con- Jng hurry-scurry entailed by.the.dates 
nected with the Canadian Linotype Go. I usually selected. ,
and thus knriwn to practically every p  m  xr tn
printer on the Pacific Coast, paid a vi- Miss McCIung, P.H.N., wishw _to 
sit to Kelowna on Tuesday, leaving for make a correctioa regard i^  the dates 
Vernon the following morning. for th ex i^ in g  lectures on Home Nurs-
 ̂ . ing and First Aid given in last week’s
There was a very good turn-out at issue. The dates for each lecture ar^ 
the Church Supper, and annual Vestry as follows: Feb. 5, The Home Nurse; 
Meeting of St. Michael and All Ari-jFeb; 6, Care of the Patient; Feb. .12, 
gels’ Church, which was held last ev- Communicable Disease^ Feb. 13, First 
ening at the Wesley Hall, and of which Aid; Feb. 19, Maternity; Feh. 20, Care 
an account will appear in our next is- of the Baby; Feb. 26, Feeding the Ba- 
sue. . by; Feb. 27, Foods; Mar. 5, -Invalid
, . Cooking. These lectures, arranged by
On Tuesday evening, twenty s ^ ^ l 'j  tiigvWomen’s Institute/will be given in 
..s of the Entrance class PLthe Pub- ^£ Furniture Co.
ic School, accoinpanied by the Frinci-1 place in the evening on
pal, Mr. C. W._ Lees, made a the dates mentioned. No charge is
sleigh to the residence oLMj. and Mrs. 1 ^ ^ ^  ĵ̂ g lectures are open to the
H. B. Burtch, near Five Bridges,^ where I gjj.|g ĵ£ jg over of Ke-
they were hospitably entertained. lowna and district. The lectures will
The heavy snowfall which covered comriience at 8 p.tn. sharp, 
town and country with a deep white Messrs. C! A. Whitelock, manager 
mantle has. melted with extraordinary gt Vancouver for the Ctinard Steam 
rapidity during the past few days un-jghjp Company, Mr. Frank Bew. Van- 
der the influence of warm southern I ghuver manager for Thos. Cook & Son, 
winds and occasional rain^ until there Xqurist Agents, and Mr. C. E. Lang, 
is comparatively little of it left in the Passenger Agent at Vancouver
city. I for the Northern J*acific Railway, vi-
TH E PENTECOSTAL CHURCH, 
St. Paul St. The home of ‘fThe Four- 
Square Gospel.”  ̂ , , ,
Sunday services: 3 p.m., DevptioniMf 
7.30 p.m., Evangeli^ic. Subject The 
Anti-Christ and the Great Tribulation,
also the .antirChrist systems in the
world today. Week-night gospel meetr 
ings Tues; and Thurs. at 7*45. _
Special children’s meeting every Sat, 
at 3 p.m. The Kingdom of God is not 
in word but in power. A signless ^os- 





(Continued from Page> 1) COURT OP REVISION
TH E SALVATION ARMY. Sun- 
day, 11 a.m., Holiness Meeting. 2.30 
p.m., Sunday School. 7.30 p^-, Sal­
vation Meeting, subject “A Forfeited 
Gift ”Tuesday night, Soldier’s meeting.
Wednesday, 2.30 p.m. Ladies’ Home 
^eague Meeting, Officers’ Quarter^. 
7 p.m.; Open Air Service. 8 p.m., Pub-- 
, ic Meeting. Corps Cadets’ clws 
p.irij,. CpnpS; Cadets’ class. 8 p.m.. 
Cottage meetirig. . _
Thursday, 7.30 p.m., Open Air Ser­
vice. & p;m., Public Meeting. 
Saturday, 7.30, Open Air Service.
After concluding the reading of the 
report, Mr. McCosh informed the 
meeting that a strip of land, seven feet 
in width,' which had been held hy the 
original owner of the hospital site  ̂in 
order to prevent the land from being 
sold, had been -bought by the directors 
at a recent tax sale, and, if not re­
deemed by the owner, Avould become 
the property of the Society. Thus^ a 
title would be acquired to the entire 
site required. He also, mentioned the 
matter of bad debts and stated that he 
would -recomme.nd to ; the incoming
The Court of Revision for/the cor-, 
rection or alteration of the existing/.as-: 
sessment roll shall sit 'on February 21st, j > 
1924, in the Board Rqom of the Dis- [ 
trict, Glenmore,. at 3 p.m. ' i
By order of the-Trustees.
GEO. A. BARRAT, 
Secretary of the Trustees.
Kelowna, B.C., January I9th,. 1924. ,
23-4c
Board that they.^appoint a special-com­
mittee to look into the.'matter of what
OBITUARY
Mr. John McKinley
a T7 M RnrVlatirl and Sited Kelowna on Friday to investigate
a n d ^ rs*  the prospects for passenger traffic totheir son John left on Friday for Van-
Mr.
in , connection with
couver on their way to Ca«forn>a. I ti;~ British EmpV^ While
thfe Old Country
where th ey ^ ill spend'a month tourmg I th*ef c?nTe?red wTth M r “f . ^ .“e .





For The Week Ending Jan. 26, .1924
1924
Fruit .8
/.Mixed Fruit and Vegetables 0 
-̂ iV’egetahles m. . . . . . . . . . . 0
8
Notice is hereby given, under Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that 
one bay gelding, white stripe on face 
and white hind feet, and one black 
marc, white stripe on face and white 
hind feet, were impounded in the 
Pound kept by the undersigned, on Fri­
day, the 18th day of January, 1924, on 
the S.E.M  of Section 23, Township 26.
A. W. DALGLEISH,
21-2c Poundkeeper.
— ---------„ . _ .u f I i^ine. Mr, Bew stated ’ that hotel ac-
sible to travel over the pa^es south of J^^^^dation in London is likely to be 
Seattle at the present time. insufficient to meet the demand dur-
On Friday evening. Miss Florerici ing the Exhibition, a i^  intending visi- 
McCarthy was hostess to a gathering tors from British Columbia would 
of about twenty school friends, who therefore be wise tq secure reservations 
assembled at her home on Bernard well ahead of the tune of their arrival. 
Avenue, the day being her birthday. I ^he annual election of officers for 
Music, games and dancing were in-Ljjg coming year of, the Kelowna 
dulged in till half-past ten, ''fvhcn/allj£j^jgg ^2, Benevolent arid Protec- 
ispersed voting that they never had Order of Elks, took place at the 
had a more enjoyable time. Elks’ Hall on the 23rd of Jan., and the
A meeting of local radions was held installation will be carried out on Feb. 
at the Empress 'Theatre on Sunday, a-[l3th by R. J.. Gordqn,_Past Exalted 
jout thirty being present. Many mat- Ruler and Proiuncial Deputy t^rand 
ters were disepssed, including the in- Exalted Ruler. 'The following 'wll.be 
terfcrcnce from the ringing machine the officers for 1924: Exalted Ruler, 
of the local telephone exchange, which IC. B. Latta; Esteemed Leading 
las been causing some trouble lately. Knight, J. N; Cushing; Esteemed Loy- 
"t was given out that an inspector al Knight^ N. E. DeHart; Estcerned 
rom Victoria, under orders from Ot- Lecturing Knight, D._ J. Whitham;
ested will be held at the Empress next 1 Jones; Trustees, S. T. -Llliott, D. K. 
Sunday at 2,30 p.m., when by-laws will Butt, P. B. W illits In n e r  Gu^rd, .J. 
>c adopted and an election of officers IF. Paul; Tyler, W. G.< Scott. The in­
take place, and all iirteresicd are cor- stallation ceremonies will be followed 
dially invited. Jby a banquet.
; The funeral of the late Mr. John Mc­
Kinley, who died at .the Kelowiia Gen- 
efctl Hospital on Thursday, Jan. 24th, 
took place from the undertaking par­
lours Of the Kelowna Furniture Com­
pany on Saturday morning, the service 
being conducted by the Rey. ,A. Mac- 
Lurg. Interment was at the KeloWna 
Cemetery, the pall bearer's being Dr. 
R. Mathison and M essrs. R. Mathie, 
J. N. Cameron, G. A. Meikle, D. Chap­
man and J. Biggeri « , ,
Mr. McKinley, who was seventy 
years and three months of age at the 
time of his death, was a native of Both- 
well, Ontario. He ' still has two sisters 
and a number of other relatives resid­
ent in that province, one of whom, 
Mrs. D. Bpbier,t has her home at Ridge- 
town, and was communicated /with by 
friends here soon after the disastrous 
fire through which Mr. McKinley lost 
his life. He was an old tinier in the 
province, having come to B. C. during 
the period.when the main C. P-R* hne 
was being constructed, and was for ^ 
short time circulation manager of the 
Daily News-Advertiser, Vancouver s or­
iginal morning sheet. Later on, he lived 
in the Cariboo district and from there, 
went to the Boundary country at the 
time when that section was enjoying 
a mining boom. Still later, he resided 
for a time in the North Okanagan, com­
ing from Vernon to Kelowna some ten 
years ago. He was a stockman and in­
tensely interested in horses, of which 
he was an excellent judge. He vyas 
very well liked by all who knew him, 
and his death is greatly regretted by 
a large circle of friends.
HIGH-CLASS SOCIETY PRINT­
ING AT THE 'COURIER ;|*RESS
debts were collectible and to write off- 
the balance; though the, surplus would 
be greatly :.reduced by so doing.
Mr. A. A. Ballard; seconded by Mr. 
"W. R. Trench, then moved that the 
President’s report be accepted; and at­
tached to the -minutesj Carried.
In a discussion which followed, Mr. 
McGosh drew attention to the extreme­
ly small attendance at the meeting, 
saying it was very regrettable’, espec­
ially as there had been considerable 
unfair criticism of various things the 
Board had done and acconaplished. The 
Board would welcome constructive cri­
ticism and it was a pity that those who 
had suggestions to make did not come 
to the meeting. The Board had done 
their utmost to carrj;; on the affairs of 
the Hospital in a businesslike way with 
a view to efficiency. These remarks of 
the chairman were greeted with, ap­
plause by those at the meeting.., .
The election of officers', for the’ en­
suing year was then proceeded with 
and resulted in the following being 
chosen as Directors for 1924: Messrs. 
A. G, McCosh, G. A. Fisher, A. A* 
Ballard, 'W. R. Trench, W. C.-Ren­
frew, H. V. Lyell, R. L. Dalglish, W. 
Haug, H. J; Hewetson, H. V. Craig, 
J. Ball, O. St. P. Aitkens; A. Casorso 
and Mesdames‘J. S.' McKenzie and G. 
Roweliffe; the two ladies being repre-r 
sentatives of the. Hospital Aid. Mr. 
P, B. Willits and Dr. J. W. N. Shep­
herd will represent, the Provincial Go­
vernment." ' ‘ '
Before adjourning, the meeting pass­
ed votes of thanks toM r. McCosh for 
his work as President during the past 
year, the retiring Board of Directors, 
the Ladies Hospital Aid, the Press and 
a special vote of thanks to the Kelow­
na City Council.
A Registered Tfadcroark. 
IS A GUARANTEE OF TH E
. Q u a l i t y  a n d
E x c e l l e n c e
OF
B R O W N ’S
B £ E U N £
H O N E Y
PHONE 214
THE MCKENZIE COm LTD.
24-lc
THE PEOPLE’S m a r k et  
Box 392.
NOTICE.—Being miabic at present 
to acquire suitable premises to carry 
on, we arc suspending business for 
three months. We thank you for your 
p ast; favours, and look forward to a 
renewal of same when suitable ■ premi-, 
. . .  i r .  .vailabfc. .
HIVE YOU THOWai
what it would mean to your 
family or those dependent 
updn you if you should be 
accidentally injured or taken 
sick ?
Loss of Time means Loss 
of Income t The money loss
to you may be entirely cov- 
:d by a “LONDONere  & 
LANCASHIRE” ACCID­
ENT or SICKNESS Policy.
McTavish & Whillis
Insurance Real Estate
' *  i
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m
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T U P m t l i k t p  IfANUAlaY m i  w ^ *
i  lli^rh ocbool dtttdenti* at Kcrcmeoa 
went on strike lA#t wcck» many of 
t^em lenvihk ,that ecJiopI and attend-- 
the School at Cowaton fnatead.
i '  ̂ ♦
«' Recent asaaya of ore from titc Gulto 
t^Incrat cfaim at Camp McKJnney are, 
etniainisr considerable interest in min­
ing circles, as they run extremely high 
Jn gold, silver and coppfcr. I t is ex­
pected that this camp will have a re­
vival during the coming summer.
l E T O  TO M
DR. D K PFY FFER
iJlIAKES A CORRECTIOtf
H im  Browne
I S a y s
HARD T?M ES?
SITRE, BUT BETTER TIMES 
ARB iOM lNO.
II
lif you arc running your car— 
v(̂ atch your oil. Do not assume 
that, because your guage shows 
fdll, it is good oil. Bring your 





Have your oil renewed, then you 
will know you a re . sate, and
thereafter have it changedregu- • ‘ : Si- a rh*»*in.
I
lariy. You’ll find it a Cheap 
Insurance.







Where you see you get and 
get all you pay for
^ A T —
>vA/‘
The Oil Shop
'll, (The House with a -Smile)
* Kelowna, B.C., , 
January 25tTi, 1924.
To the Editor, ^
Kelowna Courier. '
Dear. Sir,
On reading tJic' report in the %Kcb 
owna Courier of January 24th regard­
ing the meeting of contract holders of 
the Kfelowna GrW ers' Excliangc 
which ,was held on Monday, January 
2lst, in the Empress Theatre, I find 
that an error slipped into this report 
which I should like to rectify as fay as 
I am quoted. ,
Toward the end, of the report (on 
page 6) 1 read, to my surprise, the 
following passage: “Another rcsolu^
tion was immediately, introduced by 
Dr. ,de Pfyffcr, seconded by Mr. Mart­
in, “that the meeting now adiourn,’'' 
This resolution was not introduced by 
me, but by Mr. deCaqueray, seconded 
by, Mr. Martin, as these two gentle­
m en will (jertainlytcorroboratci I was 
far from moving such a resolution 
whose obvious purpose was to prevent 
an imminent vote of confidence in Mr. 
Barrat.' '
. Now, i  was just one of those share­
holders -whrt. without having taken any 
side in the controversy before they had 
heard all the -pro and contra regard­
ing the serious charges n^adc again^
our Managing Director, came to the 
conclusion that these , charges wer^ 
partly not founded, partly exaggerat*- 
ed, and that to be fair to the accused 
in this matter we owed him a vote 
confidence. But I gave my vote, and 
this ia the main thing I  want to point 
oilt, with the meaning to deal by this 
vote only with the accusations under 
discussion, and I expected that we 
would,be given an opportunity at the 
same meeting to give a hearty vote of 
confidence also in oi^r Board of Dirq
eictoro, because, after all and apart 
ifrom tbe mentioned accusations, they 
too had done their-best during the 
whole season in . the interests of ,our 
commdn business, and when they' de­
cided, late in the .Season, by a majority 
vote to discontinue the office of a 
Mfinagcr they certainly acted with the 
best Intentions, entirely within the lim­
its of tliclr power and in no, incorrect 
way. I t  is certainly most unfortunate 
that Mr. Barrat and Col. Moodic did 
not see their way to abide by this de­
cision of their own board and, to con­
tinue to give us tlicir good services ad 
inembci s of the Board of Directors, as 
well as on the special committee which 
was to investigate ways and picaiis of 
financing the industry in future years.
■ As to our public meeting _ of Jao. 
24th, we all were' certainly entitled to 
expect that, after havlhg dealt y ith  
the; accusations under discussion, we 
would be given', an opportunity to cx- 
prciss also our confidence in the Board 
of .Directors aS a whole, because the 
printed invitation we aH had. r^ciyOd, 
for this meeting cxprcsply said that it. 
was chilled “in the interests of public 
liihity and confidence.’’ H i® certainly 
\vith the same, end in‘ .view .that my 
son, Max. J. de Pfyffcr, had moved an 
amendment;' seconded- by i M r., Martin: 
“that we'pass a-vote of confidence,to 
alt;the/ Directors and to M>:.,'Baitat.’', 
This motion ig not -mentipned, a t .all. in 
the report of the Kelowna Courier,,and] 
it seems to have been drowned in , the. 
somewhat turbulent proceedings whifch, 
followed Mr. deCaqueray's motion to 
adjourn. Vei'y many attendants hav-, 
ing left the meeting in a. hurry immed­
iately after the introduction of this m<^ 
tion, the supporters, of Mr* Barrat’s 
case, who desired to , be loyal a|sp to, 
oUr BPard of Directors, were robbed, 
of the expected opportumty to give a| 
unanimpfps <-vote of confidence in ,;Our 
whole 'Board of; D*^®ctors. ■ This, in my.
opinion, is' most'deplorable, t ' : 
Thanking you, Mr. Editor, for the 
spaCe accordedTn'your esteemed paper 
I remain, ,
Yours truly,
DR. P. D EPFY FFER .
DISTiRIBUTION W ITHOUT
BROKERS AJ^D, JOBBERS I (aENHOBE
m
East Kelowna,
,  ̂ January 28th, 1924 
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier,
Dear Sir; , .
, Having had the pleasure of hearing 
General Harman's address on Europ- 
edn Fruit Marketing,and reading Mr, 
Stcuart’s report in the “Vernon News",
'largeJiuantity of ice. has been cut! 
the B^ervoir during the past two!
■̂ wccl ,, .j, 1̂" ■ '
Jongratulatioiis to Mr, and Mrs. J .| 
Vint on the, birth of a son.
The first meeting of the new Coun­
cil was held on Thursday afternoon.^  ̂ IP' ■'
The annual meeting of the GIcnmorc
of January IQth, I .quite agree wRH United Church was field on Thursday! 
Mr. Lansdown that these two reports evening, -J®"- ^4, »t the home of Mr. 
arc as opposite as the Poles. ,
. Unfortunately for our , Association, I from the Sccrctary-Trcasur-j
Mr. Stenart’s r ^ o r t  was made aftcr a l^ r  ,'^ f̂i^>^ec(Vivcd, Offertories for thej
verv short study of the conditions pre-1 year amounted to $130.00. Owing to I 
iu the United Kingdom; »omo|flnencial condifon, proeelling dunn,{|* av.*” '-1 year, adherents have found I
and I venture J® Ljffi^Jiity. maintaining their offerings. FOR fiERT
man living could ' managers for .1924 arc; Mrs. S.
three weeks al| told,
state that tlicrc is no o u i u j n i a n g e r s
make a repprt of any value on market-1 Pearson, Messrs. I. Kerr, W. .Wicks, 
ing condition, in tho United. of the Sun-
under at least a period of six months. I ̂  School, • repbrted an average at- 
Thc Associatkm in its> .first *J*P®*'*" I tendance of 21, Collection amounted 
cnee of organizing iforcign markets has to $57.50 for Sunday School work and 
wasted a Certain amount of money but, $7.15 for missmns.^ ^ >
I  hope h as gained valuable wpcricncc GIcnmorc Ladies’ Club held
in learning how , not to do certain annual meeting on Tuesday, J a n . |-  
things. Not only is General Har- 22, in the Sahool,,,The very unfavour- “  
m an', addre.. .upported by the B ril' .aMc
ish GovcrrimMtt, report known as 1924̂  with Mrs. A.
“Linlithgow Commission, but also byi Loudoun, Vice-President. Mrs. R. 
the fact that Australia is at ' present I corrifer consented, to act as Secretary 
chmigbd on a scheme , to market all pro tcm. ' V  
pro^^L exported, to the United K in>  J ^ i «
dom, ‘ through . channels. pntirely , el I m^gjing, which wilf be held on, 
iminating auction rings, wholesalers, U.ygg<jay ^Fcb. 12th, at 3 p'.m. Tea will 
jrokers, and all parasites who batten be served during the afternoon. Every 
■ . I ■ . -__L a.!.-: lady in the valley, who .cqu'come wnl-
bc ittade welcbme whether
pkanagan Loaii aifd |?yes||»i^fil; 
‘Pruqt Company.
' f
SOUTH KELOWNA UiNDS have made a  atringont rc-Valuatlon ol
IHVESTiENTS
these most desirable lands, which ate now lor < 
Sale at prices varying from $30 to $80 per 
acre, according to location and revenue pro­
ducing pbsBibilities. Terms One-sixth cash, 
balance over five years with interest at 75v.
Business property well rented will be'sold to 
produce a nett revenue to buyer of 12%. Wo 
have a pUmber of other' attractive ■ Invest­
ments.
HOMES
Two well-built pleasantly located residences 
One nundred dollars will be ac-
Uke
lis is an exceptional
l^ji^mcnt, balancefor Sale. .....  , . .  .cepted as an initial 
rent, $15 per month, 
opportunity.  ̂ ,v
Twelve acres of Al. trubk land, at,present 
seeded to clover. About fifty, fruit tree^; 
There is a good house upon the property.
Full-particulars of thp above, and all classes of Real Estate 
apply:— ‘ ■ y'"  ̂  ̂ ■
REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
’Phono 332 Kdowina, B.C.
a m a t c o
* The Oniversal Wallboard **
Finishes. Rooms
THE W AY YOU W ANT THEM.
- \ Don't liRiss up the whole place by re-doing the cracked and falling plaster-—refinish, in Lamatco, the “Universal 
Wallboard.’’ The beautiful grain of this Cottonwood 
Veneer paneling • can be- treated with Lamatco Natural 
Grain Finishes, with a result equalling costly hardwood, 
or with any . commercial-enamel, -flat wall paint or kalr 
soinine.'
W rite for samples and literature.
For Sale By
LECKIE HARDWARE CO. 
Kelowna, B.C.
. Manufactured By
UMINATEO MATERIALS GO. LTD..̂ NEW WESTMINSTER. B.C.
THINKS CENTRALIZATION
IN  DANGER OF SHELVING
Kelowna, Jan. 29, 1924.
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir, , , ' lIt may be presumed that the unr 
fortunate though seeming^ly unavoid­
able obtrusion of the business of the 
K. G. E. into the affairs of the Associ­
ated Growers,, is responsible .for vthe 
shelving of the question of further cen­
tralising the business of the la tter,as 
wds advocated by Mr. Sutherland, at 
Mr. Barrat’s meeting,; and in regard to 
which Mr. W. Nuttall offers many 
good suggestions, in a. letter appear­
ing in “Farm and Home ..of 17th inst. 
That this question was not taken up 
and thoroughly, threshed out before 
the elefction'of Directors is, in the opf 
inibn of many contract holders, very 
regrettable, as it is deemed to be a 
matter of grave importance and quite 
Conceivably involving the success or 
fmlure of the co-operative movement, 
and friends of the scheme would great: 
ly appreciate an expression of opinion 
from the'directorate in relation .there? 
to. Yours truly,
M. T. L. LLOYD.
r.
Pr<K>f that Ford predominates is to  be found m  th e  
fket th at 50 per cent of all cars in  Canada are Fords.
Ford predominates because it  supplies the essen­
tials of adequate, economical transportation.
Ford has been the pioneer in  the automotive in­
dustry; has. blazed the trial in  every fundam ^tally  
sound transportation principle.
Ford service is an outstanding Sam ple of Ford 
^edom inahee. Authorized Ford service is to  be 
found  wherever m otor cars are used—alw ays 
capable^ business-like and prompt.
More than 4,000 service* stations in Canada are 
assurance of th is.
S e e  A n y  A u t h o r i z e d  F o r d  D e a l e r
m
I'd ' 'Ui:'
and grow rich on the farmers’ indus­
try., ' ’ ' to become members or; nbi. Will each
The United States, Government have j bfing a  written suggestion for bui.
just issued a report < entitled “Joint I meetings ni 1924 ?
Commission on Agricultural Inquiry,'' :, . «f
■■■ ' >' ' ̂ ' •' '  ̂j tle^^aughter^Barbara; spent' the'^week-!
man's views as set forward m nis ad- Penticton, visiting her mother,
This report goes 'oh .to state! Mrs. StocksdresS.
that, “W e have . now reached a point Arnold came down]
where it cosie more, to [,„ “ 'wiJ.fieM on Friday,aecompjniedl..
serve than it costs to produce. > j |,y"Mi3V Thorlakson,. Mra
T h e ' commission considfers that one Jgjgjer. m visit Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Mar- 
bf the really promising experiments shall, returning home on SatufdSy af? 
looking toward more efficient distribu-j ternobn., ,
tion of .agricultural products the Friday evening last, a number
Farmers’ Co-operative Store. In  . 1919 Ljf friends of Mr. Dick Stewart, and his- 
$721,983,639, ' nearly eight hundred bride7tO7.be, Miss Whitworth; arranged 
million dollars worth of farm products a shower for them at the home of Mr.
iLi ' m-oofer-1 UTT(1 Mts. LcwiSt,Marshall. Oyer thirty Igisold through farmers present. The first part of the eV- E
ative organizations, and since iviy I spent in dancing and cards. §
these figures are probably. more than | .'After fthe serving.' of .refreshments,’; the i
doubled. ’ These organizations take many gifts were presented to the sar-l
, - , 'f which prised pair. Mrs. Arnold who was ac* Iover functions of dtstnbuhon wliicft P -viblin by her hus- g
heretofore have: been entrasted/ tq .iood I band; Mrs. J. N. Cushing; Miss Teague ^
speculators.. This " method of distrib- Mi-v Sutton assisted with the music, j,I
ution assures the farmer a fairer price The bachelors who were present re-j
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1st and 2nd
CHARLES RAY in
“ TH E GIRL I L O V E ”
An actual romance from actual life .,
See Charles Ray as the screen’s impetubUs lover. ^
' nf “1 "Amcncsin ‘ oofet U3 'VidURlizcdi i.n. this, gripping
emorional phoWplay. Exceptional human,*plBa
cS^rSief and a love atory Sial wilt .bnt;n, its way to yonr heart and
is never to be forgotten. Also .1 , » ' ,
Topics and “HELLO PARTNER!” ,
Sat. Matinee at 3.30,10c and i$cl Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
MONDAY AND TUBSDA.Y,. FEBRUARY 4th and Sth 
The most deHdoua motsei of cntertdnmeiit that ever graced the
screen.'
"T H E  MEANEST MAN IN  THE W O R LD ” ,t
was so mean even a Venus could not. c o ^  a smile from him. D 
making this his religion. He had^buried his h e a ^  soul one
day and meanness crept into their place, '
Cupid played some artful.tricks.' YouH go wild X u o ^  '̂ ^
fain so don’t feel mean— ĵust drop in and see the show.. 
' F?>x.News “DANCE OR DIE.” . 
Evening,.7.30 and 9, 20c and 3Sc 1
for his products and saves the consum-1 ceivia quite a 'roasting, eSpeci^dly those
er
his products ana saves h ^ t a  should place them.in the
from extremely' high prices I benedict class. Some of them will pro-j 
spreading the process of distribution bably make a hasty plunge into the sea 
out over a longer period of . tim e,,and of. matrimony, one of these days, .witfi 
thus takes away one of the chief assets Dick;s shining example before them,
of,the gambler in.food products. , j school children participated inj
. Until we have men on our Advisory - ' gieigh drive bn Tuesday afternoon. 
Board at Vernon, Whose horizon is not Mr. Bob Caldow with, a . big sleigH was 
limited to auction rings, wholesalersy ready at the Scho^^
brokers and jobbers, whose ideas ^ c h ^ S o n .^ T h e , thaw made fhe go- 
organizing foreign markets are bPt to difficult in - places; but in spite of 
place themselves unreservedly in the ! this the driver'topk them a good rpuncL 
_I,;. ..c Kw/xi,-oro wf> as arnwers I Their ■ lustv' • voices' could be heardhands of Jew brokers, e as gro ers heir lusty' voices- . ,
will never obtaiii cost of. p r o d u c t i o n  | through town, Benvoulin and the Five |
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, FEBRUARY .6A  and 7th
D O U G L A S  r A I R B A N K S
“ R obiii Hood ”
An historical masterpiece, elaborate beyond description. *
fortune to produce. Secured for Kelowna at an enormous expense.
Also Lyman Howe’s “ SHOOTING TH E E A R T H ” (Hudg 
Podg) and: F U N . PRQM T H E . PRESS.
, , Matinee at 3.30, 20c»and 3Sc ' ' ' ,
- Evening; One . Show : Only, SilS, 25c and ,.5Sc ,
Bridges. One concludes that Jung | 
work and capital ;<s ,a,? minus ouantiiand a Iprofit for our   it l trouble is ' i  q tity /in Glen-, 
invested. The only solution for our more among the younger members, 
difficulties so far given Us by our Ex- The thanks of the children arc given 
ecutive through their President, at our to the driver and promoter.
meeting held /J .* ’ ' The first meeting of the School Trus-
protective tariff in the United K.n^g" tees for 1924 was held on Tuesday ev- 
dom. This solution is at present out-J g„j„g -yyjth four members present. Mr. 
side the realms of practical politics,1.G. C. rHume was re-appoinM Secre-
•and it is high time that we placed’ men I tary, with R. E. J .  Hunt, Chairman
On our Executive whose views are not
so visionary and unpractical.
Yours truly,
R. M. GROGAN.
C A R . S  * T R U C K S  -  T R A C T O R S
ROBIN HOOD IN
PICTURED STORY
Mr. Dick Stewart is being given a I 
good send-off from the .lonely path of 
bachelordom. On Tuesday evening he 
was guest of honour at a “stag’’ din- 
'rter tendered him by a number of 
Glenmore and Kelowna; friends at tfie j 
Lakeview Hotel. \
S 'H E A R 'H i i R R A
R s lA S iE i's  iHCE if lc n in  t E c m s
• F O R  F E B I L U A R V  ..
HEAR HERE, THE^SE NUMBERS I
i.
In laying out the lighting system by
A Full-Blooded Romance of The Days ^hich  the camera staff al-
When Fighting Was HOnd-to-Hand
While “The "Mark of Zorro,’’ with 
its dash arid individual daring, depict­
ed the downfall of intriguing misrule, 
while “The Three Musketeers’’ pictur-, 
ed swash-buckling and poetic advent­
ure, Douglas Fairbanks in “Robin 
Hood’’ is the last word iiT robust, full- 
blooded, healthy romance, romance of 
eight hundred years ago, when things 
were done in a big, virile way, when 
what trickery did exist was bold, not 
effeminate and underhand, when quar­
rels were settled and destinies deter­
mined by the thrust of the spear, the 
crash of the broadsword, the tanging 
hum of the arrow and the thunder of 
lance against shining armour.
In “Robin Hood,” with Douglas 
Fairbanks, the eight hundred years be­
tween the twelfth and twentieth cen­
turies are brushed aside as so many 
cobwebs obstructing a clear , view of 
the greatest age in all the history of 
chivalry, romance and adventure; an 
age when everything denoted power 
and force, when men were cruel, per­
haps, but big of soul; when they 
foUght for their ideals at the slightest 
provocation but always fought fairly 
and squarely toe-to-toc; an age. rjeh 
lit colour^ rich iti historical matcriaiF 
rich in everything wholesomely inspir­
ing,
Douglas Fairbanks in “Robin Hood” 
is not careless extravagance but serves 
to illustrate the absolute authenticity of 
the production, for in the period de­
picted machinery was little used, met­
als and almost all materials being 
worked by hand. •
ways' was assured of the very best re­
sults, a light of the. greatest power was 
sought. One hundred and fifty electri­
cians worked for two months in per­
fecting the plant. The amount of cur­
rent consumed in one afternoon to il­
luminate properly the banquet hall set 
in King Richard’s castle was suffici­
ent to light the entires city of . Los 
Angeles for seven hours. All this bril­
liance was needed to photograph one 
scene that will be shown on the screen 
only for a moment or two. An expe'rt 
devised h lamp with a 100,000 kilowatt 
capacity, and ten of these are in use in 
various sections of the gigantic sets.
“Robin Hood” will be- seen at the 
Empress Theatre here on Wednesday 
and Thursday, Feb. 6th and 7th, at 
3.30 arid 8.15.
19177 Irish Melodiesr-Waltz 
' " Songs of Yesterday-r-Fox Trot .u —
49197- You——FoXi .Trot
Do You, Don’t You-r-Fox T rot ....
19201 Dream Daddy-?—Fox ..Trot .................. .
The Only Girl—‘Fox T ro t .......— .......
19194 Dear Old Lady—Sterling Trio ..— - — *.:——
. Lindy Lady—Peerless,,Quartet ................... .—
19167 Souvenir— - Saxaphone Solos, not J azz 
Saxarella— ” ” ”
978 Colleen o’ Mine _
Tho’ Shadows Fail—Edward Johnson, Tenor 
970 Grand Adagio
Hebrew Lullaby—Jascha Heifetz .... .
6427 W alti from “Serenada”—N. Y. Philharmonic Club 
Tales from Vienna Woods, Waltz ” ” ”
75c 
7 5 a  
75c 




SIM PLE METHOD, TO
' FROST HEADLIGHTS
Coat Inner Side of Glass With Solu­
tion Made by Dissolving Epsom 
Sahs in Water
A simple way to frost the glass in 
the headlights is to coat the inner side 
of the glass with a sblution made by 
dissolving several ounces of Epsom 
salts in a cup of water. Let this solu­
tion dry on the glass and the frosting 
will serve as an efficient dimmer. *rhc 
frosting will last for quite a long time 
—several months.
For a more permanent job, one that 
will last practically for ever, a good me­
dium is forind' in so-callcii ground- 
glass substitute—a combination of eth­
er and resinous material—obtainable at
P. B. WILLITS &  CO.
PHARMACISTS and STATIONERS ; ■
-----SERVICE------





W e wish to inform our. 
Customers that we have 
on the way an assortment 
' of
WAUPAPER
which will complete ou  ̂
Stock for the spring.
W ill be glad to show you our 
patterns.
S TO C K W ELL’ S , L T D .
PHONE 324
all photographic supply stores at twcri- 
ty-five cents a bottle; this is enough to 
frost several sets oL headlight glasses/ 
Though it is almost needless to say 
it here, the frosting should be applied 
to the inside of the glass so that it will
Waldron’S
Ellis
P hon e/132 
Street Kelowna
Snappy Ontario Q  
. Cheese ............
D A tE S  1
per lb. ..... .
BEANS 
4 lbs. for .......
JAM BISCUITS O K p  
per lb. .......  awnOL
not be exposed to scratching tools o r  • 
other chances for disfigurement. Flow* ‘ 
the ground-glass substitute on the cen- - 
tre of the glass, tilting the latter so a s ' 
to distribute, the medium evenly o v e r ' 






(Ck>ntM«d (rpm pai(« 
r :3ic«t effort on fhtt'parl of tlt« diatrilbtf*
f . i
m m
l i p ....
't ^  .■
tors: What had been, accomplished
. '1^ co-operatjon was a truly wonderfpl 
achievement and showed that unity 
meant strength and strength meant 
„ .success. .Qrowers yijcrc in the habit of 
' overlooking the Cupt :that'their repre-, 
i .ncntatives pn the new organieatJon had 
t had tremendous difficulties of all kinds 
' ■), 'to overcome. Money bad to be bor- 
'/crowed from the banks and bad to be 
paid back before returns Could be 
' cinadc' to growers. The burden ,on̂
• many ihdividuajis -had b|ccp hard  ̂to,
' 'bean, but) it,would be nothing less than;
■ , '4i crying shame to allow anything, to 
. ^disrupt the organisation now that only 
'.. 'smited^rifctidn'waS necessary for a' short 
/period, in order to bring prosperity to 
. '.all connected with the industry. i
, ' Mr. Bulman next p'tointed out to the 
•'’'meeting that the formation of the AS- 
" . .sdciafcd’Grbvycrs of B.C. had been An 
jachicvcmfcnt' such' as - had . hot been pc- 
.eompHobed Jn any other, part of Can- 
. :ada, and, being a new organization, it 
/  was only'datdrAl that ' it s /  directors 
' ' should make , som e,, mistakes. «ow - 
. .cvci;, be cliijmed, remarkably few cr> 
‘" 'W s of judgment had been made and 
" i ' as' regards’ the' TK̂ elowna .Local,.-m spite 
/  *of additional charges, the cost of pack- 
,.'jhg bad bc^'reduced, which was-somc- 
'/th m g to be proud of. The Headquar- 
' ^ ers managcm.cnt had also done 
-what it was not supposed it could pos- 
''aibly accomplish during the first sea-
V î jon of:; tb'cV' ep’operatiye^s. y existence.
' .'The sales !staff .had been confronted
; with the task of fipding! a market for 
“ 4110 fruit of alt the producing districts 
Inicripr at a.tlxne when those 
; .districts viferji^ipro^ducmgmprc than the 
markets hitherto available could na-
• -tur^ly absorb, f ru it beirfg a perisp- 
, .able: product, it-yvas .not pbssible .to
oay !̂.wc will not sell ’̂ and the sali^s
■ Utaff.hfMl'ttot only -to »n®̂ * competition 
Vfrom the United Sfates, hut to do away
’ ^ i th  consignment and also mspire job- 
•’ ,'thefs.wilh enthusiasm. . For all practic- 
. .-al.p.urposes, they had,succeeded in the 
hard task set them, a '(act that the 
‘ ’̂ [rowera ’shpuld > not; overlook. ■ AVhue 
. '.od this subject he wished to pay a
■ - .'^compliment to 'H on .,J . Bureau,, the
■ -present Minister of Customs,; who had
V ^protected the B.C. fruit grower by all 
" means in his power, so that during the
•past season only some eighty or njne- 
■ty cars of American fruit had entered
• "the prairies. The effect of this protec-
• tion was shown by the fact that at 
"the present time jobbers in the North- 
“west were placing orders , fof American
Winesaps only, providing that the 
./anti-dupiping clause in the present 
' Customs Act were removed. Up. to 
' ■ ■'‘-•■4he present time. 3,000 cars. of: fruit had 
heen sold by the Associated in the 
prairie provinces and Vancouver, and 
the result of all this effort on the part 
.'«.of the management .had been that an 
f.o.b. market had been created where 
formerly a consignment ,mwket e**
. -asted. Apart from that, also,' the job­
bers were now anxiods that , the co- 
■' ;■ imperative organization should succeed.
; 'The net consequence of work and cor
■ ■ .operation had heen that, in spite..pf re­
turns to the grower which were dis- 
, appointing, it. could be.easily shown 
/ th a t  the rgrowera themselves had been 
more successful in 1923 than in . any 
,'other district on the North American 
Continent. In the States the prices 
had not been stabilized and “C" grade 
iapples had been sold at shipping points 
for 30 cents per box, whoreas here 
stable prices had prevailed, even for 
. crates. No American apples were now 
m ^ n g  their way to the Winnipeg 
market, this being the first time that 
Washington fruit could not be found 
that city a t  the present time of the
had, JTor the ^ o s t  p«»rt, only deceived 
red ink. '^ils fact alone showed theik, ^ ____
value of united action, and control.
Mr. Bulpian. then appke ip r  a - short 
tipie on the Old Couptty n»arkc*»,pf«' 
racing. .bji# .rematto by stating tnat 
there ̂ i^as plen^ of money tliere fornty .
the ‘purchase, o f  fruit, but it was. im- 
!hl« to change-the system .of sen 
g it there. Through thc^ earnest w
forts of our rcprcscrttatlvcs th«c, the 
'•Yellow Labcl*'  ̂apples from B.C. drere 
fetching a better price than those from 
competing countries, but prices were 
not high on account of the ruinous 
flood of fruit from the States and clsc- 
w h i e r e / ^ ' v . >  
Questions re the various fruit pools 
were then .-put to'.^nd answered by Mr. 
Butman, wlio quoted frdip a return/got 
out by Central and made up to .Dec. 
31st 'Taking the various vancties m 
turn, he answered- all .questions ppt, 
bnt took.p^ins.to point oii[t tliat mapy 
6 f  the returns were' no t. final, there 
hein^ ‘large dhoutities still unsold and 
in , storage.’. The p o ^  prices on Mc­
Intosh /Wcrc:-r-Extra Fancy, first pool: 
large, 29,221'boxes, $l,S3i^; smal|,,.,2,r 
333 boxes, 63)i cents. Fxt?^a Fancy, 
isecond- pool: large,, 34,780 h<>̂ cs, $1.- 
45U; enujllf 8,821 boxes, $1.14. Fkncy, 
first pool; large, 64,299 b<^es, $h34j4;
small*, 13,S6S'hoxcri,'97J^ cents. Fancy, 
second pool: large, 75,270 boxes, $1
29J4 ; Bmall, 2h680. boxes, - 93H  cents. 
The total deduction to be: made from 
these gross prices would, be, as near 
as could / be - figured^ \69}6 cepts, of 
which 60j-i cents fWas made r Up of 45 
cents, for- packing, 10 .cents for Local
overhead <and- expensesand 5}4 -cents 
for Central overhead and ,i expenses
while the' balance of 9 cents; consisted, 
of investpient charges which yverC not 
lost to. the- grower, including Local 
reserve, 3 cents; Central' reserve, 1 per 
cent* or say 1 cent, and payment for 
buildings purchased, 5 -cents.
' Among other items of information 
glfcaned from'Mr. Bulman, while he 
was ansSvering questions, wore-thAt the 
Molntosh weref’all cleaned Upi’exccpt 
Jthose’ now in; storageat Niagara.Falls, 
which . were .“holding ^up” .well; that, 
in order to /get fair- prices, it , had been
necessary to store many more;; apples
• ■ ■ ■ ------- h<than has hitherto bcea the custom; that 
the price^ on most varieties has recent­
ly" been' raised 25 ' cents, but that this, 
increase, may possibly,,he, offset i by 
.“falling down” in storage, and th a t, it 
had keen ' extr'emely difficult for the 
Headquarters staff ta  get out ; correct 
statements as to prices a t the present 
time. , /  ,
:. vA ’ discussion then took place on., the 
resolution passed at a, previous me«t- 
ing that the number of: directors be 
reduced to five, and; the chairman ex­
plained that at the recent meeting of
TUB MKunrkA c o v in n  iuw  oE^iWiM okcharpwt
.........  . . .  — K
eliards could not be made optional 
through the entire shipping Season, 
and Mr. Bulman showed that  ̂this 
would not he entirely practical, there
only being a' limited niarkct for crated 
stuff, as dealers would not handle it
after stofagS. The motion was carr
ried*' *  ̂ '̂
Mr. C. E., Atkin, seconded by Mr. 
H. V. Chaplin, followed with a resolu­
tion which had been passed by .the 
Penticton Local and which rc a ^  Re­
solved that this meeting of4hc ,Pentlcr 
ton Co-operative Growws mstrnct pur 
Central joirector* fUr 1^4 as follows; 
" That, at the first meeting of the Cen­
tral Board, he take action to secure 
the cariy appointment' of a General 
Manager to f the Associated Growers 
and that he uirge that there be -chosen 
for this position a man who has al­
ready made good in a similar posHion 
in a business of this magnitude. Fur^
thcr, we instruct our Director to urge 
upon the ncwly-appointcd Executive 
that no other permanent apppintmcms 
upon the staff of the Associated iGVcwp 
ers be made by tfic. -E^cccptivc, the 
making of such appointments heing 
the duty of the Cfcncral Mariagcr.”  
In discussing this resolution and mov­
ing Hp t adoption, i t ' .was. pointed out 
that the General Manager, who was to 
he appointed^ need , nht. necessarily ke 
a man who had been connected with
the friiit industry, and it was moved by 
Mr. C. E. Atkin, seconded by M r.,fl.
iations, to have O. K. apples sold on 
the C. P  ̂ dining fears, and they had 
followed up 'this class of advertising 
ns far as funds .would permit. He hop­
ed that the new Board I would adverr 
tisc largely and thus develop the do- 
mand for the best varieties, of fruit. : 
/A fter this, considetrabic time was ta­
ken up in Mr, Bulman explaining the 
nature of the transactions that had 
taken place - in marketihg the onipii 
crop, He .'Stated that n  was; first 
thought that the crop, jvyould show g 
shortage,'' but later on it had been 
found that the entire crop on this con­
tinent was only eight per cent short of 
that of last ycAr, Orders at first Came 
in; so fast that it was; found difficult 
to fill them, The price of,$38 had bcch
patients whi
lospital chai «■>. «».m,
rectors of the Kelowna Hospital hoc- 
icty had, promised tliAt, if the by-lav 
provide $18,000 in aid,-of construc­
tion of the Nurses* Home And other
uildings was , passed, they would pot 
ask the City for any further grants; 
ahd the hy-law was, enacted by the 
Council on this understanding; but it 
had been known at that time ttiajt 
the Society waS going to ask the City 
day Fto p ay /S fd  pĉ r T l a y e a c h  indigcn> 
_ ̂  hy-la'w would ncycr have
_________ gh. This new dcvclopmciat
youW require very ci îreful cohaidcral-
tion.
obtained, after, which, on. petition of 
rers, it had been decidedthe onion grow t  ̂ ,
to store the balance, in order to sAtisfy 
-the demand on the prairies. He/did 
not consider that the stored onions 
would sell as .v̂ cll as those Akfeady 
pold, and it would have been better for 
the onion men to h.'ivc! taken the au- 
vico of the sales staff; and to do so in
A request was submitted from the 
Kelowna Real Estate Exchange, ask^ 
ng that thfe City allow on the sale of 
municipally owned lots the .rates,,.of 
commission laid,down by the Exchange 
and adopted by all the real estate a* 
gents in ' Kelowna, instead of the 
straight 5 per cent hitherto aUowcd 
The letter pointed out that, in the case 
a lot of small value, the commission
the long edn would he gcneraily right 
in their estimates. ' / v '
' Regarding the packing of Extra Fan­
cy apples,, in reply , to questidiis rC- 
gardnig bil. wrap, .the, speaker sauj that 
it would be necessary in future to have 
more stringent ’. regulations and work
up the grade of this-pack so aŝ  to he
to secure- a market in, the United 
States. It would be imperative to work 
this pack up to a very high standard. 
As regards the using of oil wrap, the 
intention was to call a mccting of man- 
agersiOf Locals and lopk Into all pack-% 
ing methods, before making any arbit­
rary decisions, y All real! J!ed that it was
of urgent importance tô  do something
V. .Chapljn, that- thc  ̂Penticton ,resol­
ution be adopted,, which motion - ,w.as 
put t6 the meeting and carried amid 
applausb. '
; . After this the status of the tyyo “veg­
etable” directors was again discussed,
Mr. Lysons reading out th9- rcsolutipn, 
on that- subject passed at thc^general 
meeting'/of the Vegetable Growers
Association, and explaining.that I'f
-these spccialvidirectors were not ap- -----  . . .
pointed it was the feeling of the yeg- in order to reduce shrinkage and to 
etable growers that a vegetable: Lo- 'lengthcn/the packing ‘ seasoni In this 
cal would have to be formed. Some co npcction, the Central management 
Objection was (taken by one Or two was anxious that the various Locals 
speakers to the inclnsion of the ,twp re- should, put up pre-cooling plants wherp 
presentatives of the vegetable men on, necessary, so that fruit could reach the 
the Board,’, hut after vety little argu- market in better shape. .Â t. the present 
ment a  eesOlulioh.imoved by Mr. Ly-' time the federal Act granting md fpr 
sons and seconded by, Mr. L. Dilworth, I the erection of such plants applied o^-. 
was' carried . which; read: / 'Resolved J iy 'to muiiicipalUies.' An amendment
that the motion of the 17th pccember, td this Act, exfeliding this..aid to agri- 
reducing the directorate to fiVe, be re- cultural associations;;had been passed 
scinded and that the number be seven, by the House last session, but the Sen- 
two of which shall be, vegetable rcpre- j ate had rpjeefed it. Howeyer, it would 
sentaiives.”  ̂  ̂ .
Mr. Lysons then brought up the gain. Should it be found _possihle to 
question of the nomination of'M r. L. establish such _a plant at Kelowna, it 
E. -Taylor,-, who had been - unable to. was the intention,of the directors to 
sign his'nomination paper in tinie, ow- use one of .the buildings at. presept ip 
jng ' to his having been, absent a t, Chil-1 use. and try to secure a ; federar granp 
liwack,' where * he attended the annual 1 A discussion next ensued on_the dme 
convention of the B.C. -Fruit Growers’ to pick Jonathan apples; and.Mn Bul- 
Association, and,;moved, seconded by man quoted Mr-Palnier,-of the Exper-
3 R,..m, which waa carried. The report suggested as a means of Questions put to
motfoVof^Mn E ^ b! PoSeR T e n d e d  all parties together a vote of ^ ’ere given a sudden quietus
if lijiA W n  set-lMr, A. W[ Jo iiU  that that gentle- imental Statibn, Summerland, who had
riedXhft thit ? r c S i S t ? o 5 ^ i &  the man^  ̂ nomination be accepted. This stated that they should not be picked tied that that o>rsanization wisnea tne | passed nem. con. as was later than Oct. 10, up to which period
resent I slso another -resolution, .moVed by Col. 1 investigation- Md shown there had-on 
thp veiretable irrowers. Mr R. M. G- W. G. Lindesay, seconded by Mr. ly been one per cent of breaking down
a^ R- that Col. Moodie’s npmin- whereas later on the percentage had
that^wilh a ^iew to economy the dir-lotion be also accepted, he being in the been much higher. The debate after 
StiVs^for 1924%e?eive^ position as Mfe. Taylor and for this took in a variety, of subjects, such
fha?̂  ̂mifeaie and iS deS tal same reason. as the prices obtained for prunes, -the
but-this refolution was lost by a large Mr. W. D. Walker was th§^next to shipping JhJ
margin, pf, votes, and/ afterwards the I speak, -asking permission to withdraw | counter slip  ̂system
E rM r:  and the" cost .of getting out direetort
seconded by Mr. W. Lansdown, that Dr. P. de Pfyffer spoke on the sub- reports and. statements. Mr. Bulman
the election of Officers take place at ject of the late dissensions on the having again to answer innumerable
I confidence the - directors who I by the ' return to - the platform, of. the
The chairman then read ‘̂ out the served during 1923, including Mr. Ba*'" f^ ru tin e^  and the ann̂ ^̂ ^̂
/ ^ ...u:..!. .car.. . 1 j j-  This caused the] the chairman that the result p i .tne pai
Harmah; D. Leckie, W. C. Spencer, all parties having agreed to bury the 189; L. E '[gylor,
W, D. Walker, H. B. D. Lysons and hatchet and not refer to the quarrel! 167; A. R. W
K  Twashita. After this the discussion . 139. The number of votes received by
ranged ?i% chsS j^^^^^ fU h rf I the unsuccessful nominees was not gi
baes the giving of-credit 'and-, bad I .Ballot papers were then handed all 1 ven,put., *. *1. ' j . ’* •K.'foa
debts, Mr, Bulman answering ques-j contract holders and after they had
tions put to him. : The“ p i ^  hotcsVof I been marked and while the ballots were 1 reoresent the Lockl
the old O U.G.. also came ««der Mr., Bulman again
hv^riie auditor?**̂  ^ ^  Hswered questions put to him on a var- JJ='''^^st1ons that all the lately chosen
npvt r^ /o ln tio n  was m oved by >®ty of subjects. . - Mr. Wynne Price directors were eligible, including the 
Mn^R. W. Conner, and was seconded|asked if the directors had formed any] {wo ‘‘vegeUbR . direct^^^^^
policy, and was told that it 1 ®being ^Sinted”^^ h S -
lowS: A.That R ule.2 be amended, to I duty' of the growers to make 1 — an mPved a resolution, seconded by
read, Any person over pLhio' suggestions to the. new Board, when Mr. F. A. Taylor, “that all contract
provi?eyhe\as w e c L d  a contract to formed, it being in any case ^drisable grow er be notifie^^
rpU his cron throuKh the Exchange, for thelnew directors to digest sugges- ed from their rpturns tor tsell his crop through the xchange, j for thejne  directors to digest s u g g e s - i m a d e  
Nothing herein; contained shall- bfi | tio„g niade to them before settling pn be lodged within 14
ship, but such persons having a joint from Mr. Bulman were the following terwards -. - - v  _ . . _ w -
appoint one 9f t*^eir number to ^  31, 153,750 boxes of aqples in J j y “'b S  gentlemen were therefore
membership in respect of the whole of ^  . thereafter, with­
in
th rsa i? c ro p / Np inember may hold Great Britain to supply that market, elected. Immediately thereafter, with- 
______ ; 'TViie m n*\nn\‘>AQ .stotcd in B. C. bv thei out Waiting for any formal resolution
-lyear. ,
Tbife speaker next touched on the 
fact that the co-operative movement 
had originated in Kelowna^and st^ed 
that there was no reason why/this dis- 
-trict should not take the 
movement. . However, he said, there
ess than one share.’ ” his otion 249,786 boxes store  i  . . y t e t waiti  f r y t r i resm  ̂
■ ' ....__  ̂ ■,■ / _______I .oo'7,400. ' I for adiournment -to be moved.wrs ca?^^e^afte^^short*de^^^^ Loca'ls,' and 287,488 stor'ed atU or .adjoufn^ ent to be g*oved,^^riie
the meeting points, making a total of some and hawng accomplished th«journed for lunch, after passing anoth- > ly all day. ana ^  h,.pn iijourned 
er
e
were still’ some P.cssimists here^who
.decried the idea of co-operative effort 
-of which they Aemselves knew little
• or notliing. * '  . / .  /  i /
In answer to a question, he stated 
further that up till the past season the
■ Interior fruit had neyer_h^ a really 
-good “look in” at the B.C. Coast mar- 
' ket , The jobbers at Vancouver in past 
4 ears had net favoured^Interior fruit, 
and had also disliked the fruit prow­
lers for securing anti-dumpmg legisla­
tion Now, however/ between the 
goodwill'of the B C. iproducts Bureau
.. and that 6f the Vancouve^ Board ̂ of 
'“Trade, the jobbers at the Coast were.
■ trying to help the Interior fruit indus-
?ca«xi»y that pMjle
S o U o n T S g ““ he 'g J e c 'J S r ? '1 691.024 boxes all .oU. | -bfe';, iS; »hlch it had been eajled in
at $5 per meeting, plus mileage allow- Mr. Bulman also drew attention to a very harmonious way
ance. . jthe fact that the Associated had man-- t a KFS
Afternoon Session aged to sell some seventy cars of “off” ! NEW COUNCIL TAKlSsb
On resuming work after the lunch I yg^jeties  ̂ at-, the figure of 90c.. Ques- 
lour, Mr. A.’ C. Coates, seconded by Ljons of all kinds being again asked,
Mr.’W. J. Coe, brought forward a re- jbe speaker took pains to explain to
meeting many instances where the
UP ITS DUTIES
(Continued from page 1.)
^ h lf r - i^ S r 'n H M s '^ d n '^ o u r  shown excellent I a  change in the personnel of the
frMts no? year bn? a lS  in judgment, declaring that it had only Conncil, doe to the results of the re-fruits^ not O y t y __- 1 r̂xWnwTincr iVi#* I miminnal elcCtlOtl. CntAllcd S fC-haie been mostlTab- j wrCd'badly when following the advice I cent' municipal election, ̂ entailed 
S f f  h y ^ h S i lg  o£ some of the Locals. He wa^ of the | assignment of dut.es, a..d he annonneeo
es,* and W h erc^  consump-j opinion that in future it would be ne-l ,the following as his selection for the
tion immediately;^be it resolved that]cessary to have sep^arate pools for the 
all early fruits, iyith the exception of j ffuit of those who insisted in shipping 
pears, be crated in the orchard, up to jbe judgment of the sales
McIntosh, as ‘orchard run by the m- rg(gff gnd touching on the matter ofTTtiA r*s/\-vrAf* monAi  ̂ - ' • « . / __
e unable to pay their 
A year ago, the di
talning a report of the municipal mcct- 
ng hrid on Jan. llth . In addition, it 
Dtated that, at a meeting of-the Direc­
tors of the Brigade, held on Jan. 
'3th, the following resolutions were
Ufissed*
,"1. That all requisitions fob the dis- 
lursemcnt of City funds on Fire Bri­
gade account arc to be signed by the 
chairman of tlic. advisory committee of 
he Brigade and that the City Coimcil 
>e requested to conform to this rcgul- 
ktidn.’l' ' ■/'' '■* ''/  , , ■ I
/  “2. s If fin adequate salary be provid­
ed fpr, fioth .drivers,..they will he ^re­
quired to remain at the Hrc Hall dur- 
‘ng the day time while on active duty/’ 
“3. That the City be asked to have 
representative in attendance at all
ires who will be responsible for the 
protection of cxpopCd , premises, so
hat iqovabic property is protected ar 
gainst theft.” , ,
” “4. That dn up-to-date building 
>y-law be framed and' passed at as 
:arly a date as possible, the present 
ly-̂ Iaw being in many respects inadc-
rned ^buld he. too' small to rccot^-
PARKS AND BOULEVARDS:
- were, or at feast should be, producing
- millions of' dollars out of sunlight and 
• irrigation. Sales of fruit a t  Vancoiivcr
. could not. however, be made at high- 
..e r figures than had been obtained this 
, - year, as. consumers would not pay 
'.-.more. , , . . .
As regards; tho-market on thepraini
during the past season, while the.rc had 
‘ been hountcous crops in that 
o f Canada, it must not be oyerlookcd
■ that those crops were very largely narr 
vested by transient labour, who return-
. cd to their homes in <>*«'■ 9the Dominion and the United Sta^s
when the harvest was over. Cpndi-
- tions were not good in Manitoba, and 
- on the other hand, they were.^very
. good in most portions of the States,
■ so that it ispokc volumes for the work 
-o f  the sales $taff of the Associate! [
- that they had secured a fair pnee for 
IB . C. fruH, when American growers
LIGHT AND W ATER: Aid. Mor 
rison. •
dividual growers/’ The mover made J brownTof, he further stated I FIRE PROTECTION AND BUIL
the. plea/that by adopting the b^Q^gb the efforts of the' staff 1 DING$: Aid. Latta,
haV/wb"li>eM d'wp's“'?=tl/Ln°dthat^^^^^^ 
the grower would make at least eigh- could expect for nearly all varieties of HEALTH AND BETTER HOUS 
teen cents more per package by pack- apples and kept the meeting fully oc- ING: Aid. Shepherd. _
ing his own products. Mr. Coe also!cupied in listening to what he had tol Tbc Mayor stated that, at a commit- 
pbinted out such an arrangement would tell while the'ballots were being coun-1 jgg meeting of the Council held after 
be beneficial to both grower and the ted, which took a very long time to do-j^bc fire of Jan. 20th, it had been d«id- 
association as a whole, and that any [Asked why more money had not been ^bat the damaged building on Ber-
bossibility of a poor pack being put up I spent on advertising, he explained that I Avenue should be condemned,
by individual growers could be obvi-j there' were members of the Gcntral be asked Supt. Blakeborough to 
ated bv giving each grower-packer a I Board who were enthusiastic advertis- what action had been taken.
r...u lUnt -with a hiirh- . . . .  . u.. U^A t,
jcnsfc an agent fbr the time spent/ 
showing the property and putting 
through the purchase. The suggested 
scale provides ; for a minimum', of ?15 
cbmmissibn up to $100 in 'Value; over 
! !100 in value and' less than $200, $20; 
6ver $200 and up to $500, $25; oyer 
$500 and up -to $10,000, .5 per cent, and 
over .$10,000, .2^:^pcr bent., - ', ;  ; ;
; The letter was laid over for consid- 
iVation in committee of; the whole. „, 
Mr. S. Gray;: President, and Mr. T. 
G. Norris waited upon the Council as 
a deputation from the. Great War Vc-; 
iicrans’ Association. Mr. Gray spid tiic; 
Association desired to obtain a grant, 
rimilar tb that made by the Council 
ast year, the money to be used cntire- 
y for relief work, upon which the- As­
sociation had, already spent, a consider-' 
able sum, and there was the prospect 
that more would be required bcfdrc the 
end of the winter. ,
Replying to a question by Aid. Mci- 
cle, Mr. Norris said he^was aware of 
the movement inaugurated by the Par­
ent-Teacher Association to have a cenr 
tral body for the control of relief, but 
each body was to administer its own 
funds. Last year, the O ty made a 
grant of $100 to the G. W. V.. A. tP, 
send A delegate to the Dominion con­
vention at Vancouver, but the Assoc­
iation felt that any grant received this 
year should be spent entirely on relief
^  Tl^e Mayor enquired* whether thje 
GiW.V.A. would not prefer to submit 
cases for relief to the Copncil as they 
came up, instead of asking ; for, â  .Oat 
amount, which might prove too little
or too much. . . .  , .
Mr. Gray replied that there was no 
danger of the Association not, knowing 
what to d o . with the money. At 
Christmas, the G.W.ViA. had spent 
$172 in bringing comfort and cheer^iiu 
to the homes of veterans, and $50 hap 
been handdd to the Women’s Auxil­
iary to give the children some enter-- 
tainmejit. The small amount of money 
on hand would probably l>e exhausted 
>efore long, hence it was thought ad­
visable to apply to the Council in good 
time for a grant. . ,
Consideration was promised the re-; 
quest, when the votes for the year are 
jeing' made ' up; and the deputatiw 
thanked the Council and withdrew.
. A letter from Mr. Lome A. Camp-; 
bell. General Manager of the West 
iCootenay Power Co.,, conveyed the in­
timation that, as the result of a con-, 
‘erence with representatives of the 
Council, it had been decided to giant 
or the period, of one year frorn Jan.
; 1924, a small concession on power 
rates, in that the charge for the first 
0,000 k.w. hours per month would be 
J cents per k.w.h., and, for , an con­
sumption over, 10,000 'l^-^- hours per 
month, 254 cents per k.w.h.
' The Mayor explained that the forin-
er rate was a charge of 3 cents flat per 
c.w.h. for the first 30,000 k.w. hours 
per month, so that now, 'when the total 
consumption for power purposes Tan 
over 10,000 k.w. hours, there .would be 
a reduction of 54 cent per k.w. hour 
on the quantity in excess of that figf 
ure. The greatest monthly consump­
tion of power during the past year was 
nearly 20,000 k.w. hours. _  y
A letter from the Parent-Teacher 
Association advised the Council , of the 
steps taken to organize central control 
of the distribution of chanty, pointing 
out that overlapping, neglect of some 
cases and undue attention^ to others 
frequently resulted from lack of co-op, 
cration and absence of any. cohesion 
among the organizations dispensing 
relief in the city. Aft invitation was 
extended to the Council to send a re 
presentative to . meet delegfates. .from 
the various associations concerned, « 
order that a Central Committee o 
Kelowna Charities^might be instituted 
The proposal met with general ap­
proval-on the part of the Council, am 
Aid. Latta was appointed as civic re-
^̂’̂ On’̂ behalf of Mr. H. Waldron, Mr 
D. H. Rattenbury forwarded an apph 
cation to purchase Lot, '
at the scheduled price of $250,  ̂and en­
closed a cheque for one-thnn of th*. 
amount as first payment. The appli­
cation was accepted, and the requi.site 
by-law granting ah option will be in­
troduced at a future meeting. , 
Aid. Latta enquired as to whether 
such property was offered for saie at 
its assessed Value or merely for tne
amount of taxes due. , „  ... ,The Mayor replied that all property 
acquired at tax sale was valued at its 
apparent saleable value, not at the a- 
mount of outstanding taxes, and was 
listed accordingly with all the real es­
tate firms in town. ,  ̂ «
Aid. Latta favoured the saiC ot ^all 
non-rcvenue-ptoducing lots as quickly 
possible, so that the money realized
As the rcsolutlpiis required catcful 
consideration, they were left pycr uiitil 
tlic next nicctihg’ in comjnittco fif the
wliolc/,,,':-,
»aw No. 380, providing for low- 
./cr rates; was iiitrodttcc^ 
given three - readings/’ /Uude'r 1,ho Pre­
sent schedule dfveharges, thcvi/atc; w 7
6 ctnts per k.w.—  -- . -
5 cents per k.w.h.. for the next 500, 
The new scale provides a rate of 5 cents 
)cr k.w.h. for the first ,100 k.w.h., 4 
cents per k.w*h*’ fbr the next 200, and 
2.J4 cents per k.w.h. for all over 300.
■ Aid. Adams remarked that it would 
be up to the City to endeavour to cn-
cents per k.w.h, for the first IpO' Jk-wJui 
'  * ,h. for the'iiexi;10Q, and
courage the consumption of power, so 
that the Power Company would obtain
as much revenue as before they made 
the concession in rates, otherwise they 
would probably pot rcnc.w the arrange? 
ment at the end of The year.
' Supt:*Blakeborough stated that, from 
investigations he had made, about 70 
additional h.p. was already m ; sight, 
without counting,.Casorso Bros. ^
• Aid. Latta considered that power 
users had been paying unduly high 
^charges,, and the profit had gone. to 
lelp to meet the deficit on operation 
of the water department..' From the 
igures given in the'* financial statement 
or 1923, he estimated that the gross 
irofit earned on power was 112 per 
Cent, while the net profit was 25 per 
cent. The overhead charges of 87 per 
cent looked very big to him. He not?: 
iced that the same amount of interest 
was charged oii the water branch as 
on the light department, while, ac­
cording to the amount of the. debenture 
debt for each of these utilities, more 
should have been charged on water acf 
count. In charging interest equallj 
ietween the two departments, the- ef 
ect was to make 'users of light pay 
more as their share than users, of wat? 
er. The overhead should be investi­
gated and; if 'it Could be cut down, the 
rates* could be reduced.
/ The Mayor explained that, in regard 
to thfe old indebtedness on account of 
capital expenditure for water and light, 
it was practically impossible to appor-; 
tion the amount to be charged to each 
department,'as the plants were inex­
tricably mixed together at the outset, 
and things were charged to water ac­
count which should not have; been, 
such as fire hydrants, etc.- Taking ev­
erything into consideration, it w.as 
thought best to put both branches on 
an even basis as regards interest char-? 
ges, especially as it would take several 
’rears to make the water system pay
Aid. Latta did not agree with the 
Mayor’s viewpoint, and held that each- 
branch should stand on its own. feet. 
The water users should not profit by 
what was made-on light, and the, sur­
plus of some $5,000 earned in the lighf 
branch last year should be carried for­ward to its credit instead of being ap.
plied to the water deficit.
Aid, Adams pointed out that large 
users of power were getting it at near, 
cost; k  was the users of light who paid 
the higher rates., .  , _ . . .  .The Mayor said the Council m past 
years had been so used to look upon 
the two services I as one combined plant 
that they were really inseparable, so 
that'if the ;utilities could be made to 
balance so as not to take any money 
out of current revenue to make good a 
deficit, that would seem to be about as 
equitable a manner as was possible in 
dealing with the question. .
Beside? cutting down the oyerhead, 
said Aid. Latta, the question of meters4 i_ * vn /4rn î* fn
aPiount,of money used for the lattcc 
purnooc could not be Icso than the fiM» , 
required, by. ,th9 by-la'w.gi concerned to  
be laid*'aaioc. /
Aid. Latta held that a city sltouhl.bu 
run on the same linc^ as* a private hu«  ̂
eiiicssil in which assets '\vcrc taken, a t 
their octu.al worth at time of vî lua** 
tion, not at a future date.
. Comparing the expenditures' on ; 
schools in 1917 and 1923, Aid. Latta 
pointed out that the cost Ipst year, was 
nearly three times as great,“/an iii- 
crease that he did not think was Justt-.' 
fied by the ' circumstances, iind, he be- , 
lieVed that possibilities of conaolidatibn 
had not been exhausted.
The Mpyor replied that the Council' 
had little control over the aRaira of 
the School Board, who claimed that 
they were paring * things to the bone* 
Aid. Latta must Understand that 1917, 
was not a fair year with which to mfiko i 
comparisons. W ar' conditions pressed' 
very 'severely on the city, and it vyaâ  
hard to collect any taxes. Little mon- j 
cy was , spent on, the streets, the Flro , 
Brigade cost ' little or nothing, * y'ot 
ifierc was difficulty in finding funds to 
pay the teachers’ salaries. Now, peo­
ple wanted money spent on all sorts of 
objects, whether it was right to do so 
or.-not. . ' , ,,
■ Another point taken up by Aid. Lat­
ta \Vas that of office overhead, whjch 
had nearly, doubled in the six. yedts.' 
the respective figures .being $8,738 and 
$15,302. This was a ngittcr that re­
quired consideration as to vvhcthfefe a 
reduction could nol'be effected. / / 
The Mayor said there were many : 
things to be, considered in this regfiro. 
Although there had been little increase; 
of population, there had been large In­
creases, in the '  water and light aer- 
vices and in the work concerning theni* 
The levy in 1914, with ’which, it was 
fairer to make a comparison, was about . * 
$20,000 more than in 1917.
J Lengthy;: discussion edsued up6n 
technicalities of the balance sheet, 
questions ,, of / depreciation, apparent
surplu^; and other matters, being final- , 
ly brought to a close with, a proipiae*// 
b y  the Mayor that some statistics de- “
sired by Aid. Latta would be provided 
so that the discussion could be 'resum­
ed in committee of the whole, if so 
desired.
A formal resolution was passed set­
ting Friday, Feb. 8th, as the date/,of 
the Municipal Court of Revision of the 
Assesj^ment, and, the hour being late, 
the Coupcil then adjourned.
t e n t h  a n n u a l  ,
SKI TOURNAMEHTt
Many Champions Will Compete- In 
This Year’s Event At Revelstoke
The stage is again set' for Canada** ' 
greatest winter sport offering,,/tfie ' 
tenth annual Ski Tournament at Revel- 
stbke, to^be held on Tuesdayaijd "Vifed- 
nesday, Feb.’ Sth and '6thy-'S5me of, tbe*- 
most famous ski-jum pw in .the ^f>rld ,  ̂
are already gathered there for , prelim- / 
inary“ practice, and the famous' s|ope 
of Mount Revelstoke is'daily the ren­
dezvous of large crowds watching the 
ski-riders making their daring ' leaps. 
Competition is very keen, as the class 
and quality of the prizes offered) is a 
strong inducement to break ,the 
world’s record. i \
Reduced rates are in effect fropi 
most B.C. points, to enable all to/: wR- 
ness and enjoy these two days efam- / 
med with thrilling events and pleas- : 





intending spectators are adyised tOj fe? 
serve hotel accommodation early, •'
m
should be investigated, in order to as 
certain whether the interest and depre-
theciation on the instruments plus 
cost of reading might not,be more than 
the cost of pumping the extra quantity 
of>*water /which unmetered consump­
tion would entail.  ̂ . f-Continuing the discussion of finan­
cial matters. Aid. Latta 
sion to review some details of the 1923 
civic balance sheet, and, This ̂  being 
granted, he explained that his idea was 
that the overhead expense in the city 
was too high and that every effort 
should be made to reduce it, so as  ̂to 
bring down the rate of .taxation, which 
was much too high. There was a, gen­
eral movement through the 'United 
States and Canada for the reduction,of 
taxation, and Kelowna should follow
'̂*Ald. Latta had obtained a copy of 
the civic financial statement for 1917, 
and he'instituted comparisons between 
it and that for 1923 in several respects, 
but before going into details he took 
exception at the outset to the writing 
up of bonds to par that had been p ^ -
TH E KELOW NA.
Poultry Association
LIMITED
ELLIS ST. , Phone 3gJ 
FLOUH and FEED STORE  
The cost of a sack of our LAY­
ING MASH will be abundant^ 
ly repaid in  incrcasfid egg prjf>- 
duction. At once a food and a 
stimulant. ,
W e not only cater for Pout? 
try and Live Stock but we sure 
sole agents for “Our Best’* 
Flour, one of the mpsb popnl^; 
and thoroughly satisfactory 
brands on the market.
/  price, $3.60 a sack;
Free and Prompt Delivery 
-Store closes at 6 p.m. on Saturmw 







Bovril Poster Competitioii 
closes definitely
M A R C H  3 I r t
from them might be made. Ip bring in
number, such as is done in Nova^Sco-1 ers, but they felt that, with a high- Mj . Blakeborough said he had noti 
ti.i.. He explained the system of m-j priced general maiuigcr and initial exT ^  owners of tl
spection adopted in ' that province,|penses of all kinds, they could
fied the ers t the building that it 
bad been condemned, and he had also
where it was made almost impossible spend more than $5,000 last y e a * " “"""-opy' of to the in-
- ‘ ----- ’-Vvertising of any kmd. The p u b licity
obtained b/v the 1 hotice having been Teceived
revenue. .
Aid. Adams agreed with Aid. Latta, 
and said the prices of City-owned lots 
should be set as low as possible in or­
der to find purchasers. , .
On the other hand, Aid. Mciklc is­
sued a warning against encouraging the
sale of cheap lots m remote parts r t  
the town, pointing out that costly work 
on streets might be entailed. -
The Mayor believed that some the
chased at a considerable discount, 
considered that these bonds should be 
taken at their market value, which 
would mean that the so-called surplus 
in the Sinking Fund would be non-ex­
istent. .
The Mayor said that the railway 
bonds purchased for the Sinking Fund 
were backed by a government guaran- 
were in every w ay,as safe as, a
government issue, and would be wprth 
par at maturity. They had. risen a great 
deal in market price since they were 
purchased by the City, but their value 
was always fluctuating a httle. If car­
ried on the books at their purchase 
price, that would not be their true val­
ue today; and if valued at the end of 
each year, there would be a varying a- 
mount on the - City’s hooks; so the 
simplest way seemed to be to take 
“what they would represent in meeting
for any grower to put up a bad pack I v rtisi  f  
more than once. ' j obtained b^ the c
■ During th t discas5ion,^Mr.^ s u m ito m f tJ 'M iw ru . Hofpital M
outlying prpperty could be disposed of 
by turning it into acreageDy . XUlllltiK "  J* tA.small lots and selling or renting it for
Edcfa donstion of $1.20
entitles-to ticket-folder 
containing 16 color- 
postera, giving ^  pp- 
portnnity of vrinnmg 
1st prize, about
$ 5 5 , 5 5 5 . 0 0  
or others; of the 2,003
prizes, comhmed vsdn^
£30,000, abont $138,888.
Send Donation of .
. and. play tha game.
Taylor gave it ais his opinion tjje made a / t £ l  mTs7ion"bf patients residing J napples should not be included,-^d the of money,_and the displ^^^ citv? the Mayiir said that this
1 quest i on
agricultural purposes. . , h«- the**de^ whose maturity would
The annuaj report The|coincide with their own,.and that^was
AddrcM donationi to oay of the following 
organizetiont or dieir branches i 
Vatereiie' AMOclatloa of,| Greet Brltela, SlSt 
Perk Ave., MontreeL >
Greet War Veteraas’ Aeeoclation, Cltlaea 
BnUdlno, Ottawa^ '
A n »  and Navy Veterans in CenaSa, Ut 
Bieliop Straet, MoatreaL 
Imperial Vaterane in Canada, 7W SQaIn 
Straet. Winnipeg. -
Tuberculoue V eteran  Aeeoclatioa. RnnaO 47, 
Citlxan BulMlng, Ottawa. v. -N , 1-24
r«pon.ibili.y of B .. City for
gade was laid oetorc t n f f l a s h  could be t>ut into the Sink- 
bOT p S il iX I 'i ! . '!  P?ovi™» con-lS.g Fand or bood. E-rchu..d, but the
HIQH-CLASS SOCIETY FRIHT. 
ING AT THE COURIER PRESS
fM m m
wm K-W! 1 m m m m
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“ IS INIS THE WOHDERFIIL OKANAGAN H O N EY ? ”
I 'I'
S i l i d  3  t r a v e l l e r  a t  t h e  h o t e l  b r e a k f a s t  
t a b l e .  “ Y e s , "  c a m e  t h e  r e p l y  “ t h i s  i s  
t h e  > v o n d e r f u l  O k a i n a g a n ,  b u t  d o n ’t  g e t  
f r e s h  y o u n g  f e l l o w !
Ill reality it was Brown’s Bee-Line Honey the man
was referririg to.
"V '
H 0 N £ Y
In OnCi .Pound Glass Jars — 35c
In Two Pound T in s .......  60c
-In Pivc Pound Tins .. $ 1 . 3 ^
In Eight Pound Tins ....  $ 2 . 0 0
h o n e y
MADE FROM
THE NECTAR OF THE W H ITE CLOVER:
The McKenzie C o ., Ltd
PHOHE 214
i i i P A R E
the Birds in your Breeding Pens to
ing our MASH, which wiU give the 
. Birds the necessary vitality and  ̂
stamina.
Lots of our Customers are doing it. Why not you ?
PRICE $ 9  9 f |
per 100 lbs..........
No. 1 TIMOTHY H A Y ,............................... $20.00 per ton.
NEW  STRAW ...... ..... ......................................
QUAKER FLOUR and CEREALS.
OCCIDENTAL FRUIT CO.,LTD.
FREE CITY D E L P '^ YKELOWNA, B.C.
%
t u k  EW.0WNA COURIER ANO QKANAOAM OECHARPlS’y
: O T W E M S  ;
(By W. J. B.)
DNPROnTAm^
vA R iE nes
WAPnJES
BASKETBALL
Iwdtatchco HcttticiUtwid Ewpert Oive» 
His Views Upon The Questipn Of 
Retshdng Tlio T«w» .
Ikolowita Basicctccrs W in Three Im ­
portant Games At Summcrlaijd
Ouf'^local hoop squads ga^w ed fur- 
I th^laUrcla for our fair c i^w hcit they 
I invaded Summcriand l&nt Thursday 
land came avirhy with/thrcc victories. 
It was an unittcky'evening for the 
home teams,- as the loss practicaily 
Incans that they arc out of the running 
for Okanagan haskctbail iipnours this 
season, unless a playoff is ordered. 
However, all games were keenly con­
tested and featured by close checking 









Purchase your Office Supplies .front
T he K elow na C ourier
P R I N T E R S  A N D  P U B L I S H E R S  
K f i L O W N A ,  B .  C .
 ̂ The Girls* Game . '
The curtain raiser of the evening 
I was the girls* game!. As is usual with 
girls' games, tlie checking was- very 
closp and the points were well earned, 
all sliots being .made from difficult 
angles., The Harris sisfc.rs starred for 
I the home team, whilp Bessie McCall- 
lum turned in a useful and steady, game 
rat' goiard. Jean' Kincaid was,.Kelowna s. 
I’bjg' point getter, with 16 to her, credit 
as a reward for her, tireless efforts-and 
I especially as she ,wcnt the , full time.
I Ruth Roweliffe, who relieved Mary 
I Burnc on the forward line, proved a 
[hard and efficient . w6rker. Ethel 
Burne played a steady. game,, and with 
Marjorie Moffatt they made a splen­
did i>air of guards. Winnie pay, while 
I relieving Mrsi ‘ McClymont at .centre, 
held her fast and elusive check score­
less. The final count w as'32 to 16 
in favour of Kelowna. Summary foll­
ows:
KELOWNA: Jean Kincaid, 16; Mrs,. 
I McClymont, 8; Mary Burne, 4; Mar- 
|jorie Moffatt, 2; Ruth Roweliffe, 2;
1 Ethel Burne and Winnie Day. ;
Summerland: Irene Harris, 8; Qwen 
[Harris, 6; Bertha Bristow, 2; ^Bessie 
I McCaljum and Jean Moffatt.
Referee: V. D., (Turk) Lewis.
According to an, article in 
issue of “The Packer,” of Chicago, 
growers in the Wenatchee district of 
Washington arc facing the same prob­
lem' that is worrying the Okanigan 
fruit ' men, namely,, whether varieties 
that have proved unprofitable in recent 
years should be eliminated by destruc­
tion of the trees, and the views quoted 
of Mr. William Mciklc, former County 
Horticultural Agent, should be of in­
terest to growers in, this vicinity,
“If,” He said, “after an expense of 
some $1,000 per acre to bring an Orr 
chard into bearing, R Js fohnd that 
market conditions are such that' the 
orchard does not pay, tlie remedy con^ 
Sists ih improving th'ci distribution and 
marketing of our apples, rather, thun 
'destroying valuable . orchards.
, “If the time has come when Romes, 
Jonathans, Stay mans, Spit2;enbcrgs,
and Yellour New,towns and a few other 
varieties arc not paying a profit, to cut 
them out or graft them over; will make 
a surplus in the better varieties and 
destroy their market value in attempt­
ing to market 'an entire crop of the 
better varieties under present condi­
tions. * The remedy consists in the gro­
wers getting, together and devising 
better marketing conditions and not 
increasing too greatly our tonnage of 
other varieties.'
“If, after growing apples success­
fully for a. number of* years on a piece 
I of ground, the market value of apples 
is decreasing in direct proportion to 
the lack of colour because of too close 
planting, the . remedy does not consist 
in cutting out or grafting over to
other varieties, but it does cpnsist in 
imfTroving the production by cutting 
out trees to give more sunlight for 
better quality and better, cijlour.
'  low prices on certain varieties[ years o f '
Second Game
From the start of this encounte,
1 it looked as if Summerland were due 
for a win as the visitors simply could 
not get going, their play being loose 
I and passes poprly. timed. The first half 
ended 9 to 5 in '^favour of the home; 
team.
; In the second period Kelowna came 
I to life,and ran up a. big score. Earle 
Wilson more than made good in his 
[ initial performance with senior com-r 
pany and was bosS: scorer lyith 16 
points. Doug Kerr was a continual 
basket grabber and was in on every 
play. The play in this spasm , was fea­
tured by hard checking and brilliant 
individual effort. The final score read
37 to 12 in favour of the visitors. Sum- 
jmary follows:
KELOWNA: Earle Wilson, 16;
I Kerr, 9; Hilton, 5; Dick Parkinson, S; 
Alex Smith, 2; and Dawson Pirie.
SUMMERLAND: Taylor, 8; Chis­
holm, 2; Durham, 1; Johnson, 1;; and 





L o o s e  L e a f  S u p p lie s
All-Star “A” Fixture
This battle proved to be one of the 
Imost exciting and closely contested 
[ games ever witnessed in Summerland.
[ It was only in the final stanza that the 
visitors outscored the home team.
I With less than two minutes to go, and 
1 the score tied, McLeod speared a field 
j basket and his team mates followed 
suit with enough points to put the 
I game on ice. McLeod turned in his 
I best game of the season, while Turk 
Lewis was in his usual form on the 
I offensive. Geo. Guy in his new posi­
tion at centre proved that he is a nat­
ural pivot man, while Jack Parkinson, 
who also was switched, did some nice 
work on the defence, intercepting well 
at all periods. Max Robie was forced 
to withdraw from the game at the be­
ginning of the first half with a fwisted 
I ankle, his place being ably relieved by 
Doug. Kerr. ,
Howie Daniels was the ace for the 
I home team, registering ■ some ten 
points. George Power was in great 
[form at guard and held his check very 
wclK Some snappy combination play 
[was dished up by both teams and un­
intentional rough play was noticed, 
I owing to the stiff checking. The final 
I count was: Kelowna, 26; Summerland,
119. Summary follows:
KELOWNA: Carson McLeod. 10; 
[Turk Lewis, 8; Geo. Guy, 6; Jack Par- 
j kinson, 2; Max Robie and Doug Kerr. 
SUMMERLAND; Howie Daniels, 
10; Irvin Adams, 6; E, Wilson, 3; C. 
Adams and Geo. Power.
Referee: Geo. Hilton.
Immediately after the games the 
I visitors were royally entertained by the 
1 Summerland players and fans at a very 
enjoyable dance at the Parish Hall. 
In the “wee sma’ hours” the Kelowna 
quintettes were transported to Pentic­
ton through the kindness of Messrs. 
Win. Johnson and B. Taylor. Kelowna 
have many pleasant things to say ab­
out the hospitality of the Summcriand 
players. . v
>,* he basketball executive and players 
of the “B” team take this opportunity 
of thanking Mr. George koweliffe for 
his generous gifl p f a coinplete set 
basketbaU hose to the second tear-
^  # * • '  ^
‘Ji'prk” Lewis has again departed 
fdr the Coast and will likely perform 
for some of the Vancouver temns for 
lalance of the season,
"According to a recent announcement
Geo; Ross, Secretary of the B, C; 
Basketball Association, we learn that 
the finals in two divisions will be 
staged in the Interior for the fir^^ime 
in the history of the cage g a i ^  Ka,m- 
lobps and Revelstoke are np<v playing 
off for the Main Line title, and it looks 
as if the Supremacy of the Okanagan 
lies in the games that^ Kelowna has 
yet to play with ■ Penticton,. as local 
hoop artists have' pretty well demon­
strated their, superiority oyer other 
valley teams.
* •  *
And so—on next Thursday after­
noon, Feb 7th, the local association are 
sending their three quintettes to Pen­
ticton to decide “what is what,” and 
further, it is known that a local and 
.loyal crowd of hoop fans are going to 
make the trip. Will anybody who in­
tends to make the journey please phone 
Dick Parkinson, so that he may know 
how many will be taking advantage of 
the excursion rates to the K. y . R. 
city, where one will be able to sit in 
on some real thrilling games?
docs not prove the variety to be worth­
less. Likely it will force this variety 
off the market in poorer districts. In 
tlic meantime, the grpwci' who will 
take advantage of the ‘ situation and 
properly spice his. trees wilt, in time, 
again reap profits from these same 
trees.' ■ j ' '. '.m ■
“A marked decrease of some 25 or 
30 per cent resulting from cutting out 
half the trccS' ip Romes, Jonathans, 
Stay mans and other varieties, where* 
trees arc planted too close, will pro­
duce a double advantage pn the mar­
ket; first; it will decrease the quantity 
and, increase the pfice;,second, it will 
improve tlic quality and increase the 
price. This is one solution pf the mar­
ket prpblcm for the above varieties. It 
is better to improve than to destroy ;an 
orioliard. ,
“If for a number of years Grimes, 
Senators, Ben Davis, Delaware Reds, 
Missouri Pippins, > Black Twigs, King 
Davids, etc., have been unprofitable on 
the average, get rid of these and keep 
them off the market. I t  is pot advis­
able and will not pay to try to force 
the market to take what, in its estim­
ation, it docs not want. To advertise 
and attempt to sell what does not meet 
with public favour only injures those 
better products from the same district 
being advertised in the sanne mahner, 
Cut out these , varieties and be rid of 
them. The Wenatchee district was in­
tended’ for better varieties.
“To keep poor varieties and gam­
ble that the East will have a short 
crop and low' production occasionally,
1 which will make your poor varieties 
■ profitable, is poor business. To hope 
I for success throughHhe misfortunes, of 
our brother competitors in the^East iri-:, 
jures our standard of production, puts 
theaper varieties on the market, and 
the spirit that hopes to. win through 
the misfortupe of others is not the true 
Wenatchee spirit. GCt rid of the poor 
varieties.' '
Whether To Remove Stumps
“In removing trees in closely-set, or­
chards the question comes up whether 
or not to remove the stump., IProbably 
the least expensive way out is to cut 
the tree off at the base at the gro^np- 
One must take into consideration in 
following this plan, though, that it will 
be difficult to remove this stump for a 
number of years, if it should prove ad­
visable to take the stump put later 
About the only way that this could be 
done is by blasting, and this is rather 
a' difficult process with apple tree 
stumps. If the tree is cut four or five 
feet high, the stump can be pulled-
#1 H H®  IPiro InaurABc©
rsirTv:" $ 1 ,0 0 0 “
ag4 housp and contents in Kel* 
owna FOR THREE YEARS, 
TMo ia oidy one-third of one 
nor cent per year. It is swrely 
worth while to bo on the safe 
side at these rates.
INSURE NOW WITH
C . W . W ilM is o n  &  C o .
BstabllBhcd lOM 
Comer Bcroiud Avo. and Wator «>*• 
Phono,254
We have dome excellent buya 
in both City and Farm property
NEW LAMP K  
94?', A R
on all purchaseB of
$1.00 OR OVER
made over the counter, 
paid for at time ol pur- 
© chase and carried, away.
Beats Electric or Gas
A new oil lamp that gives an amaz­
ingly brilliant, soft, white light, even 
better than gas or electricity, has bcci 
tested by the U. S: Government, and 
35 leading universities and found to 
be superior to 10 ordinary oil iJtmps. 
It burns without odor, smoke or noise 
—no pumping up. ' is ! simple, clcap, 
safe. Burns 94% air and 6% common
, .Customers taking ad­
vantage of the discount 
may have their goods 
delivcrcid, if desired,
A very small charge.
Z , PAY CASH -  IT ’S  »  
THE SYSTEM "
kerosene (coal oil).
-  • J>
innipeg, 
a 10 daj -




i c , . B. Johnson; 579 
at Ave., W is offermg 
a lamp on . n ys FREE
,■ ''Q;; p ; p  - i^WP!;®
the first^user in each locality who, will 
help him introduce »t. W ntc; him to­
day for full particulars. Also ask 
him to explain how you can get the 
agency, and without experience or 
money make $250 to $500 per montn.
an.
quite readily. These stumps heed not 
be pulled untjj late winter or early 
spring and even later. Jt Js best to reT 
move the tops ’’first, f  rim them. up and 
get them out of the road. In falling 
the entire tree, considerable injury 
*may result in knocking off the spurs of 
the permanent trees.
“A careful study is being made; of
the heed of eventually ploughing the 
alfalfa. ’Valuable results have been ob: 
tairied, from ploughing in certain in­
stances, In a number of orchards in 
which the alfalfa is seven 'or eight 
years old or ol4er, the alfalfa is play­
ing out and going to weeds. , It, seems 
advisable in many of these instances 
that ploughing'be done and clean cul­
tivation be practised .for a  year or.
:  Holmes -I 
Gordon, Ltd .:
Family Grocers Phono 3 0 *
Quality up to a standard ^  
—not down to a price. ^
two, and then a covering crop'.resccd^ 
ed. This ploughing is only being 
commended in certain cases after caiv-- 
ful study, and is not being recommend—
ed generally at tiiis time, HQWCyw.-
with■thepossible,need:Ofp^'dt^ghingr- 
this should be considered in deciding: 
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o u r^ ew  SPRING FOOTWEAR. A great many here already.
H aiti’s
Men's Footwear in all the new lasts and col­
orings. Oxfords on the R®x_and ^Retnevey
lasts are surq winners. ’Also English lasts in 
Boots, tan and black. Buy the best—the 
cheapest in the end.
On the W ater now?
A SUPERMAN
This happened at a conference of 
coloured preachers. A visiting bishop 
was looking at the various examination | 
papers, and came upon one marked ,101
per cent. „
“See here, Brother Jones,” he asked 
the worthy who was conducting, the 
test. “What basis does yo’ base yo’|
answers on ? ”
“One hundred per cent,” advised the
minister.
“But how come this man to be 
marked lOf per cent ? ”
“Oh, you see, suh,” answered the 
darkey, “he done answered one ques- 
! tion we didn’t ask.” .
The famous CHURCH’S. We will have them
here when you discard your rubbers and want 
to give your feet a treat. ’’Church s Brogues 
in tan and black are recognized as Brogues m
a class all their own. .
W e will show you a Work Boot this ̂ spring at 
$5.00 that will make talk in this 
Blucher and tan, good sensible
wide last, and guaranteed
WOMEN’S AND GROWING GIRLS’ 
LINES ARE NOW IN
Bdv your Shoes from a reliable storeand you 
will get reliable footwear. Bell’s and Murray s 
Oxfords and Slippers are certainly opening up 
nicer than ever. Growing girls hues in
“AHREN’S CHUMS” are certainly distmc- 
tive in both last and stock. A really classy Ox­




Comely Maiden—^Why are all ves­
sels spoken of as “she?” It’s because 
they glide so gracefully, I suppose.
Boatman—No, miss, it ain’t. I t s  
because their riggin' costs so much. 
-Answers.
m o c a ssin  PLAY SHOE, made in. smoked: horse 
an? chocolate elk. These shoes are quality through­
out having no ridges to hurt the little feet yet built 
to stand rough play.^ Prices— .  _ <
5 to  7Yz —.............. $2.50
A real Child’s Shoe
7 to lOY ...............  $3;00 '
ild's Shoe at a price withm-reach of an.
“Do you wish the court to under­
stand you refuse to renew your dog 
license?” asked the magistrate.
“Yes, your Worship, but——
“Wc want no ‘buts.’ You will be 
fined. You know the licence has ex­
pired?”
“Yes,-but so has the dog.”
FOR HIGH CLASS JOB PRIN  
TING GO TO t h e  COURIER
Rubbers T hat W ear
D om inion R ubbers are  all good and^ 
guaran teed . O u r stock is m ost com plete a t  the
P aren ts  r*S ee  to  it th a t your child ren  do no t 
s it all day  in school w ith  w et feet. A  n ew  pa ir
w hen needed k eeps the  doctor away.. S tock
alw ays fresh. P rices a lw ays r ig h t and foot­
w ear experts  to  fit you.
THOMAS LAWSON, LIMITED
PHONE 215 KfiLQWN^ B.. C.
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